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Abstract
With the broad adoption of smartphones, the Internet of Things (IoT) and artificial

intelligence (AI) technologies, people are contributing to the generation of increasingly
rich and sensitive digital footprints as they go about their daily lives. The privacy risks
associated with the large and diverse amounts of data collected by these new technolo-
gies are compounded by increasingly widespread data sharing and data mining practices.
In response to these developments, new privacy regulations have been introduced, such
as Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA). These regulations aim to increase transparency and control over
the collection and use of one’s personal data, yet they have also inadvertently increased
user burden when it comes to managing one’s privacy. In the United States, the prevail-
ing legal framework for privacy revolves around the concept of “Notice and Choice.”
Notifying data subjects about all relevant data collection practices and empowering
them to effectively exercise control over these practices in accordance with applicable
regulations has become highly impractical. The amount of time and effort needed for a
user to read all privacy policies and configure all privacy settings is unrealistically high.

This dissertation explores the diversity of people’s privacy attitudes across contexts
associated with the recent introduction of new technologies. Specifically, we look at (1)
new data collection and use scenarios associated with the recent deployment of video
analytics technologies across an increasingly broad range of contexts, (2) the privacy
challenges arising from the proposed adoption of COVID-19 vaccination mandates and
associated vaccination certificates, and (3) the effectiveness of mobile app privacy labels
to inform mobile users about the data collection and use practices of mobile apps. Work
presented herein is informed by the Contextual Integrity framework, which identifies
key contextual parameters influencing people’s privacy expectations and preferences.
Through a collection of user studies, this thesis aims to shed light on the diversity of
people’s privacy attitudes in these different contexts and the challenges they give rise to.
This includes looking at the complexity of informing people about the data practices
associated with a representative set of video analytics scenarios, people’s perception of
privacy trade-offs associated with COVID-19 vaccination mandates and certificates in
different contexts, and finally the challenges associated with the development of mobile
app privacy labels capable of effectively addressing people’s diverse privacy concerns.

This dissertation illustrates the complexity and diversity of people’s privacy expec-
tations and preferences across these different scenarios. It reveals privacy expectations
that apply across broad segments of the population as well as differences in expectations
among different groups of people. It shows how clustering techniques can be used to
develop finer models of people’s privacy expectations and preferences. It documents the
challenges in reconciling privacy and user burden consideration and suggests possible
solutions that range from regulations requiring APIs to communicate privacy decisions,
to the use of clustering models to assist users in managing their privacy decisions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Privacy Challenges

With the broad adoption of technologies such as smartphones, cameras, and Internet of Things (IoT)
systems, an increasing amount of information is collected about us. Smartphone usage continues
to grow in the U.S. and around the world [3, 222, 223, 226, 227]. These devices are capable of
continuously collecting a broad range of data such as location, audio, video, fitness data, and
much more [111]. According to Pew Research, 54% of mobile app users have refrained from
using an app, 30% have declined to install an app, and 19% have disabled location tracking on
their devices due to privacy concerns [27]. These findings indicate that a significant number of
individuals are concerned about the collection and use of their information by the apps on their
mobile devices. In the meanwhile, the number of connected IoT devices is expected to reach 15.9
billion in 2030 [224]. These devices and systems themselves increasingly produce data streams that
are fed into machine learning algorithms. For instance, video footage is increasingly processed
by video analytics functionality, whether it is for face recognition, facial expression recognition,
scene recognition, or some other purpose [110, 123, 144, 259]. Data privacy has been a central area
of concern surrounding the deployment of IoT technologies [177] especially when these systems
rely on the collection and use of personally identifiable information [37, 176, 178]. Much of the
data collection and processing in mobile and IoT is taking place without users’ knowledge, let
alone their consent. Another trend that has accelerated over the past few years revolves around the
use of digital technologies and the demand for disclosing information for public safety and public
health purposes. This ranges from requests by public authorities to hand over Ring doorbell video
footage, to mandates by the government to show proof of vaccination or sharing contact tracing data
on smartphones [109, 160, 168, 171]. For instance, vaccination certificates have become a prime
example of this phenomenon as the prolonged and devastating COVID-19 pandemic has affected
every aspect of people’s lives. The collection and use of the information contained in vaccination
certificates, such as an individual’s ID number, full name, date of birth, gender, nationality, and
vaccination records, may not be restricted to its intended context or purposes, especially when
without proper policies and technology-backed measures. The digitization and re-purposing of
this information pose significant risks, including privacy violations, with the potential of widening
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inequalities, and discrimination [23, 41, 99, 140, 232].

In response to some of these developments and challenges, new privacy regulations have been
introduced, such as Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA), and the California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA), aimed at safeguarding individ-
uals’ privacy and data protection rights. However, despite these efforts, regulations often lag behind
technological advancements, making it challenging to keep up with the ever-evolving data collection
and processing practices. Sometimes these regulations can also be aspirational and may be difficult
to implement using existing technologies. This gap between regulations and technology is further
exacerbated by the emergence of new technologies such as artificial intelligence, machine learning,
and especially deep learning, which present novel challenges to privacy and data protection. Though
existing regulations aim to increase transparency and control over the collection and use of personal
data, they have inadvertently also increased user burden associated with managing one’s privacy.
More and more details about the data collection, such as the purposes for which data is collected
and used or whether the collected data is shared with third parties, need to be communicated to
users to help them make informed privacy decisions. This is a positive development, as research has
consistently shown that people’s privacy expectations and preferences vary with the purpose for
which data is collected and with whom that data might be shared. Yet, providing people with this
additional information further increases the amount of time and effort they would have to devote
to learn about the data practices of technologies with which they interact. The same is true for
privacy controls (e.g., opt-in/opt-out) as well as data subject rights. While regulatory requirements
to offer these to users are beneficial to consumers, it is unclear that people actually have the time
and motivation to engage with these options and really take advantage of them. Whether it is while
browsing the web or interacting with smartphones, users are expected to manage an unrealistically
large number of privacy decision [136, 138]. For instance, a typical smartphone user can easily
have well over 100 permission settings to configure on their smartphone [111, 137, 225]. In IoT
environments, users are often unaware of the presence of multiple sensors and lack interfaces to
restrict the collection and use of their data [51, 104, 259].

Information privacy is about informing people about the collection and use of their data and
about empowering them to exercise adequate control over these processes [245]. In the United
States, the prevailing legal framework for privacy revolves around the concept of “Notice and
Choice.” Notice is typically addressed through the publication of a privacy policy. In practice, users
seldom read these privacy policies, which are not just long and difficult to read but also tend to be
ambiguous or silent about important issues [149]. Choice is typically offered in the form of opt-in or
opt-out decisions such as the recently introduced “Do Not Sell” opt-outs required by CCPA/CPRA,
and the opt-in choices mandated by GDPR. Choices are also supplemented with additional data
subject rights such as the right to erasure or the right to obtain a copy of one’s data. Notifying data
subjects about all relevant data collection practices and expecting them to take advantage of all the
choices made available to them thanks to new regulations is impractical [139, 259]. The user burden
needed to take advantage of this information and these controls is unrealistically high, often leading
people to a state of resignation, where they effectively give up on the idea of trying to control the
collection and use of their data. Examples of resignation abound, from people’s attitudes toward
cookie consent interfaces [237] to how people feel about managing privacy on social media [148].
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1.2 Thesis Contributions

This dissertation explores the diversity of people’s privacy attitudes across contexts that are rep-
resentative of recent developments in society, including the broad adoption of mobile and IoT
technologies as well as the introduction of vaccination requirements that have emerged as a result
of the COVID pandemic. Through a collection of user studies, this thesis also sheds light on the
challenges associated with empowering people to exercise their right to be informed about and
exercise control over the collection and use of their data, given the diversity and complexity of their
privacy attitudes. Specifically, we look at new data collection and use scenarios associated with the
recent deployment of video analytics technologies across an increasingly broad range of contexts,
the privacy challenges arising from the proposed adoption of COVID-19 vaccination mandates and
associated vaccination certificates, and the effectiveness of mobile app privacy labels to inform
mobile users about the data collection and use practices of mobile apps. Work presented herein
is informed by the Contextual Integrity framework, which identifies key contextual parameters
influencing people’s privacy expectations and preferences [162]. As emerging technologies continue
to proliferate, privacy norms are also changing in response to people’s growing knowledge and
awareness of these technologies as well as their experience interacting with these technologies. Find-
ings from this dissertation can provide valuable insights into the evolving privacy norms surrounding
these emerging technologies, and help inform the design of public policies and regulations. It is
crucial for regulators to recognize that users’ privacy preferences are diverse and context-dependent.
Instead of expecting users to repeatedly engage with tedious privacy management tasks, regulators
should be open to and in fact promote the adoption of technologies that can empower users to
exercise their privacy rights without overwhelming them with repetitive manual tasks. Usable
mechanisms should be developed, tested, and made available to assist users in managing their
privacy choices in alignment with their unique preferences as they pertain to the context at hand.
The main contributions of this thesis include:

• The development of detailed models of people’s privacy expectations and preferences across
a broad cross-section of realistic data collection and use practices associated with video
analytics deployments, COVID-19 vaccination certificate deployment, and mobile app privacy
notice. This includes the identification of key contextual parameters influencing people’s
privacy expectations and preferences across these scenarios.

• Beyond the identification and modeling of privacy expectations and preferences that reflect
attitudes of broad cross-sections of the population, this dissertation also offers a finer-grained
analysis of how some privacy expectations and preferences also vary from one individual to
another, and how subgroups of like-minded individuals can often be identified and modeled
using clustering techniques.

• We show how user models resulting from our analysis, including the identification of clusters
of like-minded individuals, and the introduction of new (APIs) could also serve as a basis for
reducing user burden when it comes to managing notice and choice functionality designed to
empower users to regain control over their data.

• Our findings shed new light on the unrealistic burden currently placed on users when it comes
to managing their privacy across common mobile app and video analytics deployment scenar-
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ios. We argue that these findings provide strong support for the introduction of additional
regulation that would require the availability of mechanisms, APIs, and protocols designed to
reduce user burden. We detail some of such mechanisms in the context of IoT, mobile app,
and web browsing scenarios.

1.3 Thesis Outline
The organization of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 provides a summary of prior research on
usable privacy notices and control mechanisms. It reviews prior work on modeling users’ privacy
expectations and preferences and the Contextual Integrity framework for studying privacy. Chapter
3 presents an experience sampling study that explores users’ privacy expectations and preferences
in the context of realistic video analytics deployment scenarios and uses machine learning to model
individuals’ privacy preferences. Chapter 4 describes a study that focuses on addressing privacy
expectations towards the use of COVID-19 vaccination certificates and mandates. It also includes a
large-scale analysis of privacy norms. Chapter 5 and 6 present a sequence of two studies focused
on the limitations of current mobile app privacy labels, namely succinct and standardized labels
intended to inform people about particularly salient data collection and use practices. Chapter 5
describes an interview study that explores lay users’ experiences, understanding, and perceptions
of iOS app privacy labels in the iOS App Store. Chapter 6 details an analysis of a crowd-sourced
corpus of privacy questions collected from mobile app users. The analysis suggests that people’s
privacy questions are diverse and that an important percentage of these questions are not answered
or only partially addressed in today’s labels. Finally, the last chapter of this dissertation provides a
more detailed discussion of this dissertation’s contributions, implications, and future possible work.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Usable Privacy Notices and Control Mechanisms

The prevailing legal framework for privacy in the U.S. is built upon the concept of “Notice and
Choice” derived from the Fair Information Practices Principles (FIPPs) [209]. Privacy notices are
declarations of how entities collect, process, retain, and share personal data. We first summarize the
privacy literature on four key criteria for usable and effective privacy notices. Then we review prior
research on privacy choice.

2.1.1 Usable and Effective Privacy Notice

First, the readability of privacy notices is crucial for conveying information. Research has repeatedly
shown privacy policies are too long and often require unrealistic education levels to read [68, 153,
215], discouraging people from reading them [68, 149, 153, 215, 242]. Research also indicates that
concise privacy notices written in plain language tend to be more effective than lengthy privacy
policies [62, 88].

Second, effective privacy notices should promote comprehension by the intended audience.
Privacy policies often use legal jargon and vague language to allow potential future uses of collected
data [194], making it difficult for an average person to comprehend the disclosed data practices [7,
35, 193, 239]. Vu and colleagues’ eye-tracking study found that participants poorly comprehended
privacy policies even if they were written at their level of education [243]. Researchers have
proposed non-textual privacy notices in addition to privacy policies to convey privacy concepts,
such as various indicators [195] and icons [155], but user comprehension of these notices remains a
challenge [96].

Third, salience determines the likelihood that people will actually find and pay attention to
privacy notices. Effective privacy notices should be prominently displayed and easy to access both
initially and when users want to revisit them. An eye-tracking experiment found that participants
were more likely to read and understand privacy policy information when it was displayed by default
rather than accessible only by following a link [228]. Another study found that a prototype Android
app privacy label was more likely to be noticed and remembered by users when displayed after they
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downloaded an app than when displayed only in the app store [20]. A recent study also indicates
that concise privacy notices displayed in a salient way significantly increased user awareness of
potentially risky data practices [62].

Forth, relevance also impacts the effectiveness of privacy notices. Frequent exposure to lengthy
privacy policies containing too much irrelevant information may cause privacy fatigue [36]. There-
fore, privacy notices should highlight the most relevant information to their audience, particularly
about unexpected, risky data practices [74, 187]. Also, contextually relevant privacy notices tend
to more effective [63, 205]. “Just-in-time” notices like mobile app permissions can provide users
contextual information when a specific data practice is about to happen, allowing them to make
informed privacy decisions when choices are also provided [73, 205].

2.1.2 Usable Privacy Control Mechanisms

Even though privacy notices are necessary to inform data subjects, usable privacy controls are
also imperative to empowering users to exercise the necessary actions they desire to make [7, 49].
Prior research has shown users who were notified about data practices but lack control can resort
to privacy resignation [43]. Actually, actionable information about control makes privacy notices
more useful. This typically means integrating privacy notices with privacy choices (e.g., consent,
control options), allowing users to take actions about their privacy based on the disclosures in
the notices [49, 75, 205]. One prevalent example of presenting privacy information and obtaining
consent is the “ask on first use” approach used by app permissions management systems on Android
and iOS [26, 152].

Recent years has also seen a growing amount of user-centered research on usable and effective
privacy choice, especially since the introduction of privacy regulations, which mandated a prolifera-
tion of privacy settings. For example, since the introduction of GDPR, cookie consent interfaces man-
dated by GDPR have received considerable attention in the research community [55, 97, 142, 165].
Similarly, Pearman et al. investigated the usability of different health data disclosure authorization
designs for a healthcare chatbot in compliance with HIPAA and argued the need for research on al-
ternate approaches to obtain meaningful consent [173]. Moreover, there has been a growing number
of user studies that aim to effectively communicate privacy choices to users with the help of tools
such as icons, pop-ups, labels, dashboards, and nudges [6, 10, 96, 113, 114, 155, 165, 195, 201].

One barrier to usable privacy controls is dark patterns, namely practices designed to influence
users to make privacy choices that ostensibly are not in their best interest [90]. Dark patterns
has been found in cookie consent interfaces [91], in emails to unsubscribe from marketing com-
munications [92]. Recently, Habib and Cranor synthesizes the approaches used in prior usability
evaluations and introduced a comprehensive framework for systematically conducting evaluations
of privacy control mechanisms [94]. They defined usability for privacy choices in terms of seven
aspects, and their framework can help provide design recommendations that would improve the
usability of these choice mechanisms.
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2.1.3 Designing and Implementing Privacy Assistants

The past ten years have seen a proliferation of privacy settings, whether to enable users to block web
trackers or to deny mobile apps access to their location. In practice however, users often struggle to
configure privacy settings to match their privacy preferences, whether it is because these settings are
unintelligible [204], or because the number of available settings is unmanageable [5, 136, 138, 212],
or both.

To overcome these usability challenges, recent research has advocated the introduction of
“privacy assistants” to (1) notify people about sensitive data collection and use practices and
motivate them to manage associated privacy settings [10], and to (2) also help them configure
privacy settings [139, 188]. Privacy assistants can be enhanced by incorporating machine learning
models of individuals’ privacy preferences to further reduce user burden [136, 138, 139, 217, 249].
For example, Liu et al. successfully demonstrated an Android privacy assistant app that relied
on machine learning to generate personalized recommendations about which permission to grant
or deny to different apps based on a small number of personalized questions answered by each
user [139]. Users could review the recommendations and decide whether or not to accept them. The
authors report on a pilot of this technology in the wild, with users indicating they saw value in the
way in which this technology made it easier for them to manage a large number of privacy decisions
without taking away control over their privacy decisions.

There is a growing body of research focusing on helping people manage their privacy in IoT
contexts [51, 65]. This work ranges from the delivery of machine-readable privacy notices to
users who are responsible for manually making all privacy decisions [105] to functionality that
leverages models of individuals’ privacy preferences to help them manage their privacy. The
latter includes the use of machine learning to generate privacy setting recommendations that users
can review and accept (or reject) [139] as well as functionality that attempts to automate some
privacy decisions on behalf of users [65]. Recent work generally indicates that people appreciate
privacy assistant technology that helps them manage privacy decisions, while it also reveals that
not everyone feels the same way about how much control they are willing to give up in return for a
lighter user burden [43]. The work reported herein is intended to supplement this prior research by
providing a more in-depth understanding of individuals’ privacy expectations and preferences in
the context of a diverse set of video analytics scenarios. By understanding how rich and diverse
people’s expectations and preferences actually are across these scenarios, we aim to build a better
understanding of the complexity involved in notifying people about the presence of video analytics
deployments and in enabling them to effectively manage associated privacy choices.

2.2 Sampling and Modeling Privacy Preferences

We review previous research on privacy preference modeling. Prior work has shown that individual
privacy preferences vary greatly from one person to another and across different data collection
and use scenarios [128, 136, 212]. One-size-fits-all models are often unable to capture individuals’
diverse privacy preferences when it comes to the collection and use of their data by mobile and
IoT technologies. Research on mobile app permission preferences has shown that it is often
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possible to identify common patterns among the privacy preferences of different subgroups of
users [108, 135, 136, 138, 147, 191]. Some of this work has also demonstrated the use of machine
learning models to predict individuals’ privacy preferences [136, 138, 247] and help them manage
their privacy decisions [139, 249].

Prior research has also successfully implemented the method using real users with their own
devices [139]. For example, Liu et al. demonstrated an Android privacy assistant app that relied
on machine learning to generate personalized recommendations about which permission to grant
or deny to different apps based on a small number of personalized questions answered by each
user [139]. Users could review the recommendations and decide whether or not to accept them. The
authors report on a pilot of this technology in the wild, with users indicating they saw value in the
way in which this technology made it easier for them to manage a large number of privacy decisions
without taking away control over their privacy decisions.

Researchers also have made initial progress in discovering privacy norms with IoT technologies
in general by sampling people’s privacy expectations and preferences through vignette scenarios
using large-scale online surveys [15, 158]. However, vignette studies are limited because participants
have to imagine themselves in hypothetical scenarios that are not immediately relevant [4]. The
experience sampling method (ESM), where both the context and content of individuals’ daily life
are collected as research data, better examine links between external context and the contents of the
mind [100]. Particularly, mobile-based ESM can prompt participants with the actual context they
are in, enabling the collection of higher quality, more valid responses [21, 47]. This motivates us to
use ESM to elicit people’s privacy expectations and preferences.

2.3 Studying Privacy through Contextual Integrity
The theory of Contextual Integrity (CI) [162, 163] provides a practical way to study privacy and
assess the implications of data handling practices. CI defines privacy in terms of the appropriate
and legitimate flow of information. Appropriate flow, generally, is a function of conformance with
established contextual norms, which are expressible in terms of five CI parameters: three actor
parameters (sender, recipient, information subject), an attribute parameter, specifying
the type of information, and the transmission principle parameter, constraining the conditions
under which information flows. Being able to specify the values for all 5 parameters is imperative
to evaluating the privacy implication of any practice involving information flows. CI posits that a
potential privacy violation occurs when one, or more of the information flow parameters, deviates
from an established norm. For example, it might be considered appropriate for a doctor to collect
the patient’s date of birth and prescription drug use for diagnosis purposes. However, if the doctor
were to collect this information for advertising purposes or sharing with a pharmaceutical company,
the resulting flow—with a different transmission principle and recipient—would deviate from the
established expectation.

Nissenbaum’s privacy as contextual integrity framework [162] is a theory well suited to evaluate
the appropriateness of data practices of new technologies by considering important contextual
factors, such as in the case of video analytics deployments and vaccination certificate (VC) deploy-
ments. There are increasing privacy concerns about pandemic mitigation technologies re-sharing
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people’s personal information, such as controversies related to contact tracing data being shared
with law enforcement [61, 151, 197]. Building on the insights from prior studies structured by
CI [14, 16, 146, 213], our work on VCs focuses on assessments of appropriateness that explicitly
distinguish between initial information flows (i.e., when the data subject is the sender) and the
subsequent re-distribution practices (when sender is a different party from subject.) Our study draws
on CI to uncover the factors that are likely to affect people’s attitudes and acceptance of re-sharing
of information associated with VCs. Accordingly, our study draws on CI to compare reactions both
to the initial information flows as well as to the subsequent re-sharing of VC information. The
outcome we seek is a comprehensive understanding of people’s attitudes towards the complicated
information sharing practices associated with VCs.

However, privacy norms can vary across societies/cultures and may change over time. For
example, Gerdon et al. [84] conducted a CI-based longitudinal study in Germany in 2019, before
the pandemic, examining people’s acceptance of using individual health data during a pandemic,
for public health or for private purposes. In 2020, in the wake of the pandemic, they were able to
perform another such (opportunistic) study. Through the lens of CI their findings revealed that the
COVID-19 pandemic altered German individuals’ perspective on sharing health data with a public
agency, from least acceptable before the pandemic to acceptable in the wake of the COVID-19
pandemic. Open questions remain on whether the perception will swing back after the pandemic
subsides. In another CI-based study, Utz et al. [238] examined how these applications handle health
information and people’s willingness to adopt them in Germany, the US, and China. They found that
participants from Germany and the US perceived sharing “corona app” data with law enforcement
agencies as inappropriate. Nevertheless, a restrictive transmission principle (e.g., limited purpose or
use) increases the overall appropriateness of information flows. Additionally, compared to Germans
and Americans, Chinese respondents considered sharing unique IDs with government servers and
digital health certificates overall as more acceptable, highlighting the cultural differences in social
norms and privacy expectations.

This thesis uses Contextual Integrity as an organizing framework to explore privacy norms
associated with emerging technologies.

2.4 Privacy Challenges of Video Analytics
Video analytics, often equipped with facial recognition, is increasingly being integrated with the
Internet of Things (IoT) systems [110, 123, 144]. Data privacy has been a central discussion in
IoT [177] because IoT systems rely on the collection and use of contextual information (e.g., people,
time, location, activity) in environments that often contains identifiable personal data [37, 176,
178]. Researchers have explored technical solutions to safeguard user data in IoT [58, 60, 203],
including algorithms to avoid being tracked by video analytics or facial recognition [210, 211, 250],
and systems to enable real-time opt-out of facial recognition systems [50, 51, 202]. However,
transparency around IoT data privacy remains an unsolved issue [37, 185, 186]. People often have
no way to know the existence of video analytics deployments in their daily environments, what
personal data is being collected, what purpose the footage is used for, and how long the footage will
be retained. Moreover, video analytics has unique data privacy challenges. First, it can be used to
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capture a variety of sensitive information about people, from biometric data (e.g., facial features and
body pose) [72, 179, 206, 233] to information about people’s activities (e.g., where they are, whom
they are with, and what they do) [72, 251] all the way to their emotions (e.g., attentive, depressed,
and surprised) [131]. Such information is generally considered more sensitive than people’s digital
footprints. Second, video analytics can be applied later to video footage already collected by existing
cameras for a myriad of purposes (e.g., security, operation optimization, targeted advertising).

These challenges indicate that the privacy implications of video analytics differ greatly in
real-world scenarios, and should be evaluated case by case. Nissenbaum’s privacy as contextual
integrity framework [162] is a theory best suited to evaluate the appropriateness of data practices of
new technologies by considering important contextual factors. Under the framework, data practices
can be evaluated against certain privacy norms in five information flow parameters — the sender,
the recipient, the attribute, the subject, and the acceptable transmission principle. Changes to
these parameters are likely to cause a privacy norm violation and must be examined closely [163].
However, privacy norms can vary across societies/cultures and may change over time, so existing
privacy norms may not be suitable for new technologies like facial recognition in video analytics.
Therefore, the first step to address data privacy challenges of video analytics is to establish a baseline
of privacy norms by understanding people’s opinions and attitudes towards the technology.
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Chapter 3

Understanding Privacy Expectations and
Preferences of Video Analytics Technology

3.1 Overview

In recent years, video analytics has been widely deployed in public places, such as airports for
security and surveillance purposes, department stores for automatic detection of known shoplifters,
and rental car companies for self-checkout [70, 85, 161, 230]. While video analytics can contribute
to security, productivity, convenience, and more, its broad deployment also gives rise to serious
privacy concerns [216]. These concerns have prompted increased scrutiny from both privacy
advocates and regulators [46, 53, 117]. Despite the diverse applications and growing prevalence of
video analytics, little is known about how people actually feel about the many different contexts
where this technology is being deployed. In this chapter, we report on the findings of an experience
sampling study that aims to better understand how people feel about video analytics deployments in
different contexts, looking both at the extent to which they expect to encounter them at venues they
visit as part of their everyday activities and at how comfortable they are with the presence of such
technologies across a range of realistic scenarios.

Our study is organized around two broad sets of questions. The first set focuses on understanding
individuals’ privacy expectations and preferences. This includes looking for possible social norms
that apply to a large fraction of the population [162], or alternatively identifying differences in how
people respond to the same deployment scenarios. The second set of questions is motivated by
recent technical advances introduced by Das et al.[50], namely (1) the development of real-time
face denaturing functionality that enables video analytics software to only be applied to people
who provide consent, and (2) the development of a privacy infrastructure for the Internet of Things
(IoT) [202]that enables entities deploying video analytics software to publicize their data practices
and allow data subjects to opt in or out of data collection, analysis, and sharing practices. Using
this functionality, it becomes possible to notify people in real-time as they approach areas where
video analytics technologies are deployed and allow them to selectively opt in or out —as might
be required in some contexts by regulations such as GDPR or CCPA. Because expecting people
to manually opt in or out of video analytics each time they come within range of video analytics
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functionality could entail an unrealistically high number of privacy decisions, we use our data to
explore the feasibility of developing predictive models that could assist users with their privacy
decisions—with users able to review, adopt, adjust, or reject recommendations from the predictive
models.

Our in situ study, which spanned 10 days, reveals that participants have rather diverse privacy
attitudes towards video analytics deployments and also shows how challenging it could be to
empower data subjects to effectively learn about and control data practices associated with these
deployments. We find that individuals’ privacy preferences and expectations are complicated and
vary with a number of factors such as the purpose for which footage is captured and analyzed as well
as the particular venues where it is captured. To alleviate user burden when it comes to managing
the many privacy decisions people could be presented with as they come across a variety of video
analytics deployments during the course of their daily lives, we explore the feasibility of developing
privacy assistants that could possibly be configured to help people more effectively manage these
decisions. We discuss how such assistants would require the adoption of standardized APIs and
taxonomies of data practices, and how they could also benefit from the use of machine learning
techniques.

This work was published at PoPETS 2021 and SOUPS 2021 [255, 259].

3.2 Study Design

3.2.1 Experience Sampling Method
Context has been shown to play an important role in influencing people’s privacy attitudes and
decisions [163]. Studying people’s privacy attitudes through online surveys is often limited because
participants answer questions about hypothetical scenarios and often lack context to provide
meaningful answers. Accordingly, we conducted an experience sampling study to collect people’s
responses to a variety of video analytics deployments (or “scenarios”) in the context of their
regular everyday activities. The experience sampling method [100] has been repeatedly used in
clinical trials [124, 241], psychological experiments [32, 103], and human-computer interaction
(HCI) studies [76, 192], yielding “a more accurate representation of the participants’ natural
behaviour” [240]. This enables us to engage and survey participants in a timely and ecologically
valid manner as they go about their normal daily lives [175]. Participants are prompted to answer
questions about plausible video analytics scenarios that could occur at the location in which they
are actually situated.

3.2.2 Selecting Realistic Scenarios
Previous research mainly surveyed participants’ privacy attitudes in the context of generic IoT
scenarios, including some facial recognition scenarios [129, 158]. By systematically exploring
more concrete scenarios in actual settings associated with people’s day-to-day activities, we are
able to elicit significantly richer reactions from participants and develop more nuanced models
of their awareness, comfort level, and notification preferences pertaining to different deployment
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scenarios. The scenarios considered in our in-situ study were informed by an extensive survey of
news articles about real-world deployments of video analytics in a variety of different contexts (e.g.,
surveillance [198], marketing [200], authentication [17], employee performance evaluation [52],
and church attendance tracking [18]). These scenarios provided the basis for the identification of
a set of relevant contextual attributes which were randomly manipulated and matched against the
different types of venues our subjects visited.

Our baseline scenario described the use of generic surveillance cameras with no video analytics.
All other scenarios in our study involved the use of some type of video analytics. Security-related
scenarios included automatic detection of petty crime [198], and identification of known shoplifters
and criminals in public places [2, 45, 79, 107]. Scenarios for commercial purposes included
helping businesses to optimize operations [156, 172, 200], displaying personalized advertisements
based on the detection of demographic features [67, 79, 181, 219], collecting patrons’ facial
reaction to merchandise [25, 30, 40, 208], and detecting users’ engagement at entertainment
facilities [130, 141, 246]. Other significant use case scenarios revolve around identification and
authentication. Here, we considered two broad categories of scenarios: (1) replacing ID cards with
facial authentication in schools, gyms, libraries and places with loyalty programs [17, 64, 159, 214],
and (2) attendance tracking in the workplace, at churches, and at gyms [17, 18, 81]. Lastly, we
included a small number of plausible, yet hypothetical, scenarios inspired by emerging practices as
discussed in news articles or as contemplated in research. This includes health insurance providers
using facial recognition and emotion analysis to make health-related predictions [8, 133, 184];
employers using emotion analysis to evaluate employee performance [52, 125, 132]; and hospitals
using emotion recognition to make health-related predictions [1, 69, 93].

In total, we identified 16 purposes, as shown in Table 3.1, representative of a diverse set of video
analytics scenarios. A representative list of the scenarios as well as the corresponding text shown to
participants to elicit their reactions can be found in the Appendix (Table A.1). The scenario text
was crafted through multiple iterations to sound plausible without deceiving participants.

3.2.3 Factorial Design

We employed a factorial study design and developed a taxonomy that captured a representative set
of attributes one might expect to influence individuals’ privacy attitudes. These attributes are shown
in Table 3.1. We specified a discrete set of possible values for each attribute, taking into account
our desire to cover a broad spectrum of scenarios while also ensuring that we would be able to
collect a sufficiently large number of data points for each scenario. Here, we differentiate between
the retention time of raw footage and of video analytics results because raw video data, containing
biometrics, can be very sensitive, and possibly be exploited for additional analyses subsequently.

3.2.4 Study Protocol and Procedures

The 10-day study comprised the following five stages.
Stage 1: Eligible participants completed the consent forms for this study and downloaded the

study app from the Google Play Store. Upon installing the app, participants completed a pre-study
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Attribute Name Values

Purpose

Generic Surveillance
Petty crime detection
Known criminal detection
(Anonymous) people counting
(Individualized) jump the line offers
(Anonymized) demographic ad targeting
(Individualized) ad targeting
(Anonymized) sentiment-based ad targeting
(Individualized) sentiment-based ad targeting
(Anonymous) sentiment-based customer service evaluation
(Individualized) customer engagement detection
Attendance tracking
Using face as IDs
Work productivity predictions
Health predictions - eatery visits
Health predictions - medical visits

Anonymity level
No video analytics
Anonymous face detection
Facial recognition

Retention of
ephemeral, 30 days, unspecified

raw footage
Retention of

ephemeral, 30 days, unspecified
analysis results
Sharing specified Yes, No
Detection of whom

Yes, No
people are with

Type of places
store, eatery, workplace, education, hospital, service,
alcohol, entertainment, fitness, gas, large public places,
transportation, worship, library, mall, airport, finance

Table 3.1: Contextual attributes: Among all the possible combinations of these attributes, our study
focused on a subset of 65 scenarios representative of common and emerging deployments of video
analytics technology.

survey about their perceived knowledge level, comfort level, and notification preference with regard
to facial recognition.

Stage 2: Participants were instructed to go about their regular daily activities. The study app
collected participants’ GPS locations via their smartphones. As they visited points of interest,
namely places for which we had one or more plausible deployment scenarios, the app would send
them a push notification, prompting them to complete a short survey on a facial recognition scenario
pertaining to their location, as illustrated in the app screenshots in Figure 3.1a–Figure 3.1d. The
protocol limited the number of scenarios presented to each participant to six per day, though most
of the time participants’ whereabouts would trigger a smaller number of scenarios—closer to three
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per day.
Stage 3: On the days participants received push notifications via the app, they also received an

email in the evening to answer a daily summary web survey (“evening review”). This web survey
showed participants the places they visited when they received notifications, probed reasons for
their in-situ answers, and asked a few additional questions. See Figure 3.1e for an example of the
evening review.

Stage 4: After completing 10 days of evening reviews, participants concluded the study by filling
out a post-study survey administrated via Qualtrics. This survey contained free-response questions
about their attitudes on facial recognition, the 10-item IUIPC scale on privacy concerns [143], as
well as additional demographic questions like income, education level, and marital status.

Stage 5 (Optional): Participants who indicated they were willing to be interviewed in their
post-study survey may be invited to an online semi-structured interview. The interview contained
questions about study validity, perceptions of scenarios, and clarifications with regard to their earlier
responses. The full text of the post-survey and the interview scripts can be found in the Appendix
(Appendix A.3 and Appendix A.4) .

To maximize the contextual benefits provided by the experience sampling method [39], we
designed a sophisticated payment scheme to incentivize prompt responses to in-situ notifications.
Participants were compensated $2 per day for each day of the study. They received an additional
25 cents per notification they responded to within 15 minutes, or 10 cents if they responded to
the notification between 15 and 60 minutes. We also compensated them $2 for the time spent on
answering pre-study and post-study surveys. An additional $15 was awarded when they finished the
study. In total, participants could earn between $37 and $52 and were compensated with Amazon
gift cards. Participants who completed the online interviews were awarded $10.

3.2.5 Ensuring Study Validity
Due to the complexity and the number of components of the study framework, we conducted several
pilot rounds, with initial rounds involving members of our research team and later rounds involving
a small number (N=9) of external participants. Each pilot round helped identify issues that needed
to be addressed, whether in the form of small refinements of our protocol or adjustments to technical
components of our system (e.g., study app, web survey app, study server). Below, we briefly discuss
the two most important refinements that were made as a result of this process.

Because of the limitations of location tracking functionality, we determined that we could not
automatically pinpoint the location of our subjects and use that location to automatically identify
a relevant video analytics scenario. Instead, we opted to use location tracking to automatically
generate a drop-down list of venues near our subject. We then asked them to select the actual
venue where they were. The drop-down list of venues always included three additional options: “I
was somewhere else in the area,” “I was passing by,” and “I was not there.” This ensured that our
protocols also accounted for missing venues, situations where our subjects were passing by a given
location (e.g., being stuck in traffic), as well as situations where location tracking was potentially
inaccurate. Participants still received payments for each scenario when they selected one of these
three additional choices. In other words, they had no incentive to select a place that they did not
visit.
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During the first pilot, we found that some participants did not seem to pay close attention to
some of the scenario attributes (Table 3.1). This was remedied by introducing two multiple-choice
attention check questions (see Figure 3.1b). These questions required participants to correctly
identify two different and randomly selected contextual attributes assumed in the scenario (attributes
in Table 3.1, excluding type of places). Participants were only allowed to proceed with the remaining
in-situ questions once they had passed the two attention checks. These attention checks proved
rather effective, as discussed in Section 3.4.1.

3.2.6 Recruitment and Ethics
We recruited participants using four methods: posts on local online forums for the Pittsburgh area
(e.g., Craigslist, Reddit), posts in a university-based research participant pool, promotional ads on
Facebook, and physical flyers posted on local community bulletin boards and at bus stops. Potential
participants were asked to take a short screening survey to determine eligibility (age 18 or older,
able to speak English, using an Android smartphone with data plan). The screening survey also
displayed the consent form for the study and collected basic demographic information such as age,
gender, and occupation. Recruitment materials, the consent form, and the screening survey did
not mention or refer to privacy. We tried to avoid convenience samples of undergraduate college
students, and purposely looked for participants with a variety of occupations.

This research was approved by our university’s institutional review board (IRB) as well as the
funding agency’s human research protection office. As location data collected over a period of time
can be particularly sensitive, we refrained from using off-the-shelf experience sampling software
and developed our own system and location-aware Android app.

3.3 Participants and Reponses

Gender % Age % Education % Income % Marital Status %

Female 57.7 18-24 years old 8.1 Some high school .8 Less than $25,000 14.6 Single, never married 50.4
Male 40.7 25-34 years old 54.5 High School 4.1 $25,000 to $34,999 14.6 Married 41.5
Other 1.6 35-44 years old 23.6 Some college 13.8 $35,000 to $49,999 9.8 Separated 1.6

45-54 years old 8.1 Associate’s degree 7.3 $50,000 to $74,999 22.0 Divorced 3.3
55-64 years old 3.3 Bachelor’s Degree 35.0 $75,000 to $99,999 14.6 Widowed 0.8
65-74 years old 2.4 Master’s Degree 23.6 $100,000 to $149,999 14.6 I prefer not to answer 2.4

More than Master’s Degree 12.8 $150,000 to $249,999 2.4
Other 1.6 I prefer not to answer 7.3

Table 3.2: Survey participant demographics and respective %

A total of 164 individuals (excluding 9 pilot participants) took part in the study and downloaded
our study app from the Google Play Store between May and November 2019. Of these, 124
completed the 10-day study. One participant was removed due to poor response quality as that
person selected “I was somewhere else” for all the notifications received. Among the remaining
123 participants, 10 (8%) were 18-24 years old, 67 (54.5%) were 25-34, 29 (23.6%) were 35-44,
10 (8%) were 45-54, 4 (3%) were 55-64, and 3 (2%) were between 65 and 74. In our sample,
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(a) Prompting users to clarify their
location

(b) Two attention check questions
designed to ensure participants
read about relevant attributes

(c) Four in-situ questions

(d) Dashboard showing prompts
to complete two in-situ surveys,
including monetary incentives to
respond as quickly as possible

(e) Partial screenshot of evening survey associated with a given sce-
nario encountered earlier during the day

Figure 3.1: Screenshots of the study app and the web survey used for the evening review

58% identified as female, 41% as male, and 2% as other. Most participants were highly educated:
43 (35%) had bachelor’s degrees, and 46 (37%) had graduate degrees. Half of the participants
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Occupation % Occupation %

Business, or sales 12.2 Legal 3.3
Administrative support 9.8 Other 3.3
Scientist 8.9 Graduate student 2.4
Service 8.1 Skilled labor 2.4
Education 8.1 Homemaker 2.4
Computer engineer or IT 7.3 Retired 2.4
Other salaried contractor 7.3 Government 1.6
Engineer in other fields 6.5 Prefer not to say 1.6
Medical 6.5 Art or writing .8
Unemployed 4.1 College student .8

Table 3.3: Occupations of survey participants and respective %

were single and never married, and 42% were married or in a domestic partnership. The majority
of our participants (82%) reported having no children under 18 living with them. Participants
reported diverse occupations (see Table 3.3). The average IUIPC factor scores of our participants
are shown in Table 3.4. Comparing our results with those of a large MTurk sample from another
study (N=1007) [158] using Mann-Whitney U tests, we found no difference in the collection and
the awareness factors, and a significant difference in the control factor with a small effect size
(r = 0.1, p < 0.01).

Ours Mean [SD] MTurk Mean [SD] Reject H0
IUIPC-Collection 5.90 [1.04] 5.79 [1.11] No
IUIPC-Control 6.21 [0.78] 5.95 [0.90] Yes
IUIPC-Awareness 6.53 [0.66] 6.44 [0.82] No

Table 3.4: Comparison of IUIPC scores of our participants (N=123) with an MTurk sample
(N=1007). H0 stipulates that two samples come from the same population. Cannot reject H0 means
that 2 groups are not significantly different.

We recruited interviewees about halfway through the study. Participants were selected based on
their demographics. We sent out 17 invitations and conducted online interviews with 10 participants
who followed up.

In total, participants were sent 3,589 notifications prompting them to identify their specific
location (Figure 3.1a). In the majority of cases (65%), our system was able to retrieve a scenario
relevant to the location reported by the participant, such as the two scenarios shown in Figure 3.1b
and Figure 3.1c. For the remaining 35%, the system did not have a pre-identified scenario that
matched the response provided by the participant, in which case we were unable to elicit any
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additional information from the participant for that particular location. Based on answers provided
by participants, common examples of such situations included the participant being at home
or visiting a partner, friend, or relative. Other situations included the participant waiting for a
bus or passing by a location. In some instances, participants reported that they did not see the
location at which they were in the drop-down menu shown to them (Figure 3.1a). This seemed
to most commonly occur when participants were in parks, parking lots, farmers’ markets, new
establishments, or small local stores.

When the system was able to retrieve a plausible scenario relevant to the participant’s location,
the participant was presented with the scenario and prompted to answer a few quick questions
related to that scenario (e.g., see Figure 3.1b and Figure 3.1c). In addition to these in-situ responses,
they were also requested to answer a more complete set of questions about the scenario in the
evening. As a result, we were able to collect in-situ and evening responses for a total of 2,328
scenarios. Each participant on average provided in-situ and evening responses to 19 scenarios over
a 10-day period, and received an average compensation of $41.

3.3.1 Qualitative Data Set and Analysis
We also analyzed the qualitative data set collected from the 10-day experience sampling study. The
data set includes 2,562 entries of text responses from participants’ daily summaries, 1,230 entries of
text responses in the post-survey, and 10 interview transcripts. The interviews ranged from 26 to 40
minutes (mean=33) and were fully transcribed. A total of 326 minutes of transcripts were analyzed.
I read and familiarized myself with all the transcripts and then applied thematic analysis [28] to
open code the transcripts. A second research met with me regularly to iterate on the themes.

In order to answer the research questions, it is crucial that the qualitative data collected reflects
participants’ attitudes towards facial recognition. Since we adopted an experience sampling method
presenting realistic scenarios of facial recognition to participants over 10 days, we believe the data
collected following these contextual cues would capture participants’ perceptions and attitudes.

From the 10-day study, we collected 2,562 entries of text responses from participants’ daily
summaries and 1,230 entries from the post-survey. In the post-survey, there were 10 open-ended
questions. The first question was “What is the first thing that comes to your mind when you think
about facial recognition technology?” We coded the sentiment (i.e., positive, negative, neutral,
mixed) in each response.

We included two questions in the post-survey asking participants’ perceived beneficial and con-
cerning contexts to use facial recognition technology. We also asked questions eliciting participants’
privacy concerns about facial recognition deployment scenarios. After reading the survey responses,
we realized many participants shared their attitudes and experiences with facial recognition deploy-
ment scenarios regardless of to which question they were responding. Since the daily summaries
were also addressing similar issues, in our analysis, we broke down the boundaries between the data
sources and conducted a content analysis [229] of all the participants’ 3792 textual responses.

Two authors started from inductive coding [28] to extract codes that show participants’ perceived
benefits or concerns about facial recognition technology and developed a codebook. In total, we
summarized 13 main codes with 32 subcodes about the benefits of facial recognition and 19 main
codes with 40 subcodes about the concerns. In the end, we used a deductive coding approach,
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applying the codebook to the entire dataset. Two authors independently coded all data and met to
resolve any discrepancies.

3.4 Privacy Preferences
When surveying participants’ responses to facial recognition scenarios, we focused on four related
questions: how surprised they were by the scenario presented to them (surprise level), how
comfortable they were with the collection and use of their data as assumed in that scenario (comfort
level), to what extent they would want to be notified about the deployment scenario at the location
they visited (notification preference), and whether, if given a choice they would have allowed or
denied the data practices described in that scenario at that particular location at the time they visited
that location (allow/deny preference). These questions are shown in Figure 3.2.

Somewhat 
uncomfortable

Very 
uncomfortable

Somewhat 
comfortable

Would you want to be notified of this data practice as you enter Controller? 

How surprised are you with Controller engaging in this data practice?

How comfortable are you with Controller engaging in this data practice?

If you had the choice, would you allow or deny this data practice? 

Very 
surprised

Somewhat 
surprised

Not at all 
surprised

Yes, notify me every time it happens.
Yes, but only once in a while to refresh my memory.
Yes, but only the first time I enter this location.
I don‘t care whether I am notified or not.
No, don't ever notify me.

Allow Deny

Very 
comfortable

Figure 3.2: Controller being a variable that would be instantiated with the name of the venue
participants were visiting

Figure 3.3 provides a summary of collected responses organized around the 16 categories of
scenarios (or “purposes”) introduced in Table 3.1. As can be seen, people’s responses vary for each
scenario. In other words, “one size fits all” would fail to capture individuals’ diverse preferences
when presented with these scenarios. At the same time, some scenarios elicit more consistent
responses from participants than others. For instance, generic surveillance scenarios appear to
surprise participants the least and to elicit acceptance by the most (close to 70% would agree
to such scenarios, if given a choice and fewer than 10% reported feeling “very uncomfortable”
with such scenarios). Yet, even in the presence of such scenarios, 60% of participants reported
they would want to be notified at least the first time they encounter these scenarios at a given
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venue and over 35% indicated they would want to be notified each time. At the other end of the
spectrum, scenarios involving facial recognition for the purpose of evaluating employee productivity
or tracking attendance at venues elicited the greatest level of surprise and lowest level of comfort
among our participants, with barely 20% reporting that, if given a chance, they would consent
to the use of these technologies for the purpose of evaluating employee productivity. Similarly,
participants expressed significant levels of surprise and discomfort with scenarios involving the use
of facial recognition to make health and medical predictions or to track the attendance of individuals.

Figure 3.3: Summary of collected responses organized around 16 different purposes. The bottom
row shows the aggregated preferences across different purposes.

3.4.1 Study Validity and Benefits of ESM

Below we report results on study validity, focusing on three aspects: whether participants carefully
read the scenarios, whether they thought the scenarios could happen, and how the ESM helped
anchor their responses to their everyday life experience.

Overall, 81% of the time participants successfully completed both attention check questions
associated with the scenarios assigned to them within two attempts. Attention questions were
found to be useful by 8 out of the 10 interviewees. For instance, one participant (P107) stated, “I
think you definitely had to read them [scenarios]. I think there was one or two that I saw the bold
words, and thought that they were the same as older questions, so I picked the same answer, and
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it was a different one. So once I re-read it, I saw that it was a little different.” Five interviewees
reported attention questions helping them discern between retention for raw footage, and retention
for analysis results, as P55 said, “But the first couple of times, I mixed up the raw footage with
the analysis results, but after that [the attention checks] I remembered to look for the distinction.”
These comments suggest that the attention checks contributed to participants noticing the contextual
attributes associated with each scenario and that the responses we collected most likely reflect
privacy attitudes that take these contextual attributes into account.

As 68% of in-situ questions were answered within 15 minutes and 87% within 1 hour, the actual
location visited by the participant and the context associated with the scenario were likely still fresh
in their mind (e.g., what the participant was doing at that particular location, or whom they might
have been with). When asked about whether the scenarios matched actual video collection practices
at the places participants were visiting in the exit interviews, most (N = 7) stated that they found the
scenarios to be realistic, and “it is entirely possible that it is happening in those places”(P55). P107
explained, “I don’t know if they actually use any of the strategies right now, but they did seem to fit
pretty well with the places like grocery stores offering coupons, or targeting some ads towards you.”

Furthermore, the experience sampling method provided context to participants’ responses, with
participants reporting that context played an important role in influencing their attitudes towards
different video analytics deployments. When the participants selected in situ that they felt somewhat
or very uncomfortable about a scenario, in daily the evening reviews they can select multiple-choice
options and provide additional free responses to further explain their discomfort. Figure 3.4 plots
the reasons participants selected, many of which are directly related to the in-situ context. The
figure also shows the percentages of participants who ever reported considering each reason: many
reasons were taken into account by the majority of 123 study participants. Our qualitative analyses
of free responses in evening reviews also revealed that study participants had context in mind when
they explained their in-situ comfort level. Their responses also reflected various aspects of data
flows as by Nissenbaum’s framework of CI [162]. Example quotes listed by purpose are shown in
Table 3.5.

3.4.2 Factors Impacting Privacy Attitudes
The responses collected as part of this in-situ study provide rich insight into people’s awareness of
the many different ways in which facial recognition is deployed, how comfortable they are with
these deployments, and to what extent they would want to be notified about them. Our analysis is
organized around the different contextual factors already identified in Table 3.1.

On average each participant responded to a total of about 19 deployment scenarios. These 19
different scenarios covered an average of 9.9 different “purposes,” as defined in Table 3.1, and 5.9
different types of venues, thereby offering rich insight into how people feel about facial recognition
deployments across a range of different situations.

Allow/Deny Decisions

We first investigate whether people’s decisions to allow or deny data collection have a relationship
with the contextual attributes in Table 3.1. We constructed our model using generalized linear
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Figure 3.4: Percent of participants/notifications reporting specific reasons for discomfort. Partici-
pants only selected reasons for notifications that they indicated discomfort (N=1,369). N is the used
as the denominator to calculate the percent of notifications.
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Purpose Example Quotes Values

Generic
Surveillance
(No)

I’m fine with it to keep banks more safe. – P27 A,TP

Petty Crime
(Anon)

When it comes to law enforcement and public safety I am more ok with giving
up privacy. But there is an expectation that the data is protected. But any data
collected for one reason is expected to stay within that original use. — P12

R,TP

Detect Criminal
(IDed)

Because this is a bar, I feel like I would be more willing to acquiesce to a
certain degree of surveillance for my own safety. — P59

A,TP

Count People
(Anon)

It’s anonymous and seems like a good use of the technology. — P68 TP

Jump Line
(IDed)

The cafe is never super crowded when I go, and the space is small. I am
surprised they would need something like that due to area and logistics. —
P16

R

Targeted Ads
(Anon)

I’ve heard that Target has the most advanced security, so it’s kind of unsettling
because I don’t know exactly what they’re doing. — P7

R,TP

Targeted Ads
(IDed)

It’s the facial recognition of it and keeping of derived data that bothers me. —
P13

A,TP

Sentiment Ads
(Anon)

It’s anonymous so I don’t care as much. Also I have pretty good brand loyalty
to Target and trust them more than I probably should. — P40

TP,R

Sentiment Ads
(IDed)

The errands I do there are acceptable for all audiences. — P9 A

Rate Service
(Anon)

I would expect this practice from larger chains rather than a small, local store,
so it weirded me out a little to think the surveillance technology was there. —
P27

R

Rate Engage-
ment (IDed)

It might help improve the experience. — P110 TP

Face as ID
(IDed)

I trust this location with footage as it is my local gym, and it actually would
be convenient in this case. — P106

R,TP

Track Atten-
dance (IDed)

It’s a military base with 100% ID check at the gate, so I know about it and
basically trust them. — P25

R

Work Produc-
tivity (IDed)

Big Brother is watching. I did not consent. — P104 TP

Health Predic-
tions (IDed)

I don’t like sharing data with health insurance companies. — P13 TP

Medical Predic-
tions (IDed)

Emotion analysis combined with facial recognition makes me more uneasy
than other ways this tech is implemented, especially coming from a healthcare
provider. — P58

TP,R

Table 3.5: Example quotes from participants’ evening reviews explaining their in-situ answers.
Their responses were coded by relevant parameter values of contextual integrity. A—Attribute: Any
description of information type. R—Recipient: Any entity (person, company, etc.) that receives the
information. TP—Transmission Principle: The conditions under which information may be used or
collected [163].
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mixed model (GLMM) regression [22], which is particularly useful for data analysis with repeated
measures from each participant. Our GLMM model was fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace
approximation) treating the user identifier as a random effect, using a logistic link function for the
binary response (allow/deny).

Among all the attributes introduced in Table 3.1, we find that “purpose” exhibits the strongest
correlation with the decision to allow or deny data practices associated with our scenarios. In
particular, when compared against “generic surveillance” scenarios, 12 out of 15 other purposes
came out as being significantly more likely to result in a “deny” decision. Participants were
respectively 23.5 (=e3.16) times and 29 (=e3.37) times more likely to respond with a “deny” to
deployment scenarios for predicting work productivity, and for predicting health, compared to
generic surveillance scenarios with no facial recognition. The odds of participants denying purposes
for targeted advertising were at least 6 (=e1.87) times and up to 16 (=e3.16) times greater than the odds
for generic surveillance. Even for the purpose of using faces for authentication and identification,
participants were still more likely to deny data collection (odds ratio = e1.70 = 5.5). Three purposes
turned out not to be significant: detecting petty crime, using anonymous facial detection to count
the number of people in the facility, and using facial emotion detection to rate engagement. The last
of the three purposes, despite being relatively intrusive in comparison with the previous two, did not
seem to have an important impact. We suspect that this might be partially due to the low number of
occurrences (N = 23) of this purpose as this scenario was only associated with visits to places like
movie theaters, museums, and amusement parks.

Contrary to our expectations, we found that whether targeted ads relied on identifying individuals
or treating them anonymously did not elicit substantially different responses from our participants.
In fact, participants reported being more likely to respond with a “deny” to facial recognition
scenarios used in targeted ads based on demographic features like race or ethnicity than to scenarios
which involved individually targeted ads. The interview data revealed that some participants (3 out
of 10) were viewing advertising based on demographics (e.g., race and age) as a form of profiling.
For example, P106 stated, “I do think it will divide us more if they are targeting specifically based
on what you look like, not even necessarily your profile and who you are ... I think it just gives an
overall weird and gross feeling, especially in today’s society where it comes up a lot.”

Some of the place type attributes were also found to have an influence on participants’ allow or
deny decisions. When we compare different place types to the baseline of large public places (e.g.,
sports stadiums, parking garages, city hall buildings), we find that participants were more likely
to deny data practices at eateries (odds ratio = e1.09 = 3), at libraries (odds ratio = e1.71 = 5.5),
and at gas stations (odds ratio= e1.36 = 3.9). Participants were significantly less likely to respond
with a “deny” to deployment scenarios at transportation locations (buses stops, train stations, metro
stations) than at the more generic baseline (odds ratio = e−1.87 = 0.23). The number of days
participants had been in the study also seemed to influence their allow/deny decisions. Participants
proved more likely to respond with a “deny” as the study progressed. None of the other attributes
were statistically significant (p < 0.05). We present the complete results from the regression in the
Table 3.6.
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Factors Est. Std. Err Z p

Intercept -1.79965 0.60789 -2.96 0.003072∗∗
purpose:baseline = Generic Surveillance

Petty Crime(Anon) 0.57922 0.52134 1.111 0.266563
Criminal Detection(IDed) 1.08567 0.43613 2.489 0.012799∗
Count People(Anon) 0.54011 0.56511 0.956 0.339187
Jump Line(IDed) 2.12133 0.53749 3.947 7.92E-05∗∗∗
Targeted Ads(Anon) 2.77327 0.56614 4.899 9.66E-07∗∗∗
Targeted Ads(IDed) 1.87295 0.5265 3.557 0.000375∗∗∗
Sentiment Ads(Anon) 2.03323 0.70039 2.903 0.003696∗∗
Sentiment Ads(IDed) 2.7837 0.59923 4.645 3.39E-06∗∗∗
Rate Service(Anon) 1.92574 0.55494 3.47 0.00052∗∗∗
Rate Engagement(IDed) 0.9621 0.92536 1.04 0.298478
Face as ID(IDed) 1.70491 0.51797 3.292 0.000997∗∗∗
Track Attendence(IDed) 2.56281 0.60284 4.251 2.13E-05∗∗∗
Work Productivity(IDed) 3.15627 0.63879 4.941 7.77E-07∗∗∗
Health Predictions(IDed) 3.37146 0.58706 5.743 9.30E-09∗∗∗
Medical Predictions(IDed) 1.92103 0.7824 2.455 0.014077∗

Raw retention:baseline=30 days
Ephemeral 0.10859 0.3799 0.286 0.775005
Unspecified 0.23487 0.4079 0.576 0.564742

Analytics retention:baseline=unspecified
Ephemeral -0.02068 0.81819 -0.025 0.979836
30 days -0.22812 0.30495 -0.748 0.454423

Association: baseline=No
associationID 0.27251 0.18042 1.51 0.130937

Shared: baseline=No
sharedID -0.09074 0.26258 -0.346 0.729666
dayIndex 0.79628 0.27167 2.931 0.003378∗∗

placeType:baseline=large public places
store 0.73456 0.42748 1.718 0.085732
eatery 1.09194 0.41956 2.603 0.009252∗∗
work 0.46835 0.50123 0.934 0.350094
education -0.48813 0.50161 -0.973 0.330493
hospital 1.11144 0.65184 1.705 0.088178
service 0.67614 0.52179 1.296 0.195037
alcohol 0.81001 0.4635 1.748 0.08053
entertainment 0.80385 0.61804 1.301 0.193377
fitness 1.06873 0.66162 1.615 0.10624
gas 1.36253 0.58379 2.334 0.019598∗
transportation -1.48697 0.5998 -2.479 0.013171∗
worship -0.27275 0.81689 -0.334 0.738463
library 1.71228 0.71968 2.379 0.01735∗
mall 1.19774 0.89793 1.334 0.182241
airport 0.08364 0.96362 0.087 0.930832
finance -1.13355 1.16506 -0.973 0.33058

Table 3.6: Generalized Linear Mixed Model Regression with Logit Link. A positive coeffi-
cient(estimate) shows likeliness of participants’ to deny a data collection
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Comfort Level, Surprise Level, and Notification Preference

Here we explore how the different contextual attributes considered in our study seem to influence
participants’ comfort level, surprise level, and notification preferences. As those responses are not
binary or linear, GLMM is not suitable due to its inability to model ordinal dependent variables.
Instead, we opted for cumulative link mixed models (CLMM) fitted with the adaptive Gauss-
Hermite quadrature approximation with 10 quadrature points using the R package ordinal [38].
We constructed one CLMM model for each dependent variable, adopting the same set of independent
variables and random effect, as is the case with allow/deny decisions described in Section 3.4.2.

Similarly to the case with allow/deny decisions, purpose remains the attribute with the strongest
influence on participants’ comfort level, surprise level, and notification preferences. Participants
are more likely to feel uncomfortable, surprised, and are more likely to want to be notified when
confronted with scenarios involving facial recognition than with our baseline “generic surveillance”
scenario with no facial recognition. Data sharing with other entities seems to also contribute to
a significant reduction in comfort among participants. As is the case with allow/deny decisions,
we also found that the number of days in the study was significantly correlated with participants’
surprise level and notification preferences. Participants reported being less surprised over time, likely
because they had already encountered similar scenarios earlier in the study. Over time, participants
became slightly more inclined to deny scenarios, while their notification preferences became
somewhat more selective. These results are furthered explored in Section 3.4.3 and Section 3.4.3.

3.4.3 Attitude Change Between Start and End of the Study

In our pre-study and post-study surveys, we asked participants the same questions about their
understanding of, comfort level with, and notification preferences for facial recognition. In the
post-study, we also asked them to provide open-ended responses to why their level of concern
may have (not) changed. We analyzed these responses using inductive coding. Two researchers
iteratively improved the codebook and independently coded all responses. Coding discrepancies
were discussed and reconciled. We reported results from comparing both surveys and qualitative
coding.

Figure 3.5: A Sankey diagram shows the change of participants’ reported notification preferences
before and after the study
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Increased Awareness

By the end of the study, 60% of participants (N = 74) reported increased awareness resulting from
participation in the study. They did not realize facial recognition could be used for so many different
purposes, at such a diverse set of venues, and with this level of sophistication. For instance, P68
wrote, “Some of the scenarios and growth of the technology you mentioned, I had never considered.
Freaked me out.” 11% of the above group reported learning the benefits of facial recognition. P106
explained, “In the beginning I was very uncomfortable with the fact that this tech could be abused
or that law enforcement could use it. However, as the scenarios came up in the study, I realized it
could be helpful in my life as long as there are safeguards in place to prevent abuse.” At the end
of the study, when rating how much they thought they knew about facial recognition, one third of
participants rated their knowledge of facial recognition lower than what they had reported at the
start. This situation could be explained by the Dunning-Kruger effect, a cognitive bias wherein
people tend to overestimate their knowledge in areas which they have little or no experience [126].
As participants grew more aware of possible video analytics deployments, they gained a more
grounded estimate of their knowledge level. In interviews, 5 out of 10 interviewees indicated their
awareness had increased. For instance, P50 mentioned “I didn’t know when I started there were
so many different potential uses. I only thought that it could be used for tracking someone who
committed a crime, so I was really surprised that there are so many different things being developed.
And I definitely do think there are good uses and some that are more invasive.” Three interviewees
described their deliberation on facial recognition usages as the study progressed. For example, P56
recounted “I feel like I might’ve started to get more negative about the use of cameras... I could
easily how see all of this information would go to very bad places... In some ways now that I am
more aware of it, I’ve certainly put more thought into it and became more negative about it.”, and
P107 gave an account of his thought process: “I think it’s just thinking about it more, being asked a
couple of different times, and then you get asked once you just kind of answer it, but then twice and
the third, I really think about it. It’s been in my mind already, so then the answer is probably more
close to what I think... by the end, maybe I am not so sure about them having that information. But I
think by the last 3 or 4 days, they were more consistent, consistently no for certain ones.” This could
possibly explain why the number of days in the study was a significant predictor of participants’
allow and deny preferences and why they tended to deny more as the study progressed as reported
at the end of Section 3.4.2.

Evolution of Notification Preferences

Before the study, 95.9% of all participants claimed that they wanted to be notified about facial
recognition deployment scenarios, including 51.2% who indicated they wanted to be notified every
time they came within range of facial recognition. As shown in Figure 3.5, between the beginning
and end of the study 55.3% of participants changed their preferences regarding whether and how
often they wanted to be notified about facial recognition deployments. Among participants who
originally wanted to be notified every time, 44% of them opted for less frequent notifications. This
is also supported by the positive coefficient associated with the number of days predictor of the
CLMM regression model for notification preferences, as stated in Section 3.4.2, as well as the
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descending line in Figure 3.6, which plots the percentage of notifications where participants want to
be notified every time or once in a while against the number of days in the study.

Figure 3.6: Participants’ desire to be notified decreases as the study progresses

One possible explanation is that people gradually developed a better appreciation for the broad
deployment of these scenarios, and the possibility of receiving a large number of notifications, as
P53 described, “I think at first when I first started, I was saying once in a while and then I realized
that would be really annoying to get multiple notifications.” Some participants also expressed
resignation. For instance, P89 said, “The whole concept has become normal to me. I’ve definitely
been reminded, through the app, that cameras with facial recognition are used in many, many places.
I’ve become desensitized to the practice, and in fact, what I had considered in some wasys[sic] to
be negative because I want my privacy.” It is also worth noting that, as can be seen in Figure 3.5,
a simple “Ask on First Use” approach would not accommodate most users. If anything, changes
identified in participants’ responses before and after the study indicate that people seem to become
more sophisticated over time in their notification preferences with a substantially smaller fraction of
participants requesting to be notified every time by the end of the study. The majority are looking
for some type of selective notification solution.

On the other hand, we also noticed that a sizable minority of participants (shown in bottom
of Figure 3.7) stayed relatively consistent throughout the study with regards to their notification
preferences, as they wanted to be notified every time facial recognition is in use. Results from
interviews revealed that some participants would always want to be notified, like P56 noted “The
fact that I wanted everything to be always reminding me... I think it is worth letting people know
upfront, and every time so you don’t get used to it and complacent.” P52 also explained why he
would always want to be notified at his workplace: “At my work, if I didn’t think it was necessary
or appropriate, then it wouldn’t register in my head that I was being watched. I would have to be
reminded every time.”
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Figure 3.7: The graph displays the notification and allow/deny preferences of all participants in
chronological order over the course of the study. Each participant is represented by a row. The
left graph arranges participants in order of increasing desire to receive notifications, while the
corresponding allow/deny preferences are shown on the right. On the left graph, participants’ desire
to get notified less over time is illustrated by the gradually brightening color from left to right,
especially in the top right corner.
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3.4.4 Correlation Between Privacy Expectations and Allow/Deny Preferences
Prior research has shown that comfort is often correlated with the degree of surprise people express
towards different data collection and use practices [135]. We compiled pairwise correlations between
the four types of responses collected from our participants across the 2,328 scenarios evaluated
in our study (Table 3.7). Correlations were calculated using the Spearman rank correlation with
Bonferroni-corrected p-values. Not too surprisingly, we find a significant correlation with a large
effect size between people’s comfort level and whether they would allow or deny a given scenario.
As reported in prior research [135], we also find a moderate correlation between surprise about some
deployment scenarios and comfort with these scenarios. On the other hand, correlation between
allow/deny decisions and desire to be notified seems nearly non-existent, suggesting people’s
notification preferences do not simply correspond to their allow/deny preferences across different
scenarios. An example of this case was mentioned in the previous section: only 30% of participants
would deny data practices for generic surveillance purposes, but 60% reported that they would like
to be notified. Our qualitative results in Section 3.4.3 and Figure 3.7 also seemed to suggest that
individuals’ notification preferences are rather distinct from their allow/deny preferences, and serve
different needs.

comfort surprise notification allow/deny

comfort 1
surprise 0.442∗∗∗ 1

notification 0.183∗∗∗ 0.214∗∗∗ 1
allow/deny 0.604∗∗∗ 0.350∗∗∗ 0.046 1

Table 3.7: Correlation matrix where ∗∗∗ indicates p < 0.001

3.5 Privacy Concerns and Attitudes
In this section, we present findings from qualitative analysis of interview and textual response
data collected from evening reviews of in-situ scenarios participants received. We first present
findings on participants’ attitudes towards facial recognition technology and the reasons behind
their attitudes. We then show the perceived beneficial and concerning contexts of facial recognition
usage. We also unveil participants’ concerns about the use of facial recognition, with a particular
focus on privacy-specific concerns, as they are among the most prominent themes. Finally, we flesh
out participants’ proposed actions in responses to these deployment scenarios.

3.5.1 Impressions of Facial Recognition
We first present findings on participants’ sentiment towards facial recognition technology. This is
based on our coding of sentiment in participants’ responses to the first question in the post-survey:
“What is the first thing that comes to your mind when you think about facial recognition technology?”
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Participants tend to be more negative towards FR

We observed that participants tended to be more negative towards the use of facial recognition:
51 (42%) participants displayed negative impressions while only 13 (11%) expressed positive
sentiments. The negative connotation mostly revolves around problems of the technology, like
the infringement on their right to privacy. Those negative first impressions also echo entrenched
perceptions on problematic usages and privacy risks of facial recognition that are revealed in our
subsequent analysis in Section 3.5.4 and Section 3.5.5.

Among the 13 participants with positive impressions, most praised facial recognition’s use-
fulness, like its ability to increase public safety and catch criminals. A few also mentioned the

“advancement in technology” (P36, positive). We also noted a mixed perspective of facial recognition
from 11 (9%) respondents: “It’s invasive and big brother esque. It can provide good information for
law enforcement but is easily abusable” (P83, mixed). 48 participants (39%) indicated their neutral
impressions typically by describing main use cases or depicting how facial recognition works: “the
ability of computers to see normal people in plain view and identify their identity. This can then
be passed to another decision-making system for a distinct purpose: law enforcement, advertising,
efficiency, etc.” (P12, neutral).

Participant views may be influenced by media portrayals

A few concepts also emerged from these responses, mostly related to media portrayals of facial
recognition. Some participants were reminded of what they have watched in the movies or crime
shows relating to facial recognition: “I think of face scanners and searches people do when looking
for criminals in crime tv shows and movies” (P42, neutral). Other respondents made references to a
dystopian world, with many citing the concept of Big Brother from the book 1984 — “Cyberpunk
dystopias, "Big Brother," and similar instances in fiction, satire, and socio-political discussion
about invasion of privacy on the part of powerful political and economic entities” (P39, negative).
China was brought up 7 times as the example of a surveillance state, which was associated with
more negative sentiments (5 out of 7) than neutral tones (2 out of 7). For example, P80 alluded to a
negative use case, “China and the way they micromanage their citizens lives,” and P5 expressed a
more neutral impression: “I think of China because the only times I’ve seen it on the news, it was
being used in China.”

In summary, respondents expressed more negative views about facial recognition than positive
ones. Many were wary about potential problems linked to the technology. Around a quarter of
participants’ views were influenced by the media portrayal of facial recognition (e.g., news, movies,
and books).

3.5.2 Beneficial and Concerning Contexts

We present findings on users’ perceived beneficial and concerning use of facial recognition. This
is based on the deductive coding of textual responses to the questions asking participants to
identify up to 5 contexts each where they found the use of facial recognition technology to be
beneficial and concerning. On average, each participant identified 2.7±1.4 beneficial contexts, and
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3.0±1.4 concerning contexts. A paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that participants recorded
significantly more concerning contexts than beneficial contexts (Z = 2.65, p < 0.01,r = 0.24).

The findings are organized based on the major codes in the codebook, as shown in Table 3.8.
These codes were further categorized into two groups: purposes for using facial recognition and
entities that use facial recognition. We first report beneficial and concerning purposes in this
subsection.

Beneficial purposes: security, authentication, and commerce

The majority (104 out of 123) of participants reported that security is a beneficial context for facial
recognition. Among those, 42% thought that facial recognition could increase public security
in general, and 32% thought that it is beneficial to use facial recognition to identify and catch
criminals. Another important context for security, raised by 20%, is to find missing individuals. For
example, P26 mentioned that facial recognition could be helpful in “locating missing/abducted
children and adults.” 13% of them also mentioned that facial recognition could be beneficial to
deter crime, as expressed by P27 “in public, especially in isolated places like parking garages, to
help preserve women’s safety.” Another context for facial recognition that 51 participants (42%)
identified as beneficial is authentication. About half of them (24 out of 51) stated that facial
recognition could be used to replace IDs and confirm identity. 31% mentioned that it could be used
to log in devices and/or replace passwords. A quarter maintained that facial recognition could be
useful to grant access in secured locations, which P46 described as “helping identify people in
high-security areas.” 14% considered authentication in stores via facial recognition as a way to
replace membership or reward cards to be beneficial as well. A sizable minority (27 out of 123
— 22%) of participants also saw merits in leveraging facial recognition in commercial settings;
using facial recognition to improve services and tailor customer experiences was deemed beneficial
by about half of those 27 participants, for example, in contexts like “relocating people between
the crowded check-out areas” (P63) and “customization of service based on who you are and
known preferences” (P55). Others considered marketing and tailored advertisement of potential
benefit, like in “retail scenarios (catered advertising)” (P46) and “providing information to retail
companies about their customers”(P111).

Concerning purposes: advertisement, profiling, and prediction

Most participants (64%) raised concerns about various purposes for which facial recognition is
used. Specifically, 36 out of 123 (29%) participants found using facial recognition for advertisement
troubling: P117 said, “It can be used for marketing and branding purposes that are generally
antagonistic.” 18 participants were concerned about facial recognition used for profiling — “using
it to profile someone based on race or gender” (P21). 17 respondents found “when emotion
recognition is in use” to be concerning. 12 participants (10%) were specifically against their data
being sold for profit “random companies selling and profiting off of it” (P40). 11 were worried
about use cases of facial recognition that involves predicting or estimating intentions or behaviors —

“Any assessments that are psychologically based since there is a lot that could be wrongly inferred by
only taking into account visual data” (P12).
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Purpose Entity
Beneficial Concerning Beneficial Concerning

Code % Code % Code % Code %
Security 84.6 Ads 29.3 Law/Gov 14.6 Law/Gov 18.7
Authentication 41.5 Profiling 14.6 Public 11.4 Employer 17.1
Commercial 22.0 Emotion 13.8 Health 8.1 Business 15.4
Personal 9.8 Profit 9.6 Employer 5.7 Insurer 14.6
Other 8.1 Predictive 8.9 Myself 5.7 Health 7.3

Security 5.7 Business 4.9

Table 3.8: Codes from Content Analysis and the Percentages of Participants Who Mentioned Them

3.5.3 Beneficial and Concerning Entities

The right-hand side of Table 3.8 shows the percentages of participants who identified different
entities (law/government, employers, etc.) as beneficial and/or concerning when they deploy facial
recognition.

Weighing between beneficial versus concerning

It is interesting to observe that law enforcement/the government were deemed concerning and
beneficial both by a sizable number of respondents, which is also similar in the case of health-
related entities (e.g., hospitals and clinics). The neck-and-neck numbers seem to suggest that those
entities entail both rather apparent pros and cons of using facial recognition. For example, “law
enforcement falsely accusing someone” (P83) is rather concerning, while facial recognition aids

“law enforcement to track and apprehend criminals” (P42) is clearly beneficial. On the other hand,
significantly more participants considered businesses, employers, or health insurers’ use of facial
recognition more concerning than beneficial. More participants see harm than benefit brought by
facial recognition usages by these entities, as elaborated by P59, “The data collected seems worth
more to the company than any coupons could possibly be for me.”

Attributes influencing attitudes towards entities

The interview data revealed in-depth deliberations participants had while weighing various entities
obtaining their facial recognition information. Trust was one of the factors that can erase partici-
pants’ doubts about potentially questionable facial recognition usages. Two interviewees explained
why they trust their employer or the government/law enforcement, therefore trusting their use of
facial recognition. P55 explained, “I trust my manager personally to have my own interests in
heart...Right now, personally, I have a good relationship with my manager and with the company.
So I am pretty comfortable with what they do, decide to do, and feel like that they are not going
to use it against me.” Believing in the democratic government, P57 maintained, “The government
supposedly is "by the people, for the people" as supposed to private corporations...So if it’s used by
law enforcement, I am a bit more comfortable with that.”
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More evidence on trust being an influential factor also emerged in the answers from evening
surveys: “Because law enforcement and the government have a history of using data for purposes
other than what they were intended for or what we were told it was for”(P26), “I don’t trust
insurance companies to make fair decisions”(P116), “I trust the library mostly not to do anything
bad with the video” (P97), “This is a large entity that I trust”(P51), and etc.

Besides trust, whether entities that deploy facial recognition have control over data subjects
is another important attribute. Three interviewees were reserved about their employer or the
government using this technology as those entities intrinsically have more control over them. In
their views, facial recognition can be used against them by powerful entities, such as governments,
employers, and big corporations, as expressed in the following quotes.

“I am used to people that advertise to me, trying to sell me something...I have more control over
that relationship because I can always turn down buying something, even with coercive tactics that
are manipulative. But with my boss or the government, I don’t have the power in that relationship
at all. So it’s more information for them that they can use against me basically.” — P50

“I mean whoever’s behind it [facial recognition] has more data and information, what people
need, what individual person wants, and how to best serve the people around, like get their product
to the people. And also they have more control...over their customers.” — P52

Three interviewees were worried about advertisers’ or corporations’ usage that could decrease
their sense of autonomy. Thanks to facial recognition technologies, businesses would leverage
highly fine-grained and even real-time data to improve their marketing techniques. For example, P56
expressed her concern, “With the ability to read your reactions and then be able to market responses
specifically to you, you might be losing some free choice. Because they are able to pinpoint and
push harder things they think are important to you, because you are reacting to them, they can get
real-time reactions to products...They can start using terms that look like something and trick you
into buying something.” Such practices can be manipulative and encroach on people’s freedom.

3.5.4 Concerns About Facial Recognition
Participants were concerned about facial recognition even for anonymous demographic
detection

Current facial recognition software enables different levels of identification: some can recognize
the shape of faces and humans; some can detect specific demographic features; others can match
faces to images of people stored in databases. Demographic detection has been used in contexts like
targeted advertising and marketing [67, 79, 181, 219].

When designing the study, we initially conjectured that people would be more comfortable
with anonymous demographic detection than personally identifiable detection. Nonetheless, 9% of
participants expressed reservations about using anonymous demographic detection for advertising
as they saw it as a form of profiling. P50 explicitly pointed out, “I was also pretty concerned when
the notifications popped up about predicting purchases based on racial classifications because that
just seemed very racist to me. Just because someone is African American or Hispanic, you can’t
predict what they are going to want to buy based on their race; that seems a really not very good
policy.”
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Others were really against gender-based advertising. For example, P50 mentioned, “And gender,
there is such a spectrum, just because you’re female, that doesn’t mean you are going to wanna
wear makeup or buy pretty dresses. Same thing for guys. I just think lumping every person into a
classification is over-generalized; you are going to miss people.” Some participants questioned the
efficacy of advertising based on gender and race, “ I wouldn’t think it will be very accurate, you
could target something to me being white that would not at all relate to me still based on that one
factor. But it may relate to a non-white person. I think it wouldn’t even be accurate. I think you need
a lot more than race and gender to advertise to someone effectively” (P106). This type of practices,
even though beneficial at times, can also reinforce existing gender and cultural stereotypes — “I
understand that some ethnic groups might benefit from this (for instance, African American women
need specific hair care products that aren’t always easy to find.) But I am concerned about the
potential for misuse of this technology to discriminate. Also, people don’t always "look like" the
racial or ethnic background with which they identify” (P27).

Some participants, including some parents, were leery of age-based advertising, especially
worrying about kids being susceptible to those practices. “Things are marketed to kids nowadays,
and kids can buy things on apps without their parents even knowing...I don’t think they should be
marketed towards kids necessarily” (P50). We also observed reservations from participants who
were afraid of being labeled as a specific demographic group, such as religious groups. P53 said, “I
think it is kind of dangerous to pinpoint one person as part of a group vs. just the individual. So I
think the times I was most concerned during the research was when I would go to someplace that
was religious[ly] affiliated or like a non-profit organization. If there was a video of me and my
friends maybe at a church or at a Jewish organization. Does that put us more in danger if we are
associated with that group? I feel like there is this danger of having a label placed on you, and if
the wrong person gets that information, and that could be a catalyst for violence.” P89 summarized
her feelings towards demographic-based facial recognition, “I do think it will divide us more if they
are targeting specifically based on what you look like, not even necessarily your profile and who
you are...I think it just gives an overall weird and gross feeling, especially in today’s society where
it comes up a lot.”

Participants were worried about incorrect detection and interpretation

About a third of the participants reported their concerns about the accuracy of facial recognition
during the study. Some were worried about the technology not accurate enough and could make

“mistakes in the face recognition (twins, relatives)” (P65). One interviewee P107 shared his firsthand
experience with inaccurate facial recognition in details, “I don’t know how accurate they would
be based on stuff that I have tested out before. Like even with having a beard, it throws off a lot
of things that try to guess things. Actually, at work, just for fun, one of the guys had it. It is for
visually impaired people who are blind. It scans anything and tells you what it is. It scans faces and
got a lot of people like "39 male," and it would be really close, but when it comes to me, it would
say 40 where I am 25. It would say frowning even though I am smiling because of it tracking the
mustache...if they are trying to pick up people with negative emotions for security purposes, maybe
it could be pretty wrong.” Others also echoed their doubts about the accuracy of emotion detection,
like P68 “I don’t see how it (emotion analysis) could be that accurate unless you are monitoring
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what I am saying too. Like I said, I went through a breakup that week, and sometimes I was not in a
good mood no matter where I was, no matter how good the food was. How are they supposed to
know? It just seemed like it was an unnecessary addition that wouldn’t end up being very accurate.”

In addition to questioning how accurate facial recognition can be, some participants also argued
that seemingly suspicious behavior, when viewed out of context, can be misinterpreted by those
systems, potentially resulting in grave consequences. For example, P53 described one such scenario
in her friend’s life that could be misconstrued, “ I think a lot of the times like my friend she locked
herself out of her apartment this past weekend, so she tried to jump in through her window. So if a
recognition program saw that, they might think that it is a thief or criminal or whatever. And that
is not the case. She is not breaking into her own house. It needs to be able to interpret scenarios
correctly. It needs to be able to have a context for them. Not just to assume that something looks like
a criminal act is a criminal act.” Similarly, P68 gave another example, “I think it could misinterpret
scenarios, it could misinterpret the guy trying to break into his own car to get his keys out, or the
boyfriend putting his hand in the girlfriend’s pocket.” An interviewee P57 was worried about such
inaccuracies leading to deadly consequences — “because if someone was marked for shoplifting
and they didn’t do, that could cost a lot of trouble, in some scenarios that could cost someone’s life.”

Participants were concerned about racial and other biases introduced by facial recognition

One-tenth of our participants reported being concerned about potential bias in the facial recognition
systems, especially about the deep implications it might have on minority groups. Many were
worried that racial bias in these algorithms could exacerbate the entrenched bias and infringe upon
the rights of those impacted groups. Two interviewees’ elaborated accounts provide us with more
insights: P68 stated, “Any system I’ve seen has inevitably been used only to profile people of color
and the LGBTQ+ community. I think even if we have this surveillance, somebody is like, "Oh, it
is just gonna automatically detect petty crimes." The reality is that it will still be looking harder
at a black person and their actions to see if that is a petty crime than it could with a white person.
I still think at the end of the day, a human is gonna analyze the data. I think you still have a
lot of misidentification where people of color and LGBTQ+ community members are going to be
scrutinized more strongly, not given the benefit of the doubt that white people are.” Similarly, P53
noted, “ I wouldn’t want a program like that to decide that for example, a black man equals thief
or even to give a warning sign to a program to flag that because that is not the case. So I think
that is the danger of having that type of use for facial recognition. I think it can too easily be
biased, intentionally or unintentionally. The person programming it might think that they might
have statistics to back up the demographics of thieves or demographics of criminals, but I don’t
think that is a good way of deciding who is or who is not a criminal.”

3.5.5 Perceived Privacy Risks of Facial Recognition

Privacy is repeatedly brought up as a key concern by our study participants. Around 70% of
participants voiced privacy concerns during the study. In this section, we summarize the major
themes around perceived privacy risks of facial recognition, in light of concepts from established
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privacy frameworks (i.e., Solove’s “Taxonomy of Privacy” [220] and Westin’s states of privacy from
Privacy and Freedom [245]).

Violation of solitude

The feeling of surveillance prevails A third of our respondents found surveillance through facial
recognition to be concerning. Surveillance can exert adverse psychological effects like discomfort
and anxiety on subjects. For example, P68 pointed out that “I had this paranoia that I would be
judged based on every action I took at work without the full context.” Similarly, P29 stated that

“always being watched and analyzed which in itself is scary.” Moreover, surveillance is also harmful
due to its infringement on people’s freedom to act. P89 contextualized this concern — “There
is a feeling of freedom as I enter the library where I participate in a Spanish speaking group on
Wednesday morning...in the small classroom where we speak, I would feel rather self-conscious if I
were videoed.” This infringement upon freedom can also possibly lead to inhibition and behavior
alteration, as P84 noted “I’d always have to be concerned about how my actions might be perceived
on camera,” and in P20’s view, “I want to know where all of the cameras are, so I can always be
aware and I can always be on guard and vigilant. So if something happens, I can be ready to defend
myself or defend the findings.” Surveillance can also have a chilling effect on civil and political
engagement. For instance, P117 pointed out that facial recognition “is used to identify anti-fascists
and peaceful protesters”, and P39 found “any and all efforts at using such technology against
political dissenters” to be concerning.

Deprived of the right to be let alone Warren and Brandeis first articulated privacy as the “right
to be let alone” [244]. Privacy risks also lie in the probing action itself which perturbs this right,
making “the person being questioned feel uncomfortable” as noted by Solove [220]. Two-fifths
of our participants regarded some deployment scenarios of facial recognition as unwarranted and
prying. For instance, P68 manifested their concern, “It is the idea of somebody being able to surveil
my life and know my business...Even though on sight it’s something different through a camera, that
knowing somebody is interested in the data, and wants it, and is just getting it for free. Something
about it really bothers me.” Some participants responded to data collection of facial recognition
rather abruptly, “It’s none of anyone’s business, as long as I’m obeying the law, where I am and
what I’m doing”(P114). Some participants reported that facial recognition is intrusive into one’s life,
and they cannot be let alone under the presence of facial recognition. For example, P83 mentioned
that they are “unable to hide from people”, and P104 noted, “I feel like I’m being stalked by the
man, the powers that be, wealthy corporations.” Others regarded facial recognition as disruptions to
their daily activities: P69 mentioned, “Don’t want to be filmed eating,” and P62 commented on their
experience in stores, “It’s like being stared at in the face by someone while I’m just trying to shop.”

Unwanted exposure and violation of anonymity

Not able to stay anonymous 17% of participants stressed the importance of anonymity and
scrutinized how facial recognition enabled the identification of normal people in plain view. P63
gave examples of circumstances when people may want to stay anonymous, “Probably if you go to
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some kind of clinics, like sexual health clinics, or food pantry.” P12 voiced their concerns about
facial recognition used for advertising, “If it is generating tailored advertising then it implies it is
tracking my shopping habits and linking it to my face.” P55 elaborated a situation when he wants to
remain anonymous, “I don’t do any sort of very secretive things. The only possible scenarios are if
I was trying to...plan a surprise birthday party for my wife, some notification got sent to both of us
of where I was, and then she figures that out...There is a mixed scenario of people who are doing
slightly illegitimate things but are legal to do, like having affairs with people on their partners, they
would definitely not like stuff like that.” Identification, a method to connect people to collected data,
is hard to avoid as the deployment of facial recognition technologies becomes widespread.

Unwanted exposure to others This issue involves “exposing to others of certain physical and
emotional attributes about a person,” which often “creates embarrassment and humiliation” as
defined by Solove [220]. 22% of our participants pointed out that it is easy to reveal emotions
under contexts of facial recognition involving emotion recognition. For example, P68 described
her personal experience, “I went through a breakup that week. I was really emotional a lot of the
time. I do not want my health insurance, my employer, my parents getting updates like "hey, she’s
trying to get through the pain while she is working today."” P50 commented on a facial recognition
scenario that occurred at the vet they went to, “People experience deep personal emotions at the vet.”
Some respondents were cautious about carrying out private actions. For example, P89 elaborated,

“I might be caught at the gym entering and adjusting a bra strap, etc.,” and “doing something like
picking your nose, something like that, not doing something against the law, but something you
don’t want others to see.” Such unwanted exposure in public spaces might not have been feasible
without facial recognition technologies.

Non-consensual and insecure disclosure

Secondary use without consent This refers to the privacy issue of data collected for additional
purposes without data subjects’ knowledge or consent. In the context of facial recognition, this
problem is exacerbated because of the lack of ways to properly convey data practices to subjects
other than using signs that say “face recognition security cameras in use.” Given the sensitive nature
of facial recognition data, around a quarter of our participants reported concerns about unauthorized
secondary use. Many respondents questioned whether companies would retain data for intended use
only, as P12 described, “As I’m doing this study more, I think it’s my trust in their ability to safe
keep the data and only for that use. I would doubt their compliance even if I do want them to get the
competitive advantage by the use of video surveillance.” P89 also hoped for regulations to prevent
secondary use, “If there were laws in place that they could never ever use it for anything else like
they couldn’t sell it to marketing companies.” P106 provided a concrete example of secondary use
with regards to workplaces using facial recognition to track attendance, “I think if used to replace
a time card is fine, but I could see it being abused by overbearing managers.” A few participants
expressed concerns about their data being sold, which can also be regarded as a secondary use.
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Fear of data leakage and abuse About one-third of our participants expressed their concerns
about their facial recognition data being hacked or abused. Because it is almost impractical to
relinquish biometric data when compromised, the security of facial recognition data is ever more
pressing. Many of the participants reported that they do not trust data collectors’ ability to safeguard
their data. For example, P122 noted, “I don’t think data security is a strong priority for these
companies, and when they do have data leaks, they don’t care because it doesn’t affect them, and the
punishment is not enough to incentivize them to change their practices,” which parallels the concerns
of P54 about identified frivolous activities being leaked, “Frivolities that end up being insecure,
like entertainment or stores.” Also, the fear of insecurity can induce privacy risks by placing people
to whom it pertains in a vulnerable state, as corroborated by P122, “It’s very troubling to think of
how this info could be used by bad actors.”

Inaccurate dissemination and violation of reserve

Dissemination of inaccurate or misleading information Around one-third of our participants
were concerned about the dissemination of inaccurate or misleading information [220]. This issue
is also mostly linked to the inaccuracies of facial recognition as presented in Section 3.5.4. Our
participants were concerned about being falsely identified or judged out of context. For example,
P46 noted, “Bad luck or timing could lead law enforcement to be suspicious of an innocent citizen.”
P11 referred to their experiences when shopping in stores, “I would really not like supposedly
meaningful data to be recorded if I happened to smile remembering something while walking down
the condom aisle.” Distortion can be detrimental, as illustrated by P59, “Reputational damage
could occur if someone is falsely accused of a crime.”

Decisional interference Solove defined this as the intrusion on private decisional making, es-
pecially by the government [220]. In our study, participants mostly focused on the unwarranted
influence on their purchasing autonomy by private companies with the help of facial recognition.
This is also discussed in Section 3.5.3. In addition, P89 lamented,“It’s machines taking over and
my freedom circumvented.” P122 echoed this thought, “I do not want to have this information used
against me or used to try and subvert my thinking.”

3.5.6 Proposed Actions and Responses
Our qualitative data also reveals participants’ reported desire to take action when encountering
facial recognition in their everyday life. They also express a desire for transparency and indicate
they would like to be notified about nearby deployments of facial recognition technology. At the
same time, their notification preferences vary with some participants expressing concerns about
potentially overly disruptive notifications.

Participants want transparency and control over the collection of their data

About 30% of participants expressed strong views about the need for entities collecting sensitive
facial recognition data to notify them and to actively obtain consent from them before data collection.
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For example, P50 commented, “I think if they are going to record our image, they should have
to notify you before they do anything with it like if they are going to use it for a specific purpose,
we should be able to know what they are using it for, and we should be able to say "yes, that’s
fine," or "no, it’s not. Delete my stuff from your system."” While most participants agreed about the
need to obtain consent, they did not provide consistent answers with regard to the frequencies of
such notifications. Some participants wanted to be notified every time when such data collection
is taking place, as illustrated by the quote from P56, “I think it is important to know when you
are in areas where data is being collected, passive consent really disturbs me. I know it happens
all the time when I am on my phone or computer, and it is really hard to know what data is being
collected, what it is being used for, etc....So, if I have my preference, I would want to know every
time someone is engaging in this practice,” whereas others were wary of repeated reminders and
preferred less frequent notices, as P17 elaborated, “I frequent this establishment pretty often, so a
constant reminder would annoy me. It would be nice to be reminded every now and then in case
I simply forget.” These results suggest a need for customizable notification functionality where
different individuals can select from a number of notification options.

Participants find existing notice mechanisms inadequate

While the majority of participants wanted to be informed about facial recognition in use, our
follow-up interviews disclosed the specific ways how some participants found the existing notice
mechanisms inadequate. For instance, P68 described how they missed the existing signs in physical
spaces that were supposed to notify them about the presence of cameras, “There will be places
where I would want to be notified every time, and then I look over, and see a sign that I have just
passed by a dozen times, and realize I am being notified.” When probed about what is a good way
to give them notice or obtain their consent, some interviewees reported that no existing mechanisms
would achieve the goal, as P53 said, “I think that [obtaining consent] is hard...It is hard because
you cannot pass a form when you walk into a restaurant or a store, it cannot be formal...I guess
trying to do it remotely like through the Internet or your phone would be the easiest.” Specifically,
P50 expressed their desire to provide consent based on different purposes of facial recognition, “It
would depend on what they were using it for. If it was just like someone committed a crime, and
they needed FR for that, then that’s fine. Maybe if it’s to replace a swipe card or a membership
cards, that would be okay, but if it’s for tracking my purchases, or tracking my attendance, emotions.”
The information on the purposes for which facial recognition is deployed is not available to data
subjects in the majority of current deployments. Also, it is also hard to design notice mechanisms
with the desired level of intrusiveness, as P89 elaborated, “I would not want to think about it at
all times, so I want it to be subtle whatever the notification is, but also not so subtle that you don’t
know that it is happening ever,” which highlights the problem of privacy as a secondary goal.

Some participants fear being overwhelmed by frequent notifications

While most participants report that they want to be notified, more than half are also weary of too
frequent notifications. In particular, some participants realized during the course of the study that the
number of notifications they would receive might become a nuisance if they request to be notified
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each time they get within range of facial recognition technology. For instance, P53 described
her thought process, “When I first started, I was saying once in a while, and then I realized that
would be really annoying to get multiple notifications.” About half (55 out of 123) of participants
reported that they were unlikely to avoid places that deploy facial recognition technology, even if
they indicated being concerned about these deployments, revealing a general sense of resignation.
For instance, P11 underscored, “There is nothing I can do about it, and this is the only accessible
grocery around my workplace, so I don’t have an alternative.” A similar sense of helplessness and
resignation was expressed by P67: “I give up. Spy on me. What can I do about it? I’m old. I’ll be
dead soon.”

At the same time, not all participants reported concern. We also observed a small number
of participants who did not care about the usage of facial recognition in general, referencing the
“nothing to hide” argument. For instance, P55 elaborated, “I am not likely to be so concerned
about it, because I don’t do any sort of very secretive things... There are more legitimate reasons
why people would want to value their privacy more than I do, but I am not sure how much of the
population that would really affect.”

3.6 Exploring the Development of Predictive Models
Under regulations such as GDPR data subjects are supposed to be notified and agree to having
their footage captured by video analytics software at or before the point of collection. Because of
the increasingly widespread deployment of video analytics software, if data subjects are asked to
manually opt in or out of video analytics each time they encounter such functionality, they will
not only face an unrealistically high number of decisions, but can quickly become annoyed or
desensitized as we have observed in the 10-day study. Recent technical advances introduced in
prior work by Das et. al [50] open the door to scenarios where a user, with a “privacy assistant”
app running on their smartphone, would be alerted to the presence of video analytics software and
would be given the choice to opt in or out of such processing. In this section, we use our data to
explore the feasibility of developing predictive models to assist users in managing these privacy
decisions and discuss different possible deployment strategies for such models. Specifically, we
focus on the development of models to predict people’s allow/deny decisions across the different
types of scenarios using data collected as part of our in-situ study.

3.6.1 Feature Selection and Clustering
As discussed in Section 3.4.2, purpose appears to be the most significant attribute when modeling
people’s allow and deny decisions. Accordingly, we develop models that use purpose as feature—it
is likely that more complex models could be developed with possibly even better results. As
prior work showed promising results of clustering like-minded users in the mobile app permission
space [136, 139], we adopted a similar approach and applied agglomerative clustering with ward
linkage on the feature vectors to cluster participants. After we obtained the resulting clusters of
users, we calculated the privacy profiles of each cluster using two-thirds majority vote. If more
than two thirds of participants in a given cluster allow (deny) a given data practice for a particular
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purpose, then the cluster profile recommends allowing (denying) that practice for that particular
purpose. If there is no majority decision, or the number of data points in the cluster for the particular
practice and purpose is too small, the cluster profile does not recommend allowing/denying the
practice for the given purpose (i.e., no recommendation).

3.6.2 Predictive Power of Cluster Profiles
We want to evaluate how well the cluster profiles generated could help predict people’s allow/deny
decisions for incoming users not present in the clusters. We first randomly select 90% of the
participants to build clusters as described in the previous section, and use the remaining 10% of
participants to evaluate the predictive power of the clusters by calculating the following two metrics
accuracy and efficiency. Accuracy is defined as the percentage of time the prediction of a cluster
profile (when such prediction is available) matches the actual allow/deny decisions made by users
assigned to that profile. We define efficiency as the percentage of allow/deny decisions made by a
user for which the assigned cluster of the user offers a prediction (or recommendation). In other
words, if for every allow/deny decision a user needs to make, the cluster to which the user is assigned
offers a prediction, efficiency is 100 percent—theoretically the user does not need to manually
make any decision, though the accuracy of the predictions could be less than 100 percent, as some
predictions could be erroneous.

Figure 3.8: Accuracy and efficiency of models plotted against the number of clusters used to build
them.

We repeated 10 times the process of generating clusters from randomly drawing 90% of
participants, and of evaluating the predictive power of these clusters using allow/deny decisions of
the remaining 10% of participants. Average accuracy and efficiency results are shown in Figure 3.8.
As can be seen, there is a substantial increase in both accuracy and efficiency when we move from a
global one-size-fits-all profile (single cluster) to models with two or more clusters. We can observe
the trade-off between efficacy and accuracy as the number of clusters grows. Accuracy increases
with the number of clusters, as these clusters become more targeted. Yet, efficiency decreases
given that, as the number of clusters increases, the size (or population) of each cluster decreases,
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Figure 3.9: Profiles associated with a 6-cluster model. Each cluster profile contains 3 columns: the
left one displays the average mean value (deny=−1, allow=1), and the right column represents the
cluster profile, where the blue color represents an allow decision, red means a deny, and white means
no decision, either because not enough data points are available or for lack of a two-thirds majority.
The middle column shows the variances, ranging from 0 to 1. The 3 numbers (D/A/T) in each
entry in the the right column represent the distribution of deny ("D") and allow ("A") collected for
members of the cluster for the corresponding purpose, with T=D+A representing the total number
of decisions collected for the given purpose from members of the cluster.

eventually making it more difficult to generate predictions as some entries have too few data points
to obtain majority voting. The results for six clusters seem to provide the highest harmonic mean of
accuracy and efficiency. It is worth noting that a model with 6 clusters achieves an efficiency of
93.9%, namely the clusters are able to predict 93.9% of the allow/deny decisions our participants
had to make with an accuracy of 88.9%. It is likely that with additional data, more complex models,
taking into account additional features beyond just purpose, could achieve even greater predictive
power.

3.6.3 Example of Cluster Profiles
As shown in Figure 3.8, one-size-fits-all models based on lumping all users in a single cluster fail
to capture the rich and diverse responses towards facial recognition deployments captured in our
study. However, models obtained by organizing participants in a small number of clusters seem
to achieve much higher predictive power. Here we look at the profiles associated with a 6-cluster
model, (see Figure 3.9), namely the model that yielded the highest harmonic mean in the previous
section, and discuss what these profiles tell us about how people report feeling towards different
deployment scenarios.

As can readily be seen, participants in Cluster 1 and Cluster 5 represent polar extremes, with
participants in Cluster 5 indicating they would largely respond with an “Allow” to all the deployment
scenarios covered in our study, whereas participants in Cluster 1 would largely respond with a
“Deny” to all these scenarios. It is worth also noting the low variances found in these two clusters
for most deployment scenarios, indicating that people’s responses in these clusters tend to be
particularly homogeneous. All other clusters also exhibit low variances for many scenarios, though
each of these other 4 clusters has a few scenarios for which responses are less homogeneous, with
each of these other 4 clusters having one or more deployment scenarios where the model is unable to
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make a prediction (e.g., “Rate Service (Anon)” in the case of Cluster 4). Comparing Cluster 3 with
Cluster 5, we see that like in Cluster 5, participants in Cluster 3 tend to respond with an “Allow” to
scenarios associated with a variety of different purposes, except when it comes to sensitive purposes
like tracking attendance or evaluating work productivity. They tend to also be more reticent in the
presence of facial recognition scenarios designed to support health predictions. Members of Cluster
2 exhibit significantly more conservative responses and are generally uncomfortable with a much
larger set of deployment scenarios than members of Cluster 3, though they appear to be fine with
the use of facial recognition to capture demographic information in support of anonymous targeted
advertising scenarios (e.g., adjusting the ad shown in a store window based on demographic features
of the person looking at the window [67, 79, 181, 219]). In comparison, members of Cluster 4 seem
to exhibit somewhat different sensitivities. While they too object to many deployment scenarios,
they appear to be fine with the use of facial recognition to fight crime and to also anonymously
count people.

3.6.4 Possible Application in the Context of Privacy Assistants

The above analysis sheds some light on how different groups of people share many privacy pref-
erences when it comes to opting in or out of different video analytics scenarios and how these
preferences vary across different groups. The privacy profiles can also function as meaningful
default settings in privacy assistants. Users would just be asked a few questions, which would be
used to suggest a particular profile to them. This profile could include a hundred or more privacy
settings, which would accurately capture many of their preferences. Users could then review these
settings and edit them as they see fit. This approach proved quite effective in the context of a
privacy assistant developed to recommend mobile app privacy permission decisions, with most users
indicating that they liked the functionality and adopting most of the recommendations made by their
privacy assistant [137, 139]. In the context of mobile apps, recommendations can be organized by
categories of apps. In the context of video analytics scenarios, recommendations could be organized
based on a taxonomy of relevant contextual attributes such as the 16 different purposes considered in
our analysis. As can be seen in Figure 3.9, most profiles have recommendations for the vast majority
of the 16 different purposes considered in the study. This means that, depending on the particular
profile to which a user would be assigned, that user would have recommendations for most of the
privacy decisions they would encounter. They would obviously be able to review and adjust these
recommendations, as they see fit. Assuming video analytics deployments with standardized APIs
to communicate relevant contextual attributes and to process opt-in/opt-out decisions selected by
a user, a privacy assistant would be able to automatically communicate the user’s opt-in/opt-out
choices for the particular video analytics deployment a user encounters, saving the user the burden
of communicating the same decisions over and over again as they keep on running into similar
video analytics deployments.
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3.7 Discussion

3.7.1 Limitations

We do not claim that our results are representative of the general population. Our sample population
skews young and more educated, which could have induced bias in our results. In addition,
participants were recruited only from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, a mid-sized city in the United States.

Our study protocol determined the type and frequencies of scenarios participants saw, which
in turn likely impacted their attitudes over time and in particular their notification preferences.
We strived to keep the study realistic by presenting each participant with scenarios representative
of the venues they visit in their everyday life. The actual frequency and types of video analytics
participants would encounter could, however, be different from those in our study, and are likely to
evolve over time. Our analyses were conducted using data provided by participants when presented
with plausible deployment scenarios, rather than based on observations in the presence of actual
deployments. While our use of an in-situ methodology was intended to mitigate this issue, it is
possible that some of the data collected is not fully representative of participants’ actual behaviors.

While describing study scenarios, we strived to maintain a balanced narrative without overly
emphasizing benefits or potential risks associated with different deployments, but rather leaving
it to participants to decide how they felt about them. This being said, we acknowledge that the
phrasing of these types of scenarios is an art and that on occasions our phrasing might have primed
participants in one direction or the other.

Our participants generally expressed somewhat negative views of various facial recognition
deployment scenarios. This could, in part, be a reflection of the fact that they did not actually
experience true interactions with these deployment scenarios and, as a result, may not have had a
chance to appreciate what they consider as benefits associated with some of these scenarios (e.g.,
marketing scenarios).

Finally, we also acknowledge that more sophisticated predictive models could be built with even
better performance. We purposefully limited ourselves to simple clustering solutions to emphasize
that even simple models can produce strong predictive power in this domain.

3.7.2 Lack of Awareness and Desire for Greater Transparency

Our results clearly indicate that many people were taken by surprise when encountering a variety of
video analytics scenarios considered in our study. While many expect surveillance cameras to be
widely deployed, few are aware of other types of deployments such as deployments for targeted
advertising, attendance, productivity, and more. These less expected scenarios are also those that
generally seem to generate the greatest discomfort among participants and those for which, if given
a chance, they would often opt out (or not opt in). These results make a strong case for the adoption
of more effective notification mechanisms than today’s typical “this area under camera surveillance”
signs. Not only are people likely to miss these signs, but even if they do not, these signs fail to
disclose whether video analytics is being used, for what purpose, who has access to the footage
and results, and more. Our study shows that many of these attributes have a significant impact on
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people’s desire to be notified about deployments of video analytics. And obviously, these signs do
not provide people with the ability to opt in or out of these practices.

Our findings support new disclosure requirements under regulations like GDPR, which mandates
the disclosure of this information at or before the point of collection. Our findings also demonstrate
the urgent need to provide people with choices to decide whether or not to allow the collection and
processing of their data, as our participants expressed diverse levels of comfort with these scenarios
with many not feeling comfortable with at least some of them. Regulatory disclosure requirements
help improve transparency of video analytics deployments. While some study participants grew
more concerned about facial recognition, we observed others becoming more accepting of it as
they learned about potential benefits of some deployments. These findings suggest that increased
transparency and awareness would help data subjects make informed decisions.

3.7.3 Privacy Preferences Are Complex and Context-Dependent
Our findings show that people’s privacy preferences are both diverse and complex. They depend
on a number of contextual attributes such as the purpose for using video analytics, who has access
to the results, where the user is at the time of collection, and other factors. As such, our findings
are another illustration of contextual integrity principles introduced by Nissenbaum [162]. The
importance of purpose information identified in our study (i.e., for what purpose video analytics is
being applied) is largely consistent with results reported in earlier publications. This includes earlier
work conducted by Lin et al. [136] and Smullen et al. [217] in their studies of privacy preferences
when it comes to configuring mobile app permission settings. This also includes prior work by
Emami-Naeini et al. [158] looking at privacy preferences across generic IoT scenarios. In contrast
to these earlier studies, our work took a more systematic approach to exploring the nuances in video
analytics scenarios, including the type of analysis, the purpose for which the analysis is conducted,
whether information is being shared with other entities, and the venue where video analytics is
deployed; those factors all have an impact on individuals’ privacy attitudes.

3.7.4 Implications for the Design of Privacy Assistants
Our findings can also inform the design of privacy assistants that help users manage privacy decisions
related to the deployment of video analytics and other Internet of Things (IoT) technologies. Das
et al. have introduced a privacy infrastructure for IoT, where users rely on “privacy assistant”
mobile apps to be notified about the presence of nearby IoT resources such as cameras running
video analytics software [51]. Using these privacy assistants, users can access opt-in or opt-out
functionality made available by IoT resources to indicate whether they agree or not to the collection
and processing of their data. However, given the growing deployment of cameras, taking advantage
of such functionality would still be hampered by the number of notifications and decisions a typical
person would be confronted to each day when passing within range of cameras.

A more practical approach would involve allowing users to configure privacy assistants to only
notify them about those deployments they care to be notified about, and to possibly also configure
any available opt-in/opt-out settings in accordance with their individual preferences. Based on our
findings, it is easy to see that different users would likely select different configurations of their
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settings, namely different notification settings and different combinations of opt-ins/opt-outs. To
keep user burden manageable, one would likely include settings that allow users to automatically
opt in or out of scenarios for which they have pretty definite preferences (e.g., “I want to opt out
of any video analytics deployment that shares my data with insurance companies”). For other
scenarios, they would be notified and prompted to make manual opt-in or -out decisions. Given
how rich and diverse people’s privacy preferences are, enabling users to accurately specify their
notification and opt-in/opt-out preferences would require a large number of privacy settings (e.g.,
differentiating between a variety of different video analytics deployments, different notification
preferences). Recent work on privacy assistants has shown that it is possible to use machine learning
to reduce user burden when it comes to configuring such complex privacy settings. For instance,
Liu et al. have demonstrated the use of machine learning techniques to help users configure mobile
app privacy settings [139]. Similar results have been observed by the authors using data collected as
part of the present video analytics study, where models of privacy preferences were built to predict
participants’ allow/deny decisions [258]. The idea is that these models are used to recommend
settings to users, who can review the recommendations and decide whether or not to accept them.

Our results showing that individual’s preferences for notification of video analytics deployments
are quite diverse suggest that different people would select different setting configurations, with
some people preferring to be systematically informed about each deployment and being prompted
to manually decide whether to opt in or out, and other people preferring more selective notification
settings and greater delegation of opt-in opt-out decisions. This is also consistent with results
from a recent study by Colnago et al. [43] It goes without saying that effective implementation of
notification functionality and opt-in/opt-out settings such as those we just discussed, settings that
our findings seem to call for, would substantially benefit from the development of standardized
APIs. Ideally such APIs would enable privacy assistant functionality to (1) discover video analytics
deployments in the vicinity of their users, (2) selectively notify their users, and (3) transmit opt-in or
opt-out requests on their behalf (whether these requests are made manually or derived from settings
selected by users).

3.7.5 Evolving Notification Preferences
In our study, we observed that participants’ notification preferences evolved over time with many
people opting for less frequent notifications as time passes. This change in preferences is attributed
to some level of fatigue as people got a better appreciation for the number of times they were
likely to be notified about the same or similar scenarios, and as their level of surprise in the face of
some of these scenarios also diminished over time. Even taking into account this general trend in
receiving less frequent notifications over time, it is clear that people’s notification preferences are not
adequately met if one relies on a simple “Ask on First Use” approach—as is typically the case today
when dealing with mobile app permissions, for instance. Individuals’ notification preferences are
more complex and also more diverse, ultimately requiring a more sophisticated set of configurations
that users could choose from and also modify over time, as their preferences evolve. Here again
we see opportunities for the use of AI-based privacy assistant functionality [42, 139] that would
adapt to their user’s preferences over time, possibly through a combination of nudges designed to
motivate users to think about options available to them [6, 10] and dialogues designed to capture
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people’s evolving preferences. Our study also uncovers how individuals’ allow/deny preferences
are distinct from their notification preferences. However, how to properly notify people without
overwhelming them remains an understudied direction as the majority of work on modeling privacy
preferences focused on allow/deny “choice” rather than “notice.”

3.7.6 Combating Inaccuracy and Bias
While most of participants reported seeing benefits in facial recognition deployments such as
security and authentication scenarios, their reported attitude towards many other scenarios was
generally more negative. Part of their willingness to embrace the technology was dampened
by concerns over accuracy and bias of facial recognition systems, echoing concerns voiced by
marginalized interviewees in a prior study [98]. Our data suggest that these concerns extend to the
more general population. Recent reports of people wrongly arrested due to faulty facial recognition
algorithms likely contributed to reservations captured in our study [101] and also illustrate the severe
consequences that deployment of this technology can have if deployed and relied upon without
adequate safeguards. Minimally, technology should be evaluated for potential biases and minimal
levels of accuracy, especially when deployed in support of particularly sensitive activities such as
law enforcement. Their performance and limitations should be clearly communicated and taken
into account. And decisions based on these algorithms should be meticulously cross-checked and
manually vetted if we are to avoid more of these nightmarish scenarios.

3.7.7 Contextualizing Perceived Privacy Risks
Our analysis organized perceived privacy risks associated with facial recognition deployments
around key dimensions identified in well-established privacy frameworks [220, 244, 245]. We were
able to elicit more nuanced and contextualized privacy concerns than prior work [33, 216, 221] as
shown in Section 3.5.5. While legal arguments support people’s reasonable expectations of privacy
in public places [102], our study provides strong evidence that these expectations are real and
widespread and that some facial recognition deployment scenarios are perceived as overstepping the
boundaries of personal solitude, making people feel deprived of “the(ir) right to be let alone” [244].
These concerns are further exacerbated by the sensitive nature of biometric data, the information
that can be inferred from facial recognition data (e.g., location, activity, and mood), as well as
risks of secondary use of this data and its security. These findings underscore the need for more
transparency in notifying people about not just the deployment of facial recognition technology but
also sufficient details for individuals to gauge their perceived privacy risks.

3.7.8 Designing Effective Notice and Choice
Our study confirms that privacy concerns are a major obstacle to acceptance of a variety of
facial recognition scenarios [33, 37, 186], although these deployments are becoming increasingly
widespread. Responses from our participants indicate a strong desire to be notified about different
deployment scenarios and to have some control over the collection and analysis of their data. Current
deployments generally fall short when it comes to effectively notifying people about the presence of
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facial recognition technologies, including details about the type of analysis they rely on and how
results are being used and possibly shared. Also, current deployments generally fail to provide
people with opt-in or opt-out choices.

How to effectively notify people and offer them adequate controls is not trivial. Entities
deploying facial recognition should inform data subjects in a clear and noticeable manner. Today’s
“this area under camera surveillance” signs do not provide them with enough information, such as
type of analysis, the purpose for collection and analysis, sharing, etc. Privacy controls (e.g., opt-in
and opt-out choices) should obviously include mechanisms to authenticate data subjects (to make
sure they are whom they claim to be when they request to opt in or out of some practices), giving
rise to privacy issues. With the possible exception of security-related deployments, which many
view as generally beneficial, people should be offered some control over the collection and use of
their footage — preferably in the form of opt-ins.

One solution involves requiring people to opt in by providing training data about their face [50,
51]. In this system, a privacy-aware infrastructure is used to notify people about the presence of
nearby facial recognition deployments, including who has deployed the technology, what analysis is
performed, and for how long the footage is retained. Users who do not opt in for facial recognition
by default have their face (or possibly their entire body) obfuscated in real-time in the captured
footage. Notifications about nearby facial recognition deployment are provided via a “Privacy
Assistant” mobile app that users install on their smartphones. This infrastructure has been deployed
to support notice and choice for a variety of Internet of Things data collection processes—not just
facial recognition [51, 202].

Our data highlight individuals’ diverse notification preferences, with some preferring to be
systematically notified about FR deployments, while others only would prefer just occasional notices
and reminders. The Internet of Things Privacy Infrastructure introduced by Das et al. offers users of
its “Privacy Assistant” mobile app different settings they can configure to specify the types of data
collection processes they want to be notified about as well as the frequency of these notifications
(e.g., “only the first time,” “every time,” or “never”). These settings are consistent with results
discussed in Section 3.5.6, which indicate that different participants have different notification
preferences and that these preferences can also evolve. Further research is needed to determine
what personalized settings are likely to work best and how to alleviate the user burden that might be
entailed by opt-in or opt-out settings associated with a potentially large number of facial recognition
deployments.

Finally, our study indicates that participants fear losing their autonomy when commercial
entities can assemble and leverage near real-time facial recognition data, including their emotions,
to tailor advertisements presented to them. Our participants also expressed reservations about the
power this technology can bestow on already powerful entities such as their employers or law
enforcement authorities. These results further emphasize the need for more effective notice and
choice mechanisms if people are to become less fearful about the deployment of facial recognition.

3.8 Summary of Main Contributions
In summary, research reported in this chapter yielded the following contributions:
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• We conducted a first 10-day in-situ study of individuals’ privacy expectations and preferences
across a wide range of realistic video analytics deployment scenarios. We offered an in-depth
analysis of the data collected as part of a study involving 123 participants who provided
us with detailed insight into their degree of awareness and comfort across a total of 2,328
deployment scenarios.

• Our analysis revealed that many people have little awareness of many of the contexts where
video analytics can be deployed and also showed diverse levels of comfort with different
types of deployment scenarios.

• Notification preferences were also shown to be diverse and complex, and seemed to evolve
over time, as people became more sophisticated in their expectations as well as in their
realization of the number of notifications they were likely to receive if they were not selective
in their notification preferences.

• Our qualitative analysis contextualized participants’ perception of privacy risks associated
with video analytics and explored their concerns about the limitations and bias found in some
of these systems.

• We used the data collected as part of our study to explore the feasibility of developing
predictive models to help people cope with the large number of allow/deny decisions they
would otherwise have to make each time they encountered video analytics deployments. We
showed that even using simple clustering techniques, it was possible to accurately predict
many privacy decisions a user would want to make when encountering diverse video analytics
deployments.

• We discussed the implications of people’s rich and diverse privacy preferences when it
comes to notifying them about different video analytics scenarios and to supporting opt-in
or opt-out choices associated with the collection and use of their data under these scenarios.
This included discussing different possible configurations of privacy assistant functionality
to accommodate individuals’ diverse privacy attitudes and preferences. In particular, we
discussed how standardized APIs could be used to help recognize different types of video
analytics scenarios and automatically communicate a user’s privacy decision for that particular
type of deployment, saving the user the burden of repeatedly communicating the same privacy
decisions over and over again as they kept running into similar deployments. In addition, we
also discussed how results from our study suggest the development of selective notification
functionality, which users would be able to configure to match their particular preferences.

This work was published at PoPETS 2021 and SOUPS 2021, presented in PrivacyCon 2021,
and received the 12th Annual Privacy Papers for Policymakers Award [255, 258, 259].
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Chapter 4

A Contextual Integrity Analysis of
Vaccination Certificates

4.1 Overview

In Chapter 3, we investigate the diverse privacy attitudes towards video analytics technology in depth.
In this chapter, we turn to another recent development in society that has emerged in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic: vaccination requirements and their potential profound privacy implications.
The prolonged and devastating COVID-19 pandemic has affected every aspect of people’s lives
as well as the global economy. In an attempt to curb the spread of highly contagious variants,
governments around the world have contemplated or adopted vaccination mandates (VMs) and
vaccination certificates (or passports) (VCs) in schools, hospitals, public transportation, and other
social contexts [44, 87, 154, 157, 168, 171, 180]. Against the background of the global pandemic
and increasing adoptions of VMs and VCs, it is important to ensure that the information flow rules
embodied in the new technologies adhere to prevailing societal norms for each given context.

In our work, we want to explore how privacy influences the acceptance of vaccination certificate
(VC) deployments across different realistic usage scenarios. Analysis of results collected as part of
this study is used to derive general normative observations about different possible VC practices
and to provide guidance for the possible deployments of VCs in different contexts. We use the
Contextual Integrity (CI) [163] framework to evaluate the privacy implication of VC technologies
in terms of appropriateness and legitimacy of information flows they generate. We aim to answer
the following two research questions: 1) In what contexts are VC deployments and mandates
perceived appropriate? 2) How does the practice of re-sharing VC information affect the perceived
appropriateness?

Our study provides a comprehensive and nuanced understanding of people’s diverse attitudes
and expectations towards VC deployment scenarios as well as the complex privacy decisions faced
by society such as those we face in today’s fight against COVID-19. Beyond the blunt approach one
often hears—that privacy must be traded off against public health—our findings open the door to
more informed and nuanced alternatives that allow the pursuit of public health even as we reinforce
appropriate information-flow practices that conform with the wide attitudes of the general public.
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Our study shows that contextual parameters have a significant impact on people’s attitudes towards
VC usage when it comes to deciding whether they view such usage as acceptable or not. Our work
also provides further insight into the diverse attitudes towards COVID-19 vaccination in the form of
a cluster analysis. This evidence-based research can provide policymakers with timely insight that
balances public health and privacy concerns amid an unprecedented pandemic.

This study was published at FAccT 2022 [257].

4.2 Study Methodology
Our study explores the privacy and societal implications of information flows resulting from the
use of vaccination certificates (VCs) in enforcing vaccination mandates (VMs). We survey a
demographically-stratified US sample on Prolific [182] to investigate how various VC information
sharing practices affect people’s perceptions of norms.

4.2.1 CI-Based Vignette Survey
We use a CI-based vignette survey method [16, 213] to gauge the effects of contextual factors on
the perceived appropriateness of information sharing practices associated with common VC usage
scenarios. We generated vignettes using the five CI parameters (see Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2),
based on a review of existing VC proposals [44, 78, 169, 171] and related news articles [44, 48, 61,
87, 106, 118, 121, 145, 166, 171, 197]. Our study included vignettes describing two types of VC
information sharing practices: (1)“first-hand” VC information sharing, where the sender shares
their own VC information, and (2) VC information re-sharing, where the sender shares someone
else’s VC information. These hypothetical vignettes reflect a wide range of real-world scenarios
regarding the use of VCs.

First-hand information sharing vignettes

Using the following template with the CI parameters in Table 4.1, we generated 21 vignettes
describing “first-hand” information sharing when people present their VCs, as de facto passports, to
gain access or use services potentially on a regular basis:

[Recipient] ask [Sender] to show their (Subject) vaccination certificates
(Attribute) to [Transmission Principle]. Would such a practice be acceptable?

To avoid potential respondent fatigue [82, 127] and limit survey completion time, we presented
each participant with three randomly selected vignettes out of the 21. In addition, we curated
another nine “first-hand” VC mandate vignettes pertaining to in-person education, employment,
international travel, and apartment rental. These nine vignettes, shown at the bottom half of
Table 4.1, are based on relevant and/or debated contexts where people comply with a VM by sharing
their VCs [24, 34, 54, 57, 71, 112, 166, 170]. We showed these nine VC mandate vignettes to all
participants in randomized order with an attention check.
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VC information re-sharing vignettes

To analyze the perceptions towards possible VC information re-sharing outside the context of the
original collection, we used the following question template:

Would it be acceptable for [Sender] to share [Subject] [Attribute] with
[Recipient] for [Transmission Principle]?

For the sender values in the above question template, we used the recipient values from the
first-hand VC information sharing vignettes, listed in Table 4.1, alongside additional CI parameter
values in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.1 shows an example of the two types of vignette questions presented
to participants.

1. Large indoor event organizers ask attendees to show their vaccination certificates to gain indoor access.

Recipient Sender Subject Attribute Transmission Principle

Would such a practice be acceptable?

2. Would it be acceptable for large indoor event organizers to share attendees’ vaccination certificate information

Sender Subject Attribute

with health insurers for public health purposes such as contact tracing?

Recipient Transmission Principle

Figure 4.1: Example of first-hand sharing (top) and re-sharing (bottom) of VC information vignette
questions with marked CI parameters. Note that, as per CI theory, in the re-sharing template,
the sender value does not match the subject, indicating that the sender is not sharing their own
information.

Clustering on Acceptance Levels

Since every participant responded to all nine occasional vignettes, we used their acceptance levels
to form a 9-dimensional feature vector representing each participant. We applied agglomerative

Sender Subject
stores and restaurants

customer’s
recreational services or facilities
long-distance transportation

passenger’s
public transportation operators
rideshare and taxi companies
cruise companies
customs and border control agencies traveler’s
large event operators

attendee’s
places of worship
workplaces employee’s
residential and real estate management

visitor’s
schools
hospitals and assisted living facilities
government buildings

the location and time
when they checked
the [Subject] vac-
cination certificate

Attribute

vaccination cer-
tificate info

local law enforcement
federal law enforcement

Recipient

local government
federal government

public health protection agencies
non-profit organizations

technology companies
health insurers
business partners
advertising and marketing partners

criminal investi-
gation purposes

Transmission Principle

research purposes

business purposes

public health purposes

Figure 4.2: CI parameters used for vignettes involving re-sharing VC information
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VC Passport Vignettes
Sender Recipient Transmission Principle

customers

restaurants and cafes
stores, malls, and supermarkets
gyms
entertainment establishments (e.g., movie theatres, museums, theatre halls)
personal care businesses (e.g., nail salons, barber shops)
hotels and short-term rentals (e.g., airbnb)

visitors

government facilities (e.g., DMVs, courthouses)
assisted living facilities
hospitals
places of worship
apartment building management
schools (K-12 and higher education)

employees workplaces

gain indoor access

attendees
large indoor event organizers
large outdoor event organizers gain access

passengers

public transportation operators
long-distance bus or train companies (e.g., Megabus and Amtrak)

boardcruise companies
airline companies
taxi drivers, or ridesharing drivers (e.g., Uber drivers)

use the service
ridesharing companies (e.g., Uber, Lyft)

VC Mandate Vignettes
passenger airlines take an international flight
foreign travelers enter the United States
US nationals

customs and border controls
enter a foreign country

students
teachers

schools (K-12 and higher education) return to in-person learning

be considered for a job
be considered for a job in hospitalsjob applicants employers
be considered for a job in assisted living facilities

potential renters building management rent an apartment

Table 4.1: CI parameters used for all vignettes involving first-hand VC information sharing

clustering with ward linkage on the feature vectors to identify groups of like-minded participants.
We selected the number of clusters based on analyzing the dendrogram [231]. This analysis enables
us to obtain a snapshot of the different types (or privacy profiles) of our survey participants on a
high level.

Free-text Questions

We asked participants additional questions about their attitudes related to COVID-19 and their
vaccination status, given the divided public opinion on COVID-19 vaccines and VCs in the US [80].
To contextualize participants’ responses to the vignettes, we included optional free-text questions to
allow participants to explain their choices.

4.2.2 Survey Deployment

We administered our survey using Qualtrics [183] and ran two pilot surveys with 75 participants
each in June 2021 on the Prolific platform [182]. We chose Prolific because prior findings show
that their participants provide high-quality data and are relatively diverse [174]. We used the results
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from the pilots only to improve the survey questions.
For our study, we used Prolific’s “representative sample” option to recruit a demographically-

stratified sample of 1,000 participants based on the age, gender, and ethnicity of the 2015 US Census
data [234]. The data collection took approximately four days to complete in July 2021, and the
median time spent on the survey was 13 minutes. Out of the 1,006 respondents recruited, we rejected
six low-quality submissions and compensated the remaining participants $2.00 for completing the
survey. To further ensure data quality, we excluded results from the 110 respondents who failed
one of the attention questions. In total, we analyzed valid responses from 890 participants. Their
reported demographics is shown in Table 4.2. The survey study protocol was approved by the
Institutional Review Board at Carnegie Mellon.

Gender Age Ethnicity
Female 51.0% 18–27 19.6% Asian 6.6%
Male 47.4% 28–37 18.8% African American 12.5%
Other 1.2% 38–47 16.6% Caucasian 71.6%
Decline to answer 0.3% 48–57 16.3% Hispanic 4.7%

58+ 28.8% Other 3.6%
Decline to answer 1.0%

Table 4.2: Demographics of our study participants N = 890

Timing of the Survey

We conducted our survey in July 2021. At the time of the study, vaccines were widely available
to all adults aged over 16, and 48.3% of the US population was fully vaccinated (55.9% had
received at least one dose) [199]. By early July 2021, the relaxed COVID-19 measures and the
Delta variant had led to a resurgence of positive cases and hospitalizations. At the time of the
survey, states across the US had adopted or were about to adopt widely diverging policies regarding
VCs. States such as California, New York, Louisiana, and Hawaii started to use digital vaccination
records [168, 171], whereas states like Florida and Georgia had passed a state-wide ban on digital
vaccination records [56, 167]. The debate over the use of VCs or similar vaccination verification
systems remains a timely and controversial topic in public discourse [252]. This study should be
viewed within this particular context.

4.2.3 Data Analysis

In our study, we measured people’s acceptance levels towards CI-based VC usage scenarios using
the 5-point Likert scale and performed a qualitative analysis of the free texts about respondents’
attitudes related to COVID and VCs.
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Acceptance Levels for VC Information Sharing Practices

We first compiled and graphed participants’ acceptance levels towards various VC usage scenarios,
which provided an overall picture of the survey responses. Then, we ran Wilcoxon and Mann-
Whitney U tests, which do not assume normal distributions, to compare ordinal distributions means
of first-hand sharing and re-sharing vignettes.

Regression Analysis on Acceptance Levels

We constructed a regression model of the five essential CI parameters (i.e., sender, attribute,
subject, recipient, transmission principle) to measure their effects on the perceived acceptance
of the respective information flow these parameters define. For the re-sharing vignettes, we set
up a cumulative link mixed model [38] (CLMM), treating perceived acceptance levels as ordinal
dependent variables. The CI parameters are independent variables, and every participant is treated as
a random effect. The model was fitted with the adaptive Gauss-Hermite quadrature approximation
with five quadrature points. The resulting model is well defined with a condition number of the
Hessian less than 104 [38]. The re-sharing vignettes are more suitable for a regression analysis
than first-hard vignettes because the CI parameter values in the re-sharing vignettes are relatively
independent of each other.

Analysis of the Free-text Responses

For the qualitative analysis of free-text responses, we conducted a streamlined thematic analysis [28]
of 6,230 responses. The first author open coded all free-text responses and discussed the coded data
with two other authors. We discuss the resulting themes in Section 4.3.4.

4.2.4 Limitations

Our study has several limitations. First, similar to previous efforts in CI-based surveys [16, 213, 254],
our study is limited to the information flow space defined by the CI parameter values. As we
discussed in Section 4.2.1, we purposefully elicited the CI parameter values from relevant news
on COVID and VC deployments. These values are not comprehensive and might change as the
real-world situation evolves. Future work can examine these changes. Second, our results may not
be generalizable to the US population, as crowd workers recruited from Prolific may differ from
the general public. We tried to mitigate this issue by recruiting a large demographically-stratified
sample based on the US census data. Our sample has a vaccination rate of 75% compared with
the national rate of 56% at the time of the survey [199], which might induce bias in our results.
Also, we only surveyed US participants, which means the results may not apply to other nations,
as information norms may vary across cultures. Finally, as with all survey work, we rely on
participants’ self-reported data, which may be prone to biases such as social desirability bias.
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4.3 Results

This section details our analysis of vignettes as discussed in Section 4.2.1 where individuals are
asked to share their VC information with a range of entities for various purposes and under different
constraints. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, we also examine vignettes that describe the possible
re-sharing of one’s VC information by the receiving entity beyond the context of the original data
collection. By varying the different contextual parameters across vignettes (see Section 4.2.1), we
can better understand the privacy expectations and converging norms regarding VC information
sharing around the following research questions:

• In what contexts are VC deployments and mandates perceived appropriate? In Sec-
tion 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2, we report and compare the levels of acceptance towards VC
deployment and mandate under different contexts.

• How does the practice of re-sharing VC information affect the perceived appropriate-
ness? In Section 4.3.3, we compare the levels of acceptance of first-hand VC information
sharing (when the sender is also the subject of the information) to the re-sharing of VC
information (when the sender shares someone else’s information).

Overall 47% 21% 6% 8% 18%
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Figure 4.3: Reported acceptance levels for VC passport vignettes organized by recipients. The
box plots on the right indicate the variances of the acceptability scores. Recall that the survey only
showed each participant three randomly selected vignettes. The denominator of the percentages is
the number of responses for each vignette. The top row shows an overall acceptance level across all
vignettes.
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4.3.1 VCs as de facto passports
The 21 first-hand VC information sharing vignettes reflected the scenarios in which people show their
VCs, as de facto passports, to gain access to a service, venue, or facility. Figure 4.3 summarizes the
acceptance levels of providing VC information to 21 different CI recipients in this particular context.
A majority of respondents viewed “VC as passport" scenarios as acceptable or somewhat acceptable.
For scenarios involving gaining access to assisted living facilities, cruises, and airlines, respondents
expressed on average high levels of acceptance, where over 75% of participants considered those
at least somewhat acceptable. The least acceptable scenarios involve asking visitors to show their
VCs to enter apartment buildings or visit worship places. Fewer than 50% of responses indicate
requiring VCs in apartment buildings as acceptable (27%) or somewhat acceptable (21%). Worship
places elicit a similar reaction with only 34% and 16% of responses suggesting requiring VCs is
“acceptable” and “somewhat acceptable”. Furthermore, asking to show VCs in public transportation,
government buildings, shops, worship places, and apartments elicited more diverse reactions.

Variances in perceptions We analyze variances in perceptions across 21 vignettes, which is an
indicator of norm formation. A low variance is a sign of a relative agreement within the scenario.
Figure 4.3 shows the variances of appropriateness scores among the scenarios. We observe low
variances in perceptions for scenarios in assisted living facilities, cruises, airlines, and indoor events.
This is in contrast to the high overall variances in perceptions associated with hospitals, workplaces,
shops, worship places, and apartments.

Essential services and basic facilities

Our results showed that asking for VCs in a non-essential facility is considered significantly more
appropriate than asking for VCs in an essential facility. For example, 68% of responses indicate
it is “acceptable” (47%) or “somewhat acceptable” (21%) to show VCs in eateries compared
with the lower 57% (37% “acceptable” and 20% “somewhat acceptable”) for showing VCs in
stores. Several accompanying free-text comments potentially explained the discrepancy. P213
commented on restaurants requiring VCs: “The spaces are just too small, and the ambient air is not
efficiently exchanged. This is the number one place for requiring people to be vaccinated. People
are voluntarily choosing to go, so should have to show a pass.” Yet, P156 noted: “Freedom to
access a source of food such as a supermarket should be effortless. Having to show vaccination
certificates to enter would cause mayhem.”

Noticeably, asking visitors to show their VCs in hospitals is significantly less acceptable
than that in assisted living facilities (Mann–Whitney U = 7924.5, n1 = 117, n2 = 116, p < 0.01,
Cohen′d = 0.293, two-tailed), although both are places with COVID-19 vulnerable populations.
P72 provided a possible line of reasoning: “Even though some people may not feel comfortable
getting the vaccine, they should still be granted access to hospital resources indoors. If an individual
lacks certification, they should be wearing a mask.”

The results also reveal a similar contrast between public transportation and other forms of
transportation such as airlines, trains, and taxis or ride-sharing services. Only about 60% of
respondents found it “acceptable”(39%) or “somewhat acceptable”(22%) to show their VCs to use
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public transportation. P209’s open-ended comment provides some context to the reported contrast:
“Safety is important here too, but unlike flying, public transportation is more of a necessity and
shouldn’t be hindered by this.”

In summary, the results highlight the relationship between the nature of the context—whether it
is deemed essential or non-essential—and the perceived appropriateness. This suggests a need for
nuanced policy making with regard to using VCs as passports.

4.3.2 Examining VC mandate vignettes
The nine VC mandate vignettes reflected publicly debated scenarios in the context for which

governments around the world are seeking mandates to require VCs, such as for international travel,
returning to in-person learning, applying for a job, and renting an apartment, as mentioned in
Section 4.2.1. Figure 4.4 summarizes the acceptance levels for each of the nine vignettes from all
participants. Overall, 74% of participants found the selected vignettes to be “acceptable” (58%) or
“somewhat acceptable” (16%).

A VC mandate for international travel is perceived appropriate to take a flight or use at
the border. Our results show that requesting VCs for international travel is largely perceived as
appropriate: 82% of all participants stated that it is acceptable (68%) or somewhat acceptable (14%)
for passengers to show VCs to take an international flight. Similarly, 85% of respondents perceived
showing VCs to customs and border control agencies as acceptable (70%) or somewhat acceptable
(15%), both for entering the US or a foreign country.

Overall 58% 16% 7% 6% 14%
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Figure 4.4: Participants’ acceptance levels for nine vignettes. The top row displays the averaged
response across nine vignettes. The right graph shows a box plot of the ordinal data with the mean
marked in orange.

A VC mandate for employment: Perceived appropriate to apply for a job at assisted living
facilities or hospitals. 81% of respondents expressed similar levels of acceptability for sharing
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vaccination certificate information with employers to be considered for a job in assisted living
facilities and hospitals, with 14% stating it was somewhat acceptable and 67% viewing it as
acceptable. In comparison, when it comes to applying for a general position, only 60% participants
considered showing vaccination certificates to potential employers for a job as acceptable (37%)
or somewhat acceptable (23%). A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test shows that levels of acceptance for
the general case were statistically significantly lower than the levels of acceptance for the cases
involving hospitals and assisted living facilities (Z = 5.42, p < 10−26).

A VC mandate for education: Perceived appropriate for teachers, less so for students When
asked whether it is appropriate to share VC information with schools for returning to in-person
learning, the acceptance levels depended on whether the sender is the students or teachers. These
two vignettes involved the same CI parameters except for the sender. Using a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
test (Z = 9.89, p < 0.000001), we noted the perceived levels of acceptability for students were
statistically significantly lower than those for teachers. This means that even though the majority
of our survey respondents considered the VC mandate in schools acceptable, they regarded asking
students to share their VC information with the school as less acceptable than asking teachers to do
so.

A VC mandate in residential settings: Perceived as inappropriate overall Respondents viewed
showing VCs to building management to rent an apartment as the least acceptable. With only 17%
stating that it was somewhat acceptable, a slightly higher percentage of the respondents (26%) saw
it as acceptable. Such low acceptance is also consistent Section 4.3.1 where respondents considered
showing VCs to visit an apartment as the least acceptable.

4.3.3 Examining Scenarios on Re-sharing VC Information
We examined respondents’ perceived appropriateness regarding VC information re-sharing practices:
a situation in which a VC shown in a given context is being shared by the original recipient with a
different entity for a new purpose or under a new condition. For example, when businesses share
their customers’ VC information with the health protection agency for public health purposes such
as contact tracing. For a full list of vignettes and CI parameters, see Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.5 shows a heat map of average acceptance levels of vignettes describing VC information
re-sharing. Overall, the practice of re-sharing and re-purposing of VC information is perceived
as less appropriate compared with the first-hand VC information exchange in the original context.
We found a statistically significant difference between the two types of information flows using a
Wilcoxon matched-pair signed rank test (Z = 4.80, p < 10−7).

Regression analysis of vignettes’ CI parameters

A closer examination of CI parameters in the re-sharing vignettes reveals varied levels of perceived
appropriateness. Table 4.3 shows the results of the CLMM regression analysis (see Section 4.2.3)
of factors affecting participants’ perceived acceptance levels of re-sharing VC information. We
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Factors Est. Std. Err Z p-value
Sender: baseline=customs and border control

government buildings 0.0448 0.1042 0.4299 0.6672
hospitals and assisted living facilities 0.1404 0.1057 1.3280 0.1842
long-distance transportation 0.1713 0.1022 1.6758 0.0938
cruise companies 0.1921 0.1052 1.8256 0.0679
workplaces 0.2633 0.1079 2.4404 0.0147∗
large event organizers 0.3089 0.1080 2.8603 0.0042∗∗
schools 0.3545 0.1072 3.3076 0.0009∗∗∗
stores and restaurants 0.3804 0.1053 3.6127 0.0003∗∗∗
recreational services or facilities 0.4255 0.1062 4.0054 6.2e-5∗∗∗
public transportation operators 0.4280 0.1081 3.9588 7.5e-5∗∗∗
places of worship 0.4600 0.1090 4.2195 2.4e-5∗∗∗
residential and real estate management 0.5122 0.1090 4.7005 2.6e-6∗∗∗
rideshare and taxi companies 0.6041 0.1046 5.7761 7.7e-9∗∗∗

Recipient: baseline=public health protection agencies

local government 0.9994 0.0839 11.9142 2.2e-16∗∗∗
federal government 0.9788 0.0838 11.6736 2.2e-16∗∗∗
non profit organization 2.2955 0.0813 28.2482 2.2e-16∗∗∗
health insurer 2.5199 0.0821 30.7003 2.2e-16∗∗∗
business partners 3.9754 0.0872 45.5826 2.2e-16∗∗∗
technology company 4.2075 0.0886 47.4724 2.2e-16∗∗∗
advertising and marketing partners 4.7668 0.0926 51.4647 2.2e-16∗∗∗

Attribute: baseline=vaccination certificate information

location and time -0.0472 0.0415 -1.1355 0.2561
Transmission Principle: baseline=public health purposes

criminal investigation 0.7099 0.0819 8.6722 2.2e-16∗∗∗
research 0.6427 0.0927 6.9334 4.1e-12∗∗∗
business 0.2994 0.0475 6.3036 2.9e-10∗∗∗

Table 4.3: Cumulative Linear Mixed Model Regression. A positive coefficient (estimate) shows
participants’ decreased acceptance
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found that values of three CI parameters—sender, recipient, and transmission principle—have a
statistically significant effect on participants’ perceived appropriateness.

Sender We used “customs and border control agencies” as the baseline in our regression analysis
of the sender parameter as such a sender is the most accepted among all senders. Out of all 14
senders of the vignettes, rideshare drivers/companies and residential management were perceived
as the most unacceptable sender, with respective odds ratios of 1.6 (=e0.6041) and 1.4 (=e0.5122)
compared to the baseline value. In other words, VC information sharing by rideshare companies is
1.6 times less acceptable than customs and border controls, holding constant all other variables.

Recipient Our results show that sharing VC information with public health protection agencies
(which we used as the baseline) is significantly more acceptable than sharing VC information
with other receiving entities. The least unacceptable recipients included advertising and marketing
partners, followed by technology companies, and business partners, as indicated by the decreasing
coefficients.

Transmission Principle Our results indicate that sharing VC-related information for public health
purposes (the baseline) is significantly more acceptable than for other purposes or conditions.

Attribute In addition to the information in the VC itself, we looked at the meta-data associated
with VC information sharing, such as the location and the timestamp. This information, when shared
with other entities, could be further used to surveil or track individuals. Our analysis, however,
shows no statistically significant difference in perceptions of re-sharing the VC information or the
residual meta-data (location and time) associated with the VC check.

Summary Our analysis shows that contextual factors captured by the CI framework affect the
degree to which participants judged a VC practice acceptable. Some combinations of sender, subject,
recipient of the VC information and the condition/constraint of the transfer (transmission principle)
have a statistically significant effect on the perceived acceptance of the information flow that these
parameters define. This aligns with prior work that leverages CI to evaluate privacy violations in
other contexts [16, 213]. Notably, the subject parameter of the information flow is particularly
important, as it distinguishes re-sharing practices. Our participants found VC-related information
re-sharing practices less acceptable than their providing VC directly to recipients.

4.3.4 Different Views on VCs: Qualitative Analysis

The open-ended comments accompanying the vignettes provide insight into the motivating factors
behind the stated perceptions of appropriateness. Our thematic analysis of the free texts reveals
three main attitudes.
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Figure 4.5: A heat map of the average of all participants’ responses under a combination of four CI
parameters (sender, recipient, attribute, and transmission principle). For instance, the color of the
top left cell represents the acceptance level of the information flow—customs and border control
agencies share their customers’ vaccination certificate information with the local government for
public health purposes.
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In favor of VCs

Over half of participants (57%) noted that VCs would make them feel safer or curb the spread
of the virus. Some (12.5%) also mentioned VCs can show proof and prevent counterfeit CDC
cards, or carrying digital VCs are easy and safe from losing them. 7.6% of participants referred to
communitarian ethics in helping protect others and their community, while others (3.8%) saw no
difference from existing practices like showing IDs to buy alcohol. 2.5% of participants commented
that VCs would serve as an incentive to get more people vaccinated.

Opposing VCs

Some (11.7%) participants indicated they regard VCs as an invasion of their privacy or, more
generally, a restriction on their personal freedom. Others (7.3%) believed that deciding on whether
to receive the vaccine should be left to their individual discretion instead of being imposed by
the government or some other organization. 6.6% of participants considered vaccination status as
private medical information and thus information that should not be shared with anyone other than
their doctors. 4.3% claimed that VCs are illegal and/or unconstitutional and/or violated their HIPAA
rights. Concerned about potential harms, some (6.2%) perceived VCs as a form of government
overreach, compared the practice to identity control measures such as the ones under the Nazi
regime (“Papers, please”).

A few participants (4.7%) referred to information privacy, indicating that they were not comfort-
able with some information included in VCs or would not want such data retained or shared. Some
(4.0%) noted that employing VCs would result in discrimination against the unvaccinated.

Context-sensitive views

37% of participants expressed mixed reactions and considerations dependent on the contexts of VC
information sharing. For example, 11.2% thought that private businesses are free to require VCs at
their own discretion, and 7.6% were against requiring VCs at places to which people need access,
such as public transportation and stores. 5.7% of participants believed that other methods such as
mask wearing, negative COVID tests, and occupancy limits should also be accepted if some would
not want to present their VCs. 4.6% of participants mentioned the need to accommodate people who
may not be able to receive vaccines when deploying VCs. 3.9% of participants thought that VCs
are particularly controversial and could elicit strong objections and potentially violent behaviors.

4.4 Clustering Analysis
Our study also presents a snapshot of a spectrum of privacy expectations with regard to vaccination
certificate usages. To identify potential patterns in emerging privacy expectations towards VCs, we
cluster responses by using their acceptance levels as feature vector representing each participant. We
applied agglomerative clustering with ward linkage on the feature vectors to identify groups of like-
minded participants. We selected the number of clusters based on analyzing the dendrogram [231].
Figure 4.6 illustrates the resulting seven clusters (i.e., privacy profiles) of each cluster’s acceptance
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Figure 4.6: Profiles associated with a 7-cluster model. Each cluster profile contains 2 columns: the
left one displays the mean acceptance level (acceptable=2, unacceptable=−2). The right column
shows the standard deviations, ranging from 0 to 2.

levels. Figure 4.6 illustrates the resulting seven clusters: Cluster#1 (N = 47) and Cluster#7 (N = 367)
represent polar extremes of acceptance (Cluster#7) and non-acceptance (Cluster#1) to all nine
vignettes. The low standard deviations in these two clusters point to the homogeneity among cluster
members. Cluster#5 (N = 173) represents acceptance to the majority of vignettes at least somewhat
acceptable, except the scenario of using VCs to rent an apartment which is somewhat unacceptable
and neutral support for showing VCs to apply for jobs. Cluster#2 (N = 47) resembles Cluster#1’s
perceptions in all but three scenarios—presenting VCs at border and customs to enter the US or
a foreign country and taking an international flight. Finally, Cluster#3 and #4 are a mixed bag.
Cluster#3 (N = 78) represents nearly neutral responses (mean =−0.01—0.14) towards scenarios
related to presenting VC at border, or to apply for a position in hospitals and assisted living facilities.
Cluster#4 (N = 65) on the one side is against using VC for in-person learning, applying for a
general position, and renting an apartment; on the other side, it shows support for vignettes related
to assisted living and hospitals, as well as international air travel and at the border.

4.5 Discussion

As we write this paper, VMs and VCs remain a highly contentious and politically polarizing subject.
Faced with the new and highly infectious omicron variant, many governments around the world
have introduced vaccination mandates or the use of vaccination certificates across a number of
different contexts [157, 180, 207]. The intensity and polarization of the debate is vividly reflected
in the views expressed by the participants in our study. At the one extreme, a handful of participants
left profanities in the free-text responses, aimed at the authors whom they mistakenly thought were
conducting research to shore up support for VC mandates and deployments. At the other extreme, a
few participants left equally strong responses about people’s collective responsibility to protect one
another, asserting that those who refuse vaccinations are selfishly neglecting their responsibility.

Aside from the extremes, at an aggregate level, the percentage of people who find appropriate
many of the VC sharing scenarios presented to them, could be taken as potential support for a fairly
broad VC mandate. A closer look, however, reveals a more nuanced picture in which contextual
factors had significantly affected participants’ attitudes. It mattered whether the VC information is
shared with the school to facilitate in-person classroom, with a grocery store owner or with a gym
operator as a condition of admittance, or with a customs agent to enter a country. The recipient
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with whom VC data is shared, the purpose(s) for sharing, as well as guarantees (or lack thereof)
about the processing of VC information all have a significant effect on people’s acceptance of VC
deployments. It is worth noting, too, that our study found the subject parameter of the information
flow to be important, lending credence to our initial question about first-hand use versus re-sharing
practices. When the values for all the parameters are clearly stated, our results indicate a negative
sentiment towards requiring VCs for access to essential services and activities, places of worship,
and apartment buildings. Further, perhaps not surprisingly, the practice of re-sharing VC information
is perceived as largely inappropriate. These empirical results illustrate the importance of organizing
a survey like this one by systematically sampling different contextual values, especially when it
comes to understanding people’s acceptance of information flows associated with different possible
VC deployments and their implications.

Finally, as posited by the CI theory [164], newly-formed information flows that challenge
established norms can affect the ultimate realization of a range of societal values such as equality,
equity, and civil liberties. The assessment of the appropriateness of new flows includes: 1) a
cost and benefit analysis of the information flow related to all the affected parties: Who benefits?
What risks are involved? 2) a review of moral and ethical values such as fairness, autonomy, and
informational harm; 3) considerations around how the new information flow contributes to fulfilling
the “context-specific values, ends and purposes” [164].

The qualitative analysis of the open-ended responses in Section 4.3.4 reveals that the ethical and
societal values indeed are part of the normative assessment of the perceived appropriateness of VCs.
The open-ended comments included different aspects related to the appropriateness assessment. We
observed the weighing of public health interests against the expectations of freedom and privacy in
various contexts. Many participants reported viewing enhanced public health as a societal benefit,
while some were concerned about potential harm brought by heightened government surveillance.
Some participants also expressed concerns about their bodily autonomy, the violation of personal
freedom, and the intrusion of privacy on their health information, while others also warned of
potential discrimination against the unvaccinated and restrictions on their rights to access essential
facilities such as stores and hospitals.

4.6 Results from an Additional Survey with a Large Sample
We were able to run a slightly revised version of our COVID vaccination certificate study again with
a large sample under the support of the COVID States Project [77]. The larger sample size enabled
us to examine the impact of various demographic features on people’s perceived acceptance levels
of vaccination certificates in different usage contexts. Conducting the study once more after 16
months provides a rare opportunity to analyze any changes in perceptions that may have occurred
due to the evolving circumstances of the COVID situation.

4.6.1 The COVID States Project
This sample was collected under the COVID States Project [77] data wave #25 between October
6th, 2022 to November 9th, 2022 by PureSpectrum, an online panel management platform. Respon-
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dents were recruited from all 50 states and Washington DC, with flexible state-level demographic
quotas applied for gender, age, race, and ethnicity. Additional sample augmentations were used
to oversample African American, Asian, and Hispanic respondents. Moreover, additional demo-
graphic information, including income level, relationship status, education level, employment status,
parenthood with children under the age of 18, zip code, state, urbanicity, political affiliation, and
political ideology, was provided. The survey also gathered information related to COVID, such
as whether respondents had tested positive for COVID, the severity of their illness (if applicable),
their vaccination status, and their future vaccination plans. The full survey text of our vaccination
certificate module, along with the module questions for the demographic and COVID-related data
we received, can be found in Appendix B.2.

4.6.2 Participants and Demographics
We received data from a total of 13,774 participants, but we excluded those who failed to answer our
attention check question correctly. Therefore, the analysis presented in this section was conducted
with the remaining 10,631 participants. Demographic information (i.e., age, gender, race, and
education level) can be found in Table 4.4. Comparing with our Prolific sample collected in July
2021 (Table 4.2), our sample is skewed towards more females and older individuals.

One of the objectives of the COVID States project is to identify and assess potential variations
among states. Figure 4.7 displays the number of participants recruited from each state, while
Figure 4.8 illustrates the ratio of Percentage of sample population from state

Percentage of US Census population from state . A ratio closer to 1 indicates
that the state population in our sample is representative of the state’s actual population percentage
in the US population. A ratio greater than 1 indicates that the state population in our sample is
oversampled relative to its actual population percentage, while a ratio less than 1 indicates that
the state population in our sample is under-sampled. For example, even though California has the
most significant number of participants (634 in Figure 4.7), it is still underrepresented relative to its
population percentage in the United States. The same holds for other populous states such as Texas,
Florida, and New York. In contrast, some states, such as New Hampshire, Nebraska, Wyoming, and
New Mexico, are oversampled. This suggests that while the sample contains respondents across the
United States, it is not a precise representation of the US population in terms of states.

4.6.3 Acceptance Levels toward Various Usage Scenarios
Figure 4.9 shows the acceptance levels that our participants expressed towards each of the 22

usage scenario on vaccination certificates. When compared to the results obtained in July 2021
(Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.3), there has been a significant drop in the acceptance of vaccination
certificates, with the percentage of respondents who found it somewhat acceptable or acceptable
decreasing from 70% to 49%. On the other hand, the percentage of those who found it somewhat
unacceptable or unacceptable increased from 24% to 36%. Although there has been a general shift
towards unacceptability, the relative order of acceptance levels across different usage scenarios has
remained almost the same. For example, scenarios involving showing VCs to enter a country or
access assisted living facilities, board cruise ships or airplanes are still among the most acceptable
scenarios. Conversely, scenarios involving showing VCs to rent an apartment or visit apartment
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Gender Age Race Education
Female 61.0% 18–27 10.6% Asian 5.6% Some High School or Less 2.6%
Male 37.5% 28–37 13.4% African American 11.5% High School Graduate 22.1%
Other 1.4% 38–47 12.7% Caucasian 72.0% Some College 26.0%
Declined 0.1% 48–57 13.7% Hispanic 8.1% College Degree 36.7%

58+ 49.5% Other 2.8% Graduate Degree 12.7%

Table 4.4: Demographics of our study participants N = 10,631

buildings, places of worship, stores, or apply for a job are still among the least acceptable scenarios.
This suggests that our results are largely consistent with our prior study, but overall acceptance has
decreased, possibly due to the decrease of disease severity and the winding down of the COVID
pandemic. This highlights the importance of conducting periodic assessments of public attitudes
towards technologies such as VCs, which can be influenced by external factors such as changes in
public health circumstances.
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Figure 4.9: Reported acceptance levels for VC vignettes sorted by the most number of acceptable
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Figure 4.10: Dendrogram of agglomerative clustering with a cut-off at 9 clusters
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Figure 4.11: Profiles associated with a 9-cluster model. Each cluster profile contains 2 columns: the
left one displays the mean acceptance level (acceptable=2, unacceptable=−2). The right column
shows the standard deviations, ranging from 0 to 2. The rows are ordered based on Figure 4.9.

4.6.4 Clustering

Cluster selection

Our study also presents a snapshot of a spectrum of privacy expectations with regard to vaccination
certificate usages. To identify potential patterns in emerging privacy expectations towards VCs, we
cluster responses by using their acceptance levels as feature vector representing each participant.
We applied agglomerative clustering with ward linkage on the feature vectors to identify groups of
like-minded participants. We selected the number of clusters based on analyzing the dendrogram
(Figure 4.10).

Cluster Profiles

Figure 4.11 illustrates the resulting nine clusters (i.e., privacy profiles) of each cluster’s acceptance
levels. Cluster#1 (N = 1,285, 12.8%) and Cluster#6 (N = 1,192, 11.9%) represent polar extremes
of acceptance (Cluster#1) and non-acceptance (Cluster#7) to all 22 vignettes. The low standard
deviations in these two clusters point to the homogeneity among cluster members. Notably, the
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current study’s unacceptable cluster comprises about 11.2% of the sample size, which is a notable
increase from prior study where the unacceptable cluster accounted for only 5.3%. Cluster#2
(N = 1,229, 12.3%) represents acceptance to the vast majority of vignettes being at least somewhat
acceptable, except for the scenario of showing VCs to apply for jobs and to visit apartment buildings,
which is considered somewhat unacceptable and neutral support for renting an apartment. Cluster#7
(N = 794, 7.9%) resembles Cluster#6’s perceptions in all but three scenarios—presenting VCs at
border and customs to enter a country, presenting VCs to apply for jobs in healthcare, and showing
VCs to access assisted living facilities. Overall, the clusters follow a similar pattern compared to
our clustering results from July 2021, as shown in Figure 4.6.

4.7 Summary of Main Contributions
• We used an established CI-based vignette survey methodology to analyze data from a US-

based demographically-stratified sample (N = 890) about how they perceive sharing VC
information with various recipients in different contexts such as education, health, or public
transportation, under different conditions and for various purposes.

• Our analysis revealed that perceived appropriateness is contextual and varies depending on
CI’s five parameters for information flows (i.e., sender, attribute, subject, recipient, transmis-
sion principle). There is also a significant difference in acceptance of first-hand information
sharing compared to later re-sharing and re-purposing of originally collected information.
Overall, we found that information re-sharing with entities other than public health agencies
is widely viewed as unacceptable.

• Our study illustrated how Contextual Integrity (CI) provides an effective framework for
approaching controversial societal practices, such as VC deployment. It suggested that
the multifactorial insights that CI yields can inform richer and more nuanced responses to
challenges confronting society in today’s fight against COVID-19, and potentially other
similar challenges going forward.

• We obtained a snapshot of the different types (or privacy profiles) of our survey participants
representing a spectrum of various attitudes towards vaccination certificates.

• The comparison between our large-scale re-run of the study and the previous one highlights
the importance of conducting periodic assessments of public attitudes towards technologies
such as VCs, which can be influenced by external factors such as changes in public health
circumstances.

This work was published at FAccT 2022 [257].
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Chapter 5

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Mobile App
Privacy Labels: How Usable are Today’s
Mobile App Privacy Labels?

5.1 Overview

Another domain that has given rise to complex privacy management challenges is smartphones.
Mobile apps, which have played a key role in the broad adoption of smartphones, are known to
collect a broad range of sensitive data about people and frequently use this data for purposes that
are not solely limited to delivering the app’s core functionality. This includes in particular the use
of sensitive data such as location for advertising and marketing purposes. As everyone knows, users
seldom, if ever, read the text of privacy policies, which in principle should help them learn about the
data collection and use practices of the apps they are considering downloading on their phones. For
a number of years, researchers in usable privacy have advocated the adoption of privacy nutrition
labels—or privacy labels for short, that would provide users with clear and succinct summaries
of data practices that are likely to be most relevant to them [113, 115, 116]. About two years ago,
the iOS app store and a little later the Google Play Store decided to adopt such labels, requiring
app developers to now provide privacy labels for their apps when they publish them in their app
stores. In this and the next chapter, we investigate to what extent these recently introduced labels
actually deliver on their promise of offering users more effective and practical ways of learning
about the data practices of mobile apps. This includes looking at whether people are aware of
the availability of these labels, whether they understand what they mean and whether they can
effectively use information provided in these labels to support their privacy decisions (Chapter 5).
This also includes looking at whether and to what extent labels introduced by the iOS App Store and
the Android Google Play Store actually address people’s most typical privacy concerns (Chapter 6).

In this chapter, we present research that suggests that iOS privacy nutrition labels currently
play a limited role in helping users better manage their mobile app privacy. We identify areas of
misunderstanding of and dissatisfaction with iOS privacy nutrition labels that hinder their usability
and effectiveness as privacy notices. We discuss areas where app privacy labels could be improved
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Figure 5.1: Screenshots of compact privacy labels from DoorDash (left) and Chipotle (right) in the
iOS App Store
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(a) DoorDash’s privacy label in the iOS App Store

(b) Chipotle’s privacy label in the iOS App Store
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and provide specific suggestions.
This study was published at PoPETS 2022 [256].

5.2 Method
Specifically, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 24 iOS users over Zoom between mid
January and early March of 2022 to explore their experiences, perceptions, and understanding of
Apple’s privacy labels inside the iOS App Store. This study was approved by our institutional
review board.

5.2.1 Recruitment and Screening
We recruited participants online through postings on about two dozen local Craigslists and sub-
Reddit forums for geographic locations throughout the U.S. The recruitment posts did not mention
or refer to privacy. Potential participants responded to our recruitment posts by filling out a short
screening survey to confirm their eligibility (age 18 or older, able to speak English, located in the
United States). Participants who had downloaded one or more apps from Apple’s App Store in the
past three months were qualified, and some were invited to participate in the follow-up interview.
We employed a purposive sampling method [236] to ensure a diverse sample of participants based
on age, gender, and occupation. Among the 148 people who completed the screening survey, only
one person was disqualified due to not having downloaded an app in the past three months.

5.2.2 Interview Protocol
Participants completed the online consent form prior to the scheduled Zoom meeting. At the start
of the Zoom session, participants were informed that they could stop the interview at any time or
decline to answer a question, and then they were given the opportunity to ask the researcher any
questions. They were instructed not to disclose any personally identifiable information.

The lead author conducted all 24 interviews, which on average lasted 64 minutes. At the end of
the interview, each participant filled out a brief post-survey with additional demographic questions.
All interviews were recorded via Zoom and transcribed by a commercial transcription service
with participants’ consent. We sent each participant a $25 Amazon.com gift card via email. The
screening survey, interview script, and post-survey can be found in Appendix C.

We first asked participants about their experience using an iPhone and downloading apps, and
asked them to walk us through a recent experience downloading an app. Then, we asked participants
whether they had ever wondered about or investigated what information apps collected about them
and whether privacy was an important factor when downloading apps.

Later, we asked participants to share their iPhone screen through Zoom for an interactive session.
In this activity, we asked them to visit the App Store and read the compact (Figure 5.1) and detailed
(Figure 5.2b and Figure 5.2a) privacy labels of two apps in a randomized order. For each app,
we asked some specific questions related to the privacy labels, such as their understanding of
terms in the labels (e.g., “Data Used to Track You,” “Identifiers,” “Product Interaction,” “Product
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Personalization”), and their interpretations of the data practices disclosed (e.g., whether the app
might share their data with third-party companies for advertising purposes). We also asked them to
compare several similar terms (e.g., “data linked to you” and “data used to track you”) and explain
the differences, if there were any.

After participants completed all the questions for both apps, we asked about their general
perceptions of the privacy labels, including whether they found these labels to be useful or not, what
they liked or disliked about these labels, and whether they would pay attention to these labels in the
future. In addition, we also asked whom they considered to be the source of information presented
in the labels (e.g., the app developer or Apple). We finished the interview by asking participants
about their general privacy concerns and behaviors (e.g., whether they had read a privacy policy or
not, whether they had experienced any of their data being misused).

5.2.3 Interview Design and Piloting

We carefully designed our interviews and set the question order so as to minimize any priming of
participants. We iteratively piloted and refined the interview protocol with 5 volunteer participants
and 1 recruited participant. Our interview protocol is designed to learn about participant awareness
of privacy labels before we mention them, and then to learn about participant understanding of the
labels.

In choosing which privacy labels to show, we originally designed the protocol to let participants
view the privacy labels of an app they recently downloaded and an app they use frequently. After
piloting, we decided to fix the apps that participants reviewed due to the unpredictability of apps
and large variances of these apps’ privacy labels. We considered one pair of most downloaded apps
for each of four app categories (Shopping, Social Networking, Finance, and Food&Drink). Two
pilot participants expressed a strong preference for a particular social networking app for privacy
reasons. Finance apps also elicited greater privacy concerns from participants, potentially making
the results more app-specific. We decided to use Chipotle (Figure 5.2b) and DoorDash (Figure 5.2a)
because the two apps are similar in nature, but their privacy labels are very different and together
cover a variety of terms and topics introduced in Apple’s privacy labels.

5.2.4 Data Analysis

All transcribed interviews were cleaned up by the lead author and analyzed using inductive cod-
ing [29]. The lead author met with the research team several times to discuss the first few interview
transcripts and generate an initial codebook. The lead author then coded the rest of the data indi-
vidually using the codebook. During the process, the research team met as needed to improve the
codebook and to discuss any perceived ambiguities. Given the qualitative and exploratory nature
of the study, these methods were deemed sufficient [150]. The final codebook includes 204 codes
across 64 categories. We released the codebook and the redacted interview transcripts with codes
via the Open Science Framework1.

1https://osf.io/47kzt/
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# Age Gender Education Tech
Exp Occupation Employment

Status
iPhone
Usage

# of
Apps

Recent App
Download

Chipotle DoorDash Order

N1 60-69 F Bachelor’s No Event planner Retired 4 82 <1 week No No D
N2 40-49 F Bachelor’s No Administrator Full-time 10 79 <1 week No Installed C
N3 30-39 F Bachelor’s No Administrator Full-time 10 103 <1 day No Installed D
N4 18-29 M >Master’s No Neuroscientist Full-time 14 115 <1 day No Installed D
N5 50-59 F >Master’s No Administrator Full-time 10 71 <1 month No Installed C
N6 18-29 M Bachelor’s No Hair Stylist Full-time 6 36 <1 week No No D
N7 30-39 F Bachelor’s No Contracting Full-time 7 135 <1 week No Installed C
N8 40-49 F Some college No Homemaker Homemaker 4 102 <1 day No Installed D
N9 40-49 F Master’s No Project mngr Full-time 7 75 <1 day Installed No C
N10 30-39 F Master’s No Operation mngr Full-time 14 126 <1 day No Installed D
N11 30-39 F Bachelor’s No Hair Stylist Full-time 5 180 <1 day No No C
N12 40-49 F Master’s Yes Tech Full-time 10 67 <1 day Installed No D
N13 18-29 F Associate’s No Head of HR Full-time 12 107 <1 week No Installed C
N14 40-49 M Bachelor’s Yes Software trainer Full-time 6 56 <1 week No Installed D
N15 40-49 M Bachelor’s No Office mngr Full-time 12 249 <1 week Installed No C
N16 50-59 F Bachelor’s No Art advisor Full-time 10 73 <1 week No No D
N17 50-59 M Some college No Banquet server Full-time 6 161 <1 week Installed Installed C
N18 18-29 M Bachelor’s Yes Urban planner Part-time 6.5 57 <1 month Installed Installed D
N19 40-49 M Master’s Yes Options trader Full-time 12 97 <1 day Installed Installed C
N20 40-49 M Master’s No HR Director Full-time 15 319 <1 month No No C
N21 30-39 F Some college No Dental asstnt Part-time 8 231 <1 day Installed Installed D
N22 18-29 M Bachelor’s No CWO Part-time 8 19 <1 month No No C
N23 30-39 M Bachelor’s Yes Reseller Full-time 12 324 <1 day Installed Installed C
N24 18-29 M Bachelor’s No Waiter Full-time 10 121 <1 week Installed Installed D

Table 5.1: Participant demographics. “Tech Exp” refers to whether they have held a job or degree in
computer science or a related field; “iPhone Usage” refers to the number of years using an iPhone;
“# of Apps” refers to the number of apps installed on their phone as shown in iPhone Settings;
“Recent App Download” refers to when participants reported having last downloaded an app on
to their phone; “Order” refers to the app that participants visited first in the App Store with “D”
representing DoorDash and “C” for Chipotle.

Due to the qualitative nature of this work, we try to avoid using exact numbers but adopt a
consistent terminology to convey the relative sense of the frequency of major themes, similar to
prior work [66, 95]. We use the terminology shown in Figure 5.3 to characterize the frequency of
participant responses.

0% 15% 30% 45% 55% 70% 85% 100%

allnone a few some many about
half

majority most almost
all

Figure 5.3: Terminology used to present relative frequency of themes.

5.2.5 Demographics
Among all participants, 11 were male, and 13 were female. They represent a diverse background in
terms of their age, education, technology experience (whether they said “yes” to the question “Have
you ever held a job or received a degree in computer science or any related technology field?”),
employment status, and their general understanding of what companies are doing with their data.
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We present participants’ demographic information and some descriptive statistics about their iPhone
and app usage in Table 5.1.

Our study participants were experienced iPhone users with a median of 10 years of usage. Ten
of them downloaded one or more new apps within a day of the interview, 10 within the previous
week, and 4 within the previous month. Participants estimated having on average 59 apps on their
phone, far below the actual average number of 124 apps, which was obtained from their iOS Settings
during the interview.

5.2.6 Limitations
Our study focuses on iOS privacy labels viewed on iPhones and is qualitative in nature based on a
purposive sample recruited from location-specific online fora. Our sample skews more educated and
younger than the general U.S. population. We aim to describe some of the challenges lay users might
encounter as they interact with Apple’s privacy labels in the App Store without making quantitative
or generalizable claims. We recruited iPhone users with iOS 14 or above so that participants would
have all potentially been exposed to the iOS privacy labels, but there could be a sampling bias
resulting from targeting such a population.

We did not explore other devices in Apple’s ecosystem (e.g., iPad, Mac). However, since Apple
uses the same privacy label system with identical terminology and structures but slightly different
layouts, many of our results could be reasonably extended to labels on other types of devices.
In addition, we chose only two apps (DoorDash and Chipotle) for our study. Future work could
investigate whether different apps might have induced different perceptions.

Finally, our study focused on the U.S. population and did not consider other cultural backgrounds.
Future work could explore the potential impact of different languages used in the labels or expand
the population coverage to account for other cultural factors.

5.3 Results
We report participants’ perceptions about app privacy and Apple’s privacy labels, their misunder-
standings about the labels, and their suggestions for improvements.

5.3.1 Perceptions about App Privacy
We present three insights from the first part of our interview prior to introducing participants to the
app labels.

Privacy Is Rarely Considered Prior to Installation

We asked participants to describe their recent or typical process of downloading apps from the
App Store. Most of our participants said they already know what app to download when they visit
the app store, either through recommendations from friends, articles, or ads. Some participants
reported trying several apps and deleting unwanted ones. Some participants also reported searching
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for keywords in the app store and selecting an app. Privacy was rarely the reason to (not) choose an
app during the downloading phase except for a few participants; in comparison, utility, reviews, and
cost are the top factors that participants considered before their download. As described by N19
when asked about whether privacy was a reason to (not) choose an app: “Not at that stage. No. I
might download the app and then decide, oh, this is too much. Maybe I might delete it. But when
I’m looking for an app, no.”

Even though privacy was rarely considered when participants were downloading apps, many
participants did report having privacy concerns regarding specific apps. Some described removing
newly downloaded apps because specific personal information was requested during sign-up. Some
indicated that they had deleted apps, such as WhatsApp, Facebook, and T-mobile, after a data breach
or learning about privacy concerns regarding these apps.

About half of the participants were not concerned about app privacy, as N10 acknowledged: “I
try to ignore that and push that outta my head.”

Most Have Questions about App Privacy but Lack Usable Sources for Answers

Most participants reported having questions related to app privacy. N23 provided examples of the
types of questions he had in mind: “I do think about like, what information are they taking from
me? How does it affect me in my life?”

About half of the participants said they would use Google to find answers. For instance, N21
explained trying to use Google: “Google searching, I have tried, but... it wasn’t like a professional
opinion. There were all other consumers who had wondered that same thing that I was wondering
and what they think it does.”

N23 mentioned using Google to find answers:
If there’s an app that might be asking for permission for something and I’m like, wait,
does this seem right? I will go to a third party, Google or Twitter, so like that, and just
do a little bit of research on my own... make sure that what they’re asking for is actually
legitimate.

Many participants considered privacy policies or terms of services as places to look for answers
but reported frustration with them. For instance, N21 voiced her resignation:

I mean, they do have what they use it for in the terms and conditions. But that’s
something for a lawyer to look at. I need layman’s terms. I need people’s terms. So
I really don’t understand the terms and the conditions. I just hope that they use my
information for the best.

Some participants reported looking into apps’ data collection practices in iPhone’s privacy
settings or being informed by iPhone privacy prompts, as detailed by N20:

The only time I get concerned... when the app has a little pop-up, you know, when
I’m using it, and it says this app will collect personal information about you and when
would you like it to do so. And it’s like, all the time, when you’re using it, or never.

Some participants considered the app store as a place to find privacy-related information, as
N14 described: “I would hope that in the app store that the part of the description of the app itself
would have that type of stuff.”
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Most Unaware of Privacy Labels

Even though the app privacy labels had been in the App Store for more than a year at the time of
our interviews, most of our participants had not seen or read them. Among our 24 participants, a
few participants said they had previously read an app privacy label in the iOS App Store. One of
them was likely mistaken based on his description of what he had read. Some participants said they
became aware of the existence of app privacy labels while scrolling past them in the App Store
but did not stop and read them. Most were unaware of the labels. Many participants reported not
scrolling down on app pages to see the labels, as N21 commented, “Don’t think I go all the way
down there.” Others simply did not see them. For instance, N20 acknowledged, “No. If I did, then I
glazed over it. This is the first time I’ve ever consciously seen it.”

5.3.2 Perceptions of Privacy Labels

This section reports how participants perceived the app privacy labels after they examined the App
Privacy section for both apps.

Most Found Labels Useful

Most participants reported finding the labels useful. For example, N4 said the labels compared
favorably to other types of privacy notices:

I think it is useful because as society at its whole and people individually are caring
more about their privacy. So it makes sense that companies and app providers are forced
to actually display this stuff in a way to the customer that is not completely incredibly
difficult to understand like in a 50-page ToS [terms of service], for example.

N7 considered the label useful but also noted how inconspicuous it is:
I mean it’s useful, I think, if you specifically know what you’re looking for. I would
think for most people they don’t know that this exists, you know, like they might just
scroll through and again, see the comment, like this app’s amazing, or how many stars,
or when it was last updated, but I don’t know that people really know that this much
information is provided in that section.

On the other hand, some participants did not consider the labels useful. For example, N14 was
not satisfied with the labels: “It just definitely feels like it’s like a company fulfilling a requirement
and not necessarily like trying to tell the consumer what’s happening.” Similarly, N13 noted, “It’s
so vague that... it’s like a ‘there there, don’t worry, we’re telling you exactly what we’re doing’, but
in reality, you’re not telling me nothing.”

N2 acknowledged that the labels would be unlikely to impact her use of apps, “I guess it’s kind
of like a nice to know, but at the end of the day... I probably wouldn’t run and delete the app.”

Most Stated Intention to Use Labels

Most participants reported that they would refer to the labels in the future. N15 described:
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It makes me alarmed the amount of information that’s being collected about me through
apps. And I’m gonna take a serious look at it after this. I’m gonna look at it and I’ll take
action. I’ll make sure that if there’s something easy I can do to set what I’m allowing
on my all apps on my phone, if I can do it in one easy step, that’s what I’ll do. But if
not, if I have to go through each app, then I’ll have to do that.

Some participants reported that they would look at the privacy labels for apps that they are not
familiar with or to compare apps, as described by N18, “If I’m looking for a certain app... if I had
choices among other apps that were of similar caliber... this [privacy label] might influence my
decision somewhat.”

A few participants even deleted apps during the interview or planned to delete apps upon
completing the interview.

Those participants who said they did not find the labels useful were also less likely to say they
would use them in the future.

Some Mistakenly Assumed Apple’s Role in Producing the Labels

A few participants thought Apple and app developers together produced the labels, while some
participants thought the labels were provided by Apple, as N8 commented, “It says it hasn’t been
verified by Apple. So for me, that’s confusing because I would assume that... it was Apple all this
time.” Most assumed the labels were provided by the app developers.

Many participants correctly deduced that Apple did not review the information submitted by
app developers; some learned this from the disclaimer at the top of the labels (Figure 5.2b and
Figure 5.2a). For instance, N23 said, if he hadn’t read the disclaimer:

Given that it’s on the app store description page, I would assume it would be information
either provided by or directly vetted by Apple because they seem to exert a pretty tight
control over things that go on the app store itself at least. And I know that they also do
some amount of reviewing of each version of each app that gets up.

The majority believed (wrongly) that Apple had reviewed or verified the information in the
labels. N7 explained:

[Apple is] allowing that app, that product on their system.... So I think Apple, if they’re
approving that app and they’re behind it, then I would think they should be checking
[the privacy label].

Many Participants Would Not Trust the Labels

The majority of participants reported trusting the labels, because some trust Apple. N24 explained,
“I trust that their App Store wouldn’t be showing me misinformation.” Some believed that they had
no reason not to trust the labels or had to trust it, as N20 explained, “Why not? I’m going to trust
that. It is because I have no evidence that it’s not [trustworthy].”

On the other hand, many participants did not trust the labels. N10 explained her reasoning:
Because of all these things listed that I don’t even understand but know that they’re
wrong, I understand enough to know that it’s wrong and it’s not okay. I just know that
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they put it on here because it’s mandatory that they do, but they’re just doing it because
they have to, not because they want me to know. There’s nothing with good intentions.

Some participants were concerned about the vagueness of the labels, as N13 explained, “I trust
it as far as I could throw it. I mean, it’s reliable but very vague. So it’s just like... I don’t know to
what extent you’re really doing this.”

Both labels included an “other” category, which concerned some participants and contributed to
their concerns about vagueness. N4 noted, “I would not trust it a hundred percent. So just because
of wild cards, like other data.” We discuss this further in Section 5.3.3.

5.3.3 Misunderstandings of Privacy Labels
In this section, we report the misunderstandings that our participants expressed as they systematically
looked at two privacy labels following the interview protocol in the Appendix. We focus on overall
understanding, confusing terminology, and vague language.

Overall Understanding

At a high level, about half of our participants had misconceptions about the requirements for what
is disclosed in an app privacy label, and about half were confused about the label structure itself.

What needs to be disclosed About half our participants mistakenly assumed the label included
all app data collection and usage. However, Apple does not require disclosure of all app data
collection: disclosure is optional for data that are not used for tracking or advertising purposes,
collected infrequently, and in the app’s user interface [11].

On the other hand, about half of our participants said they did not believe or were not sure
that the privacy labels show all of the app data collection and handling. They were concerned that
companies were only disclosing what they had to disclose. N14 explained:

It almost seems like the developer, the companies only show you what they’re forced
to show you. And it’s possible that the development of data capturing features and
functionality is faster than the regulation to regulate it. And they only do so most of the
time if they’re in fear of getting in trouble for it.

A few participants were puzzled by why only some of the three boxes were displayed. N18
noted:

The DoorDash app, it had “data linked to you”, you know, “data used to track you”...
whereas for Chipotle, they’re just saying what’s not linked to you.... I understand what
they’re not using to link to me, but then what are they using to link to me? Right. You
can’t just assume that because it’s not on here, that means they aren’t doing it.

Confusing label structure The compact privacy label for each app, as shown in Figure 5.1,
shows up to three boxes for three categories of data: data used to track you, data linked to you, and
data not linked to you. Within each box is a list of specific data types, each accompanied by an icon.
If there is no data for a particular category, that box is omitted. Users who click on one of the boxes
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or the “See Details” link at the top of the label are taken to a more detailed view that shows the same
three categories. The “data used to track you” category shows specific data types, with an even
more detailed list under each type. However, the other two categories are presented differently, with
lists of purposes of data use under each category, and then specific types of data under each purpose,
as shown in Figure 5.2b and Figure 5.2a. This structure was not readily apparent to about half of our
participants, who were confused about how to find the purposes and did not understand why specific
data types were shown multiple times. For example, after viewing the DoorDash label, which
discloses data being used for multiple purposes, some participants said they thought the DoorDash
label contained redundant information. For example, N21 noted, “A lot of the information was
repeated.... I don’t see the need to keep repeating the same that it’s gonna collect my purchase, my
location, stuff like that.”

When asked about what the purpose heading “app functionality” means on the DoorDash label,
N10 said:

It’s a word that I figure out the meaning to, but I don’t know how it applies to all these
things listed under it. So I really can’t even guess.

Similarly, N3 expressed confusion when examining the Chipotle label, and noted that she had
similar concerns about the DoorDash label, “There’s not really a purpose honestly... because they
all kind of say the same thing. So like with the last one too, like they were all like basically a lot of
repetitive information.”

Terminology Caused Confusion

All participants expressed confusion about one or more terms used in the labels or gave interpre-
tations of terms that did not match Apple’s definitions. Only a few participants noticed the link
on the label to review the actual privacy term definitions (the second paragraph of Figure 5.2b
and Figure 5.2a), and even fewer of those clicked to view those definitions.

“Tracking” is overloaded Apple’s definition of tracking indicates that data can be used to
link with third-party data for targeted advertising or to share data with data brokers. However,
this was not always clear to participants. For instance, when looking at the tracking section of
the DoorDash label ( Figure 5.2a) N19 could not tell whether data would be used for advertising
purposes: “It doesn’t say anything about ads? It doesn’t say what exactly they will use this data for.”
Some participants did not associate tracking with data brokers aggregating their information across
other websites and companies.

Some participants who glanced at the definition of “data used to track you” were surprised to
find that tracking involves sharing information with other parties rather than just collecting data
on either the user’s location or website usage. For example, N1 said tracking was “tracking me
like where I go,” while N5 described tracking as, “I think my usage, the frequency of ordering or
using the site and identifying where I am. I think that’s all tracking. I think tracking is what are my
habits.” After being told that the definition included sharing, she said, “I don’t like that at all. Like
now that you say it, I’m thinking I’m deleting this app [DoorDash]. I think it’s too intrusive.”

N7 was also surprised and concerned by the definition of “data used to track you”:
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Term Definition
Data linked to you Data that is linked to your identity (via your account, device, or other details).

“Personal information” and “personal data” as defined under relevant privacy
laws are considered linked to you. In order for data to not be linked to you,
the developer must avoid certain activities after they collect it: 1) They must
make no attempt to link the data back to your identity. 2) They must not tie
the data to other data sets that enable it to be linked to your identity.

Data not linked to
you

Data that is not linked to your identity (via your account, device, or other
details).

Table 5.2: Apple’s definitions of data linked to you and data not linked to you [12]

It’s concerning. I will say that I didn’t realize. I kind of believed that they would track
like, oh, she looks up dogs. So then just random dog things would pop up like ads or
like, you know, so pick up kind of like what I was searching. But seeing this, it goes
way deeper than that, you know, they’re actually collecting the information, which to
me is kind of scary.

Confusion around “data (not) linked to you” The three boxes in the compact label seemed
to confuse participants, despite the explanations included in each box.

Partially due to not understanding tracking, most participants could not explain the difference
between “data used to track you” and “data linked to you,” or their explanation was inconsistent
with Apple’s definitions, shown in Table 5.2. N2 admitted, “Well I don’t know what the difference
is.... Maybe they’re just required to have both sections.”

N4 was confused about the same data categories shown under these two headings in the
DoorDash label, and he wrongly assumed “data linked to you” implied data not being shared:

I was under the perception that data that is linked to me has more identifiers that make
me non-anonymous, for example, my physical address and my name. But then I read
that this is also in “data used to track me.” So out from the descriptions “the following
data might be used to track you across apps” and “the following data, which may be
collected and linked to your identity may be used for purposes.” Difficult for me to
understand. I can imagine that this data is perhaps just put into a database to create a
profile of me, but I don’t a hundred percent understand what it is.”

“Data not linked to you” on the Chipotle label also confused about half of the participants;
most participants were confused after they saw contact information shown under this heading as
in Figure 5.2b. The inclusion of contact information in this category is possibly an error, as N13
observed:

It states it’s not linked to you, but obviously it is linked to you because it’s your personal
information, like your address, your email address, your phone number, and your name.
These are all very personal things that are specifically you, as opposed to them stating
this is like completely anonymous. So I don’t know if they’re like lying, if that’s like
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Term Definition
Analytics Using data to evaluate your behavior, including to understand the effective-

ness of existing product features, plan new features, or measure audience
size or characteristics.

App Functionality Such as to authenticate you in the app, enable features, prevent fraud,
implement security measures, ensure server uptime, minimize app crashes,
improve scalability and performance, or perform customer support.

Product
Personalization

Customizing what you see, such as a list of recommended products, posts,
or suggestions.

Table 5.3: Apple’s definitions of analytics, app functionality, and product personalization pur-
poses [12]

Term Definition
Third-party
Advertising

Such as displaying third-party ads in the app or sharing data with entities
who display third-party ads.

Developer’s Ad-
vertising or Mar-
keting

Such as displaying the developer’s own ads in the app, sending marketing
communications directly to you, or sharing data with entities who will
display ads to you.

Table 5.4: Apple’s definitions of advertising-related purposes [12]

a fine line as in, “we collect this information for our app purposes only, and then the
information that we share with other companies that’s not linked to you is you know
what we are sharing.”

When users observe potentially erroneous information in the labels it may undermine trust in
the labels, as noted by N21, “Now I feel like you’re lying to me because I don’t see how you’re
collecting my name but then telling me it’s not linked to me.”

Entangled and overlapping definitions Most participants were particularly confused about
the terms, app functionality, analytics, and product personalization, shown in Table 5.3. They either
admitted that they did not know the definitions of these terms or gave their own definitions in which
they mixed up the terms.

For example, N19 gave a definition for app functionality that confuses it with analytics: “By
collecting this data about me and gazillion other people, they analyze it and they might change the
functionality based on the patterns that they see.”

N1 mixed up app functionality with product personalization, describing app functionality as
“customizing my user content.” N3 tried to define analytics as “for them to see how like the app is
working, I think,” admitting, “I don’t really know what analytics is. And I don’t really even know
what the difference between a lot of these.”

A majority of participants could not tell the difference between third-party advertising and
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developer’s advertising, shown in Table 5.4. N8 described her confusion:
The advertising and the third party? Yeah, that’s a good question because it kind of
feels like it means the same thing. I feel like the third-party advertising is somebody
other than DoorDash. And then the developer’s one is, I don’t know, to tell you the
truth. I don’t know the difference.

Some participants mistakenly thought that developer’s advertising did not involve third parties,
as N4 suggested:

Theoretically, the difference should be that third-party advertisement has the purpose of
monetizing me and making money out of me by showing me ads, whereas developer’s
advertising or marketing is for developing a better product in the end. So it’s not shared
with a third party, but it’s shared with DoorDash itself and when DoorDash wants to
create a better product out of it.

Unfamiliar terms for frequently used data types Three frequently used terms describing
data types often confused participants.

The data category “user content,” for which Apple does not provide a definition, was called out
as confusing by about half of the participants. Some were also confused by the term “customer
support” below the bold heading for user content in both labels. For example, not knowing what
the heading meant, N10 took a guess: “User content and customers support. Maybe they’re like
blocking me from getting in touch with customer support.... I don’t know. That’s ridiculous. I really
dunno what it is.”

Some participants did not understand the term “identifiers,” for which Apple does not provide a
definition, and a few looked to the icon next to the term for answers, noting it looked like some sort
of a photo ID. N4 explained, “I don’t know what identifier is, but based on the icon... I’m guessing
like identity-related information could be phone, name, email, etc.” On the other hand, N10 was
confused by the icon, “What are identifiers? That looks like a license.”

“Product interaction” was also confusing to many participants, and a few of them erroneously
believed that product refers to items they viewed or bought, as N18 explained:

I think the product refers to like an item, like anything tangible, right? Cause you know,
for DoorDash, you’re purchasing items through them. Typically it’s like food or drink.
So I guess to that end, what specific restaurants am I ordering from frequently? What
foods am I buying frequently if I am ordering online, stuff like that.

Other data type terms that confused participants included “usage data,” “diagnostics,” and
“coarse location.”

Term Definition
Product Interac-
tion

Such as app launches, taps, clicks, scrolling information, music-listening
data, video views, saved place in a game, video, or song, or other infor-
mation about how you interact with the app.

Table 5.5: Apple’s definition of product interaction [12]
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Term Definition
Browsing history Information about the content you have viewed that is not part of the app,

such as websites.
Search history Information about searches performed in the app.

Table 5.6: Apple’s definitions of browsing and search history [12]

Vague Language on Labels

The “other” category is alarming Almost all participants responded with confusion when
they saw terms in the label related to other data types or other purposes since they did not know
what these other categories could entail. About half of the participants said these terms made them
anxious or decreased the utility of the label. N3 asked, “Why even write all the details, if you’re
just gonna say other?” Similarly, N22 commented:

I don’t like it. This section seems to be like an extra section for people who want to be
clear on what’s being used, and then they give vague answers. Anyway, it doesn’t make
it pointless, but it makes it less useful.

N4 considered this a way for companies to make sure they covered everything that was required:
I don’t think that a company would blatantly lie to me here. This, in my opinion,
would be bad intent of the company. And I don’t think that the company would do
this nowadays because it would be very, very stupid if this comes out like Dieselgate,
you know, but as long as they can put something in there, which is other data, I can
imagine that they are covered anyways, you know, because what is other data it can put
in anything.

The scope of browsing and search history is unclear Most participants made assumptions
about browsing and search history that did not align with Apple’s definitions, shown in Table 5.6, or
became confused or concerned when they learned about the definitions.

N19 looked at the DoorDash label and tried to interpret the meaning of browsing history: “Is
it the DoorDash website’s browsing or any browsing? Is it the DoorDash app or any app? I don’t
know.” The majority of participants were concerned when they learned that browsing history
includes “content you have viewed that is not part of the app.” N4 commented, “So then I think this
should be a bigger topic that is communicated overall, that just by having food delivered to you,
you are showing the world what you browse on your smartphone.”

Even though search history is defined to be only within the app, some participants assumed it
referred to other searches as well. For instance, N17 commented:

I would hope that it’s only keeping track of searches on my apps. In other words,
DoorDash, I go on there and type in “tacos.” It will come up with tacos. But it doesn’t
actually say that. So it says “search history.” It could also be keeping track of all the
searches I do on Google.
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User content: emails, texts, photos, or videos Many participants were concerned or not
sure about to what extent the data listed under user content could be used in the DoorDash label.
For instance, N22 commented, “I’d hope that this user content section is just stuff in the app for
customer support purposes. But if it’s looking at your emails or texts or photos or videos outside of
the app, that’s very disconcerting.”

Many participants were disturbed by this kind of data collection, as N8 explained:
User content, yeah. They’re gonna check how I use the app, how many purchases I’m
making, where I am at the time that I’m using it. I don’t know what they would need
emails or text messages or photos or videos. I don’t know why they would need that. I
didn’t know they would have access to my photos. That’s kind weird. That’s kind of
creepy. I don’t know what food has to do with my photos.

Most participants were concerned to see data collection that they perceived as unrelated to the
purpose of the app, such as their contacts being used by DoorDash.

Term Definition
Emails or text messages Including subject line, sender, recipients, and contents of the email

or message.
Photos or videos Your photos or videos.
Audio data Your voice or sound recordings.
Customer support Data you generate during a customer support request.
Other user content Any other content you generate.

Table 5.7: Apple’s definitions of terms under “User Content” [12]

5.3.4 Suggested Improvements

Although most participants liked the label concept, they had a number of concerns, as discussed in
the previous sections, as well as ideas for improvements. In this section, we report on improvements
to the labels suggested by study participants.

Better Structure for Data and Purposes

As discussed in Section 5.3.3, participants found the structure of the label confusing, and many
had the misconception that some sections were redundant. Underlying this confusion is that the
label designers mapped a multi-dimensional space of data types and purposes onto a list-based label
representation. A matrix or tabular approach might offer a more compact and intuitive representation,
as N5 suggested: “I do think those last two sections [app functionality and product personalization]
were very redundant, and so I think they could do it by like a table with a bunch of checkboxes....”
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Easy Access to Definitions and Contextualized Examples of Data Collected

The majority of participants suggested making the definitions of label terms more accessible.
Currently, the definitions of many of the terms are available through a link from the detailed view to
a web page with the definitions all in one place. However, many participants wanted to see each
term linked to its definition, perhaps appearing through a hover. For example, N4 explained:

It would be cool if this information would be hot linked there, you know, like there is
this symbol with an “i” in it, which means information, you know, that would be cool.
So like browsing history, for example, click, you know, I’m like, “Ooh, what does this
mean?”

Others, including N8, suggested using “terminology that’s just easier to understand.” Many
participants suggested providing concrete examples of the data being collected. N20 suggested:

If I click user ID... I know what a user ID is, but tell me which user IDs are you tracking.
So Is it me, my wife, and my kids? ... What exactly are you tracking? You know, is it
my phone? Is it my watch? Is it my iPad? You know what’s all really linked to user ID?

N17 also suggested that specific examples should be listed for “other” categories to ease concerns
about what might be included.

Embedded Actions and Controls

Many participants voiced their frustration with the labels due to their lack of controls and suggested
controls to turn off some of the data collection. N19 explained:

I don’t like it that it’s too long and you can’t really take any action on it. It’s really just
informational and you can’t really turn it on off, etc. at this level.... I’d rather just be
able to turn off whatever is not required.... If any of this tracking is optional, I wanna
be able to turn it off.

N2 described in detail what she envisioned:
Maybe by letting you check off things that you don’t want included or make it easy to
like opt out of all of this. Well, every app asks you when you install it if they can like
track and share your stuff, so make it easier. So I don’t have to learn or go hunting.... It
could be like a checkbox or a radio slider or something....

Access to More Information

Participants suggested other topics related to app privacy that they would like to see added to the
label.

Some participants asked for information about data retention, as N18 articulated, “How long is
this information stored for, right. If there was a clear understanding that your information’s gonna
be stored for 30 days, that would probably give me a lot more solace than not knowing right now.”

Some participants were interested in knowing to whom the apps are sending their information.
N7 said she would like to know “where exactly is it being [sent]? Is it being sold? Is it being just
shared back and forth so that there’s this hub that everybody uses?”
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A few participants wanted to know where they could have questions answered or read more
detailed information. N3 wondered:

So where would I go to like ask somebody or chat with somebody or like, there should
be like another link that takes you to dive in deeper if you wanted to know, because I
don’t know what I would even like, there’s no contact information. And who would I
even ask about this? It’s kinda useless if I do have a question and I don’t know who to
ask them, it kind of seems a little useless.

Finally, a few users wanted to better understand the privacy-related implications of using the
app and any measures the app was taking to protect their privacy. N14 asked, “How would you see
this occur or affect you? Like because of having this app, these are the things that are happening to
you, like you’re seeing targeted ads, you know. It relates to the user more.”

5.4 Discussion

With hundreds of thousands of mobile apps now featuring privacy labels in iOS 14, these labels
are for the first time available at scale to mobile app users. The introduction of privacy labels is an
important step towards empowering users to better understand mobile app data practices that matter
to them. At the same time, in their current deployment and configuration, these labels are not as
usable or effective as they could be.

5.4.1 Helping Users Comprehend Complex App Privacy Practices

After examining the labels in our study, almost all participants learned new things that they did
not know before and appreciated the existence of the labels. Also, about half of the participants
regarded the privacy labels as useful and most reported being likely to use them in the future.

However, the labels suffer from confusing terms and definitions (see Section 5.3.3), which led
to a range of misunderstandings. In addition, vague language (e.g.,“other” category, user content)
impede participants’ understanding of the actual data practices (see Section 5.3.3). These findings
clearly demonstrate that Apple’s privacy labels still fail to fully support user comprehension of the
disclosed app privacy practices.

The linear structure of the labels, which is presented differently in the compact and detailed
views, seems to do a poor job of communicating the multi-dimensional space of data practices
where multiple categories of data (each of which is represented in a multi-level hierarchy) are used
for multiple purposes. A tabular representation may be more compact and intuitive [114, 196],
although the small form-factor of mobile devices may present design challenges. Additional work
is needed to better understand which label elements are most important to users so that the compact
version might focus on those elements.

Our findings on end-user misunderstandings extend recent studies that showed how app develop-
ers often struggle with privacy label definitions (e.g., interpretation of terms such as “tracking”) and
how this hampers their ability to create accurate labels [83, 134]. Our study focused on lay users
who lack technical expertise and experienced a high level of confusion.
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The addition of links or hover text to provide more ready access to definitions of terms and
examples might aid comprehension.

With the recent rollout of Android privacy labels, we have observed that definitions of terms such
as “tracking” are not completely consistent on the Android and iOS platforms. It would be helpful
if the industry were to adopt standard terms and definitions for privacy labels, empirically tested
with both developers and lay users. An earlier multi-stakeholder effort led by the U.S. Department
of Commerce resulted in a standard set of terms for app transparency, but did not include terms
describing purposes of use and the terms were not updated after user testing found them to be
confusing to both experts and lay users [19].

5.4.2 Improving Privacy Labels’ Salience
Even though the privacy labels were introduced in Apple’s App Store over a year before our
study, the majority of our participants were still unaware of them. Our finding shows that the
discoverability of privacy labels on each individual app’s page in the App Store is low, even for
participants who said they were concerned about mobile app privacy. As currently deployed, users
have to scroll past several sections, including images, Ratings & Reviews, and What’s New, before
finding the App Privacy section. Our findings on discoverability are corroborated by prior research
that has shown that the location and timing of privacy labels and indicators can have a large impact
on whether users pay attention to them [20, 63, 96].

Our results suggest the need for more prominent placement of privacy labels, consistent with
recommendations to display concise privacy notices in salient ways [62]. Alternatively, it would be
beneficial to add standardized indicators (e.g., links, icons) to signal the existence of these labels
during users’ app installation decision-making process.

There is also a need for additional mechanisms to bring users’ attention to privacy labels for apps
that users already have on their phones. For example, iOS privacy nudges [13] about background
app data collection, just-in-time app permission requests, and iPhone permissions setting interfaces
are potential places to include links to the privacy labels that would increase both awareness and
convenience.

5.4.3 Promoting Privacy Labels’ Role in App Privacy Management
Another key complaint from participants is that the privacy labels do not offer control options
(see Section Section 5.3.4). Some participants reported being disappointed that even after learning
the information presented by the labels, they were not provided with any actionable steps they
could take. Information on the labels is not readily accessible in the permission settings (i.e., the
permission manager) where users decide which permissions to grant to each app. It would be
helpful if the permissions manager included the relevant information for each app that appears in
the app store label. For instance, the iOS app tracking permission could be incorporated into each
label with a toggle control.

In addition, the controls offered to users in the current permission manager are not aligned with
the information conveyed in the privacy labels. For example, while a privacy label might inform
users that their location information might be used by the app for multiple purposes such as for
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the app’s core functionality as well as for advertising purposes, users do not have the option to
grant an app access to their location for one purpose and not for another (e.g., granting access
for the core functionality but not for advertising purposes). A few participants were puzzled by
DoorDash never requesting the Contacts permission despite listing it in the privacy label. Even
worse, when users deny a particular permission, for example, location access, some apps might still
be able to extract location-related information from IP addresses, metadata associated with uploaded
user photos, WiFi connections, etc [59, 86]. Such misalignments between the disclosures made in
privacy nutrition labels and privacy controls made available to users create another potential source
of confusion.

Furthermore, if users have already selected the global setting to turn off app requests to track,
it is unclear whether any of the tracking indicated in the “Data Used to Track You” section could
happen or not. It might be helpful to include a toggle to allow users to turn off tracking directly in
the label and indicate appropriately whether the user has previously configured that setting.

Privacy labels are shown within the descriptions of individual apps in the App Store, but no
functionality is provided to enable users to compare apps or look for equivalent apps with less
invasive or more desirable data practices. The App Store should enable users to search for apps
that meet certain privacy criteria, for example, filtering similar game apps that do not collect any
location information or picture editing apps that do not involve sharing user information with data
brokers.

5.4.4 Reducing User Burden in App Privacy Management

Ultimately, privacy labels are designed to empower users to quickly find answers to some of their
most common questions and save them the time and effort that would be required if they had to read
the text of privacy policies. Even though privacy labels offer the promise of providing users with
more succinct and more effective notifications, given the large number of apps on each user’s phone,
it is unrealistic to expect users to go through the privacy labels for each app one at a time. Prior work
using machine learning and natural language processing techniques to automatically extract and
analyze disclosure statements from the text of privacy policies [190, 235, 260], including privacy
question answering functionality [189], has been technically challenging. With the help of these
standardized notices, it will be more feasible to automatically extract relevant privacy disclosures,
which in turn can support chatbot functionality to quickly address users’ questions or refer them to
parts of the labels pertaining to their questions.

Another way to decrease user burden is to leverage the operating system or a personal privacy
assistant to act on behalf of users instead of relying on users to manually configure every app setting.
Users could be selectively notified about the types of data collection disclosures that they would
like to be reminded about and only show users relevant disclosure information that they personally
care about [139, 218, 248].
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5.5 Conclusion
While iOS app privacy nutrition labels offer the first wide-scale deployment of standardized short-
form privacy notices, our qualitative interview study highlights the barriers that prevent these labels
from achieving their desired impact when it comes to actually helping users. Findings from this
work provide the basis for concrete recommendations to refine existing labels, potentially delivering
benefits to millions of smartphone users, as well as informing the design and effective deployment
of similar privacy labels on other platforms (e.g., Android) and in other domains (e.g., websites,
Internet of Things).
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Chapter 6

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Mobile App
Privacy Labels: To What Extent do Apple
and Google Privacy Labels Address People’s
Privacy Questions?

6.1 Overview
In Chapter 5, we aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of mobile app privacy nutrition labels by
investigating whether users are aware of the labels, whether they use them, whether they correctly
interpret the information provided by the labels, and more generally whether they can effectively
use the labels to support their privacy decisions. However, independently of how usable privacy
labels are, another key question is to what extent these labels actually address the privacy questions
mobile app users have. This is the question we examine in the present chapter.

Our study relies on the analysis of a corpus of 1,750 privacy questions [189] collected from
mobile app users using Amazon Mechanical Turk1. We compare the content of this corpus with
the information provided by mobile app privacy labels in both the iOS App Store and Google Play
Store and examine whether these labels actually address people’s mobile app privacy questions. Our
analysis indicates that mobile app users have rather diverse privacy questions, and although there
are differences between iOS labels and Google Play labels, an important percentage percentage
of people’s privacy questions are not answered or only partially addressed by these labels. Our
findings suggest that existing mobile app privacy labels can benefit from improvement to better
address people’s most typical privacy questions. However, given the already complex nature of
these labels and the diversity of people’s privacy questions about their mobile apps, it is also clear
that privacy labels can only go so far. The information in privacy labels may benefit from being
organized differently (e.g., using expandable tabular formats), and may need to be supplemented
with additional functionality such as privacy question answering functionality (e.g., [189, 190]).

Our study relies on the analysis of a corpus of 1,750 privacy questions [189] collected from

1https://www.mturk.com
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mobile app users, using Amazon Mechanical Turk2. We compare the content of this corpus with
the information actually provided by mobile app privacy labels in both the iOS app store and the
Google Play Store and look at whether these labels actually address people’s mobile app privacy
questions. Our analysis indicates that mobile app users have rather diverse privacy questions, and
while there are differences between iOS labels and Google Play labels, an important percentage of
people’s privacy questions are not answered or only partially addressed by these labels, whether
iOS and Google Play Store labels. Our analysis provides a roadmap for the possible refinement of
existing labels if one were to try and improve the way in which they cover people’s most typical
privacy questions. Because existing mobile app privacy labels are already rather complex and
because people’s privacy questions about their mobile apps are also quite diverse, this research also
suggests that privacy labels can only go so far in addressing the diverse privacy questions people
have. Information in privacy labels may benefit from being organized differently (e.g., expandable
tabular formats) and may need to be supplemented with additional functionality such as privacy
question answering functionality (e.g., [189, 190]).

The research presented in this chapter was published at USEC 2023 [228].

6.2 A Dataset of Privacy Questions Users Have About Mobile
Apps

As part of a study of mobile app privacy question answering functionality, Ravichander et al. [189]
collected a dataset (the “PRIVACYQA” dataset) of privacy questions that people had for a diverse
sample of 35 mobile apps. The set of apps were selected to include well-known apps and apps with
smaller install bases, also covering a broad range of application categories across the Google Play
Store. The study, which involved recruiting Amazon Mechanical Turkers, asked each participant
to provide five free text questions per application related to a subset of 35 mobile apps. The study
was designed to elicit questions that mattered to participants as they were presented with the name,
description, and navigable screenshots of the app as shown in the Google Play Store. The resulting
dataset comprises 1,750 questions. Though the authors cannot make any hard claim about how
representative this dataset is, it provides a sufficiently diverse collection of privacy questions to
warrant comparison with the content of the mobile app labels. Our study leverages this publicly
available dataset and explores to what extent these questions can be addressed by iOS and Google
Play mobile app labels.

6.3 Methodology

We selected this specific dataset [189] because the questions in this corpus were elicited in a context
intended to mimic that of a user examining an app in an app store. Participants were presented with
information about an app, including its name, description, and navigable screenshots, similar to

2https://www.mturk.com
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Question Theme Types of Questions Under This Theme Count %

Data collected Does the app collect PII, location, search history, payment, texts, health,
calls, IP, calendar, other? Is any information recorded?

364 22.1%

App security How secure is the app? Is my payment information secure with the app?
How will my password be stored?

199 12.1%

Sharing Is my data shared, with whom, and what data is shared? 151 9.2%
Selling Is my data sold, to whom, and what data is sold? 141 8.6%
Permissions Any permission required to run this app? Does it have access to my camera

or access to my microphone?
140 8.5%

App-specific privacy Is my status in the app visible to other users? 128 7.8%

Purpose Will the app use my data for marketing purposes? Why do you need those
permissions?

95 5.8%

Who has access Do app company employees have access to my data? Can the government
request my data?

73 4.4%

Privacy risks Will the microphone secretly be turned on to listen to my surroundings? 64 3.9%
Retention Will my data be saved permanently? For how long is my data kept? 56 3.4%
Privacy controls Can I make my profile private? Is there a way to opt out of data sharing? 49 3.0%
Retained method Will it store any information on my phone? How do you store my data and

information?
40 2.4%

Account required Do I need an account to use this app? Do I have to sign in using a social
media account?

37 2.2%

External access Does [APP] look at other stuff on my phone besides in app? Does the app
have access to financial apps I use?

32 1.9%

Deletion Do I have any rights as far as whether I want my account info deleted? 31 1.9%
Privacy protections What safeguards does the app use to protect the privacy of my data? 29 1.8%
Privacy policy Is there a privacy policy? Where can I read your privacy policy? 9 0.1%
Cookies policy Do you use or collect cookies? 9 0.1%

Total: 1647

Table 6.1: Themes identified, types of questions under each theme, and the number of questions
under this theme

what one would find in an app store, and were instructed to ask privacy-related questions about the
app.

Our first goal of this study was to understand the nature and topics of questions asked by users in
the corpus [189]. We applied thematic analysis as an organizational tool to classify and describe the
questions, as well as a process to interpret, connect, and transform the questions into themes [119].
The lead author first familiarized herself with the data by reading all 1,750 questions. Subsequently,
the lead author coded all questions, generated an initial codebook, and met with the second author
several times to refine the codebook. The lead author then re-coded all questions individually using
the finalized codebook. Given the qualitative and exploratory nature of the study, these methods
were deemed sufficient [150]. The final codebook includes 18 themes with 67 codes. The themes
and example questions are shown in Table 6.1. Most questions were labeled with one code, while
60 questions were annotated with more than one code, totaling 1,647 codes. The thematic analysis
and the generated themes help us to better understand the corpus and also facilitate our next step.

The second objective of this study was to evaluate whether users’ privacy questions could
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respectively be answered by the iOS and Google Play privacy labels. To minimize the impact of app
developers’ inaccuracies in specifying privacy labels or of apps that may not have been published on
both platforms or lack privacy labels, we made the assumption that developers utilized the privacy
labels optimally to disclose their apps’ privacy practices. This means we did not examine the actual
privacy labels within the app stores, but instead evaluated if the iOS and Google privacy labels have
the capability to address user privacy questions.

Both authors analyzed and discussed each of the 67 codes (sub-themes) to determine if questions
under each sub-theme could be answered using the labels provided by Google or Apple. We
randomly sampled example questions for each sub-theme, compared them to the definitions of
the Google and Apple labels [11, 89], and reached a consensus on whether those questions could
be answered or addressed. We deemed a question fully addressed by the app labels if any part
of the label, including definitions, contained implicit or explicit answers to that question. We
provide further explanations of implicit answers in Section 6.4.3. We considered a question
partially addressed by the app labels if the presence or absence of a label section provided relevant
information but not a complete answer. Table 6.2 shows examples of answerable and partially
addressed question themes and the corresponding label or definition snippets that can be used to
answer these questions. Following the analysis process, the lead author conducted an evaluation
of all questions in the data set to determine whether each question could be answered or partially
addressed using either the Google or Apple labels.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Question Themes

We present all 18 question themes resulting from the thematic analysis in Table 6.1. The theme with
the highest frequency, accounting for 22% of all questions, pertains to the data being collected by
apps. These questions, typically phrased as “Does this app collect X?” were interpreted as “Can
this app collect X?” considering that privacy labels do not necessarily indicate actual data practices
but rather the potential for data collection. For instance, an app might be able to collect the user’s
GPS location as long as the user does not deny the app access to their GPS location. Approximately
one-sixth of these data collected questions, totaling 60, pertain to what types of data are collected.
Over 20 questions address the issue of whether the app collects data at all, including questions such
as “Do you keep my data and upload to your server?” A handful of questions pertain to whether the
collected data is anonymous or not. The remaining data collected questions are related to whether
specific data types of data are being collected, such as search history, contacts, usage data, etc.

Approximately 12% of questions in the corpus are related to app security, encompassing a
variety of topics such as the overall security of the app, inquiries about recent security breaches,
technical questions such as whether data is encrypted or whether security protocols are being used,
how the app handles passwords, or whether payment data is secure. It is worth noting that even
though participants received prompts to ask privacy-related questions, they asked security-related
questions as well, indicating that they view their security questions as legitimate privacy questions.

The third and fourth most frequently asked question themes were about data sharing and selling,
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respectively accounting for 9.2% and 8.6% of all questions. Participants wondered whether their
information is shared/sold, what type of information is shared/sold, and to whom. The fifth theme
revolves around the types of permissions that apps might need, such as whether a specific permission
(e.g., camera, microphone) is accessed or the necessary permissions for the app to function properly.
The sixth theme pertains to specific privacy questions related to the functionalities and features of
the app. For instance, one question regarding the TripAdvisor app says, “Can I review stuff without
having my name attached?” Another question about the app Recipe, Menu & Cooking Planner
reads,“Will anyone see the recipes that I upload?”

Together, these top six themes (one-third of all themes) add up to approximately two-thirds of
all questions asked. The remaining 12 themes are listed in Table 6.1 and account for just one-third
of all the questions.

6.4.2 Question Themes Mostly Answered by Labels

Table 6.3 shows a summary of the question themes that can or cannot be answered by the labels.
As seen in the table, both the iOS and Google labels include information on the collected data
categories and can answer most of the questions. Note already that not all questions can be answered
by the labels and that this varies between Apple and Google. For instance, Google labels specifically
mention the collection of IP addresses and calendar information, while iOS labels do not include
these data categories. Google labels also allow developers to indicate what data types are optional
“where a user has control over its collection and can use the app without providing it” [89], therefore
answering a few of questions related to what data are required to use the app. A handful of questions
with regards to whether the collected data is anonymous can be answered using only Apple’s privacy
labels, as these labels include a section on “data not linked to you.”

While Google labels contain information on security, iOS labels do not mention security at all.
App developers can declare optionally in Google labels that their app “has been independently vali-
dated against a global security standard... MASA (Mobile Application Security Assessment)” [89].
This review3 covers a wide range of security-related topics [9], addressing many questions in the
app security theme, such as password handling and encryption. However, the review does not
cover all the security questions the participants had. For instance, it does not indicate how payment
information is stored or cannot help answer questions about whether an app has had a breach in
the past. We considered user questions such as “Is the app secure?” or “What protection do you
offer against hackers?” answered if the Google label for an app indicates that an optional review
has been conducted.

Both labels provide information on whether an app shares data and the types of data being
shared, but neither label directly states with whom the data is shared, only referring to third parties
in general. Apple labels only require disclosure of data sharing when it is used for advertising or
“tracking,” while Google labels require developers to disclose any non-first-party sharing, unless it
is for legal purposes or if the data is anonymous. No data sharing needs to be reported if the action
is clearly a “user-initiated action” with clear disclosure and user consent [89] or “it is clear to the

3https://github.com/appdefensealliance/ASA/blob/main/MobileAppSecurityAssessment/Mobile
SecurityGuide.md
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user what data is collected” [11].
Both Google and Apple labels address most questions related to the purpose of data collection.

While they adopt slightly different definitions of purposes, both include categories such as app
functionality, analytics, personalization, and advertising or marketing. Questions such as “Why
is my data needed?,” “Will you use my data for advertising?,” and “What does the app do with
my personal information?” can be answered by both labels. However, some questions about
the specifics of how data is used for personalization or advertising, such as “How are features
personalized?”, are not addressed by either label.

Only Google labels contain information related to data deletion [89]. However, some questions
pertain to the deletion of specific data types rather than the complete removal of a user’s information.
Such questions cannot be answered.

6.4.3 Implicit Answers

Two themes contain questions that cannot be directly answered directly from the labels, but the
label definitions contain implicit answers. Questions under that “data collected” theme, such as “Do
you keep the data of mine and upload to your company?” can be inferred from the fact that both
labels ask developers to declare user data that is transferred out of users’ devices, implying that the
data listed on the labels is uploaded to servers. As per both labels, data solely residing on users’
devices are not considered to be “collected.” Similarly, while the labels do not use the term “selling,”
questions about whether data is sold are addressed by information provided under Apple’s “data
used to track you” section as Apple defines tracking to include user data sharing with a data broker.

6.4.4 Question Themes Not Addressed by Labels

The lower half of Table 6.3 lists the themes identified in Table 6.1 that are not addressed by either
Google’s or Apple’s labels, as evidenced by the zeroes under the Google and Apple columns. The
most frequently asked theme (8.5% of all questions) pertains to permissions, with participants asking
whether an app accesses specific permission(s) of the phone. It is important to note that “accessing”
information in an app does not equate to collecting that information. Data collection only occurs
when the information leaves the device. In other words, label entries about data collected by an app
do not allow us to answer questions about permissions used by an app. This is the case for both iOS
and Google.

Other questions related to permissions, including questions on the necessary permissions needed
in order for the app to function (e.g., “What type of permissions does the app need to operate?”),
can also not be answered by either label. About 4.4% of questions ask who has access to their
information in general or specifically inquire about whether specific entities such as the government
or employees of the app company may have access. 3.4% of questions pertain to data retention.
2.8% of questions are related to whether the app requests external access to other apps, accounts, or
data outside the app. 2.2% of questions are about whether users are required to create an account or
use a social media account to use the app. Nine questions (0.6%) are related to how the app handles
cookies. These questions are relatively easy to answer not only because they request factual answers
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Question Theme User Question
Example Apple Label Google Label

Data collected
What kind of data does
[APP] collect?

Do you keep the data
of mine and upload to
your company?

App security
Are you certified to be
secure?

N/A

Sharing
Is information shared
with any third parties?

Selling
Which information, if
any, does the app sell
to third parties?

N/A

Purpose
How does this app uti-
lize my data?

Deletion
Can I remove all my
data if I choose not to
use this app again?

N/A

Privacy Policy
Where can I read your
privacy policy?

Table 6.2: Sample user questions and corresponding privacy label entry in the iOS and Google Play
Stores. N/A means that the question does not have a label addressing it.

but also because they are generally app-agnostic. The remaining question themes are harder to
answer in general.

Around 7.8% of questions pertain to specific app functionality. For instance, a question about
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the DNA genetic testing app 23andMe reads, “If my genetic data turns out to be unexpected, can
my family see it?” About 3.9% of questions address concerns about privacy violations or potential
privacy risks, such as “Does having this on my device create a privacy concern?” Approximately
3% of questions are about privacy controls offered by the app, such as “Can I selectively block
scripts on pages that I feel are invading my privacy?” when referring to the Cake Web Browser
app. Another 2.8% of questions relate to how the app is protecting users’ privacy, such as “Can
you guarantee my privacy while playing your game?” The questions under these themes are often
app-specific and request more sophisticated answers.

6.4.5 A Comparative Summary of iOS and Google Labels
Our evaluation found that only around 40% of the question themes could be answered by the
iOS or Google Play privacy labels, as shown in the top half of Table 6.3. Specifically, 43.2% of
questions could be answered by Google Play labels, while 38.6% could be answered by iOS labels.
The questions that could be answered by Google Play labels but not by iOS labels pertained to 1)
additional data types (such as IP, calendar, and calls), 2) security-related questions, 3) whether the
app data can be deleted, 4) optional tags for data that is not necessary for users to provide in order
to use the app. In contrast, Apple’s labels provided more information related to data selling, which
was not addressed by Google’s labels. Overall, Google’s labels addressed more questions than iOS
labels.

Question Theme # of Questions Answered by Google Answered by Apple Answerable or not

Data collected 364 325 310

Could be answered
or partially

addressed by labels

App security 199 161 0
Sharing 151 119 122
Selling 141 0 125
Purpose 95 87 87
Deletion 31 18 0
Privacy policy 9 7 7

Permissions 140 0 0

Not answerable
by labels

App-specific privacy 128 0 0
Who has access 73 0 0
Privacy risks 64 0 0
Retention 56 0 0
Privacy controls 49 0 0
Retained method 40 0 0
Account required 37 0 0
External access 32 0 0
Privacy protections 29 0 0
Cookies policy 9 0 0

Sum 1647 717 (43.6%) 651 (39.5%)

Table 6.3: Questions can be answered by Google Play or iOS privacy labels
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6.5 Discussions

6.5.1 Limitations

Our study investigates the crowd-sourced privacy questions in a public dataset. Even though the
questions elicited are specific to the apps present in the dataset, the broad selection of apps and the
questions, when analyzed as a whole, can to some extent reflect users’ questions and concerns about
apps. We cannot and are not making generalizable claims about our findings since our analysis
mainly serves as an exploratory starting point. This chapter focuses on the scope of the label
contents, and other issues, such as the usability problems or whether labels are reliable or factual,
are outside of the scope of this chapter. Instead, we try to shed light on the potentially missing
elements in label design and the unmatched mental models of users. As privacy researchers, we can
only provide an upper limit when assessing whether labels address users’ questions, assuming a
complete and perfect understanding of the labels. Our results do not indicate whether users looking
at the labels would find that their questions had been answered. As discussed in Chapter 5, the
usability issues of the current labels could impede users’ ability to really answer these questions,
despite the answers being part of the privacy labels or explanations. Prior findings such as that
users are confused by the technical definitions and the flattened label structure as mentioned in
Section 5.3.3 will further reduce users’ understanding of the labels. Further research is also needed
to evaluate the effectiveness and efficacy of privacy labels in addressing the questions of users with
varying levels of technical expertise, taking into account both the usability and scope of the labels.

6.5.2 Missing Key Information

Our analysis revealed that many question themes were not addressed by the iOS or Google privacy
labels. This highlights the need for additional information to effectively address mobile users’
privacy concerns or questions.

Recipient of Information

Participants wanted to learn who has access to their information and also whom their information
is shared with or sold to. They also asked about access to their information by the government or
the employees at the app company. This underscores the importance of disclosing the recipients
of information, which aligns with the principles of Contextual Integrity [162] stating that it is
imperative to disclose the recipient of the information flow. Therefore, privacy labels should
include information about entities with whom user data is shared or sold. They should also address
common questions, such as explaining to users whether the government or app company employees
can access users’ data. For example, messaging app Signal4 clearly states on its website that its
end-to-end encryption keeps users’ conversations secure and that no one, including the government
or Signal employees, can read their messages or listen to their calls.

4https://signal.org/en/
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App Permissions

Before the introduction of run-time Android permissions, the Google Play Store used to display
a list of permissions that users needed to agree to before downloading an app. This information
was no longer in the Play Store since Android 6. Google has changed its stance on including the
permission list in the privacy label and currently does not include it [31]. Our analysis suggests
that a good number of user questions pertain to what permissions the app needs or has access to,
particularly about location, camera, microphone, and contacts permissions. Currently, users can
only view the requested permissions for an app after installing it.

Users would also like to know the retention of their information, the availability of privacy
controls, and the privacy risks of installing or using these apps.

6.5.3 Implicit Answers and Mismatching Mental Models

Our analysis reveals that a few question themes only have implicit answers, which might not be
apparent to regular users.

Definition of Data Collection

Participants used terms like “store,” “save,” and “keep” when asking about data retention and
whether their information is being stored. These questions often took the form of “Are you storing
any of my information?” or “Do they collect my data and upload it?” This suggests that some
users may not equate data collection with storing user data on servers, and it might be beneficial to
emphasize that data collection is taken outside of the users’ devices or stored on servers.

Data Selling

One area of concern among participants was whether their data could be sold or not, with 8.6% of
the questions related to this issue. This specific concern is addressed in the recent consumer privacy
regulations in California (CCPA/CPRA), which require data controllers to disclose whether and
with whom they may be sharing users’ data and to also provide users with privacy options to opt
out of such selling. Even though users seem to want to know specifically about selling, neither the
iOS nor the Google privacy labels readily use the term “selling,” making it difficult for users to find
answers to these questions. For instance, Google requires disclosing what data is shared with third
parties but does not require disclosing the purpose of the sharing or with whom the data is being
shared. Apple’s privacy labels come closer to disclosing whether data is sold under the definition of
CCPA/CPRA by introducing the concept of “tracking,” which focuses on sharing data with third
parties in return for some type of consideration. However, Apple does not explicitly use the word
“selling,” making it difficult for users to understand what is being disclosed and in particular whether
their data is being sold [11].
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What about Security

Google’s privacy labels already contain security information of an app, currently including whether
“data is encrypted in transit” and “optional security review.” App developers can claim in the Google
labels that for an app, “data is encrypted in transit: your data is transferred over a secure connection.”
This, however, only seems to pertain to a very small number of questions—only 3 out of 199
security questions are about how secure data is during transit. Other aspects of security, such as
whether user password is encrypted, are of more importance to users. Although the optional security
review covers a wide range of topics, it might be unclear to users what such a security review entails.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that this review is optional and not adopted by many apps.

6.5.4 Privacy Question Answering Functionality

Privacy labels are an important step towards the standardization of data practice disclosures. Prior
work found that most users in an interview study reported that they like the concept of privacy labels
in the Apple app store [256]. These labels also open the door for compliance analysis [120, 122].

Decreasing User Burden

Even though privacy labels are designed to help users quickly grasp the important data collection
and usage practices without them having to read the text of privacy policies, current labels can
already be overwhelming for some apps. For instance, the DoorDash iOS privacy label contains 106
entries of data types organized around 5 purposes and 2 sections. Concurrently, our results show that
users have a rather diverse set of privacy questions, with more than half of these questions unlikely
to be addressed in current labels. These two findings reveal a challenging tension, with labels
appearing already overwhelming yet failing to address a substantial percentage of privacy questions
typical users can be expected to have. The paper specifically identifies additional information
that one might consider including in labels if one would like to have a better chance of answering
people’s typical privacy questions in Section 6.5.2.

Given the amount of label information for each app and the large number of apps on each user’s
phone, it is unrealistic to expect users to go through the privacy labels for each app on their phone.
There is a need to reduce user burden and to help users quickly locate privacy information that
they care about. Future research might want to explore the use of machine learning and natural
language processing techniques to automatically extract and analyze standardized notices as a way
of providing users with chatbot functionality to quickly answer their questions or refer them to parts
of the labels pertaining to their questions.

App Specific Questions

Our analysis also reveals that many user questions pertain to querying about available privacy
controls and app-specific privacy information, which fall beyond the scope of privacy labels.
However, these concerns are still relevant to users. Recent development of advanced question-
answering chatbots, trained on large language models, presents new research opportunities to
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provide users with personalized answers to their privacy-related questions regarding specific apps.
By doing so, users can make informed decisions without feeling overwhelmed by excessive privacy
details. Utilizing these advanced chatbots to answer privacy questions can ease the burden on users
to navigate complex privacy information. Further research is necessary to assess the feasibility,
accuracy, and comprehensiveness of the answers provided by these chatbots.

6.6 Conclusion
We conducted a thematic analysis on a dataset of privacy questions that represent the questions
mobile app users typically have about mobile apps. We evaluated whether these questions can be
answered, whether partially or completely, by both iOS privacy labels and Google’s data safety
labels. Our results indicate that an important percentage of people’s privacy questions are not
answered or only partially addressed by today’s labels. Our analysis provides a roadmap for the
possible refinement of existing labels if one were to try and improve the way in which they cover
people’s most typical privacy questions. Because existing mobile app privacy labels are already
rather complex and because people’s privacy questions about their mobile apps are also quite diverse,
this research also suggests that privacy labels can only go so far in addressing the diverse privacy
questions people have. Information in privacy labels may benefit from being organized differently
(e.g., expandable tabular formats) and may need to be supplemented with additional functionality
such as privacy question answering functionality (e.g., [189, 190]).

6.7 Summary of Main Contributions for Chapter 5 and 6
• We reported on the first in-depth interview study with 24 lay iPhone users to investigate their

experiences, understanding, and perceptions of Apple’s privacy labels.
• We uncovered misunderstandings of and dissatisfaction with the iOS privacy labels that hinder

their effectiveness, including confusing structure, unfamiliar terms, and disconnects between
the labels and the permission settings and controls available to users.

• We identified areas where mobile app privacy labels might be improved and proposed sugges-
tions to address shortcomings to make them more understandable, usable, and useful.

• We analyzed a corpus of privacy questions collected from mobile app users on Amazon
Mechanical Turk to determine to what extent these mobile app labels could answer users’
privacy concerns and questions. Our analysis revealed that mobile app users have diverse
privacy questions.

• Our analysis further indicates that an important percentage of people’s privacy questions
are not answered or only partially addressed in today’s labels, though there are differences
between iOS labels and Google Play labels.

• Our study highlights the need for further improvement in the usability and scope of privacy
labels to help users effectively utilize them. Because of the diversity of people’s privacy
questions, it also suggests that current privacy labels have their own limit in helping answer
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people’s privacy questions and that novel ways of presenting this information might be
needed. The development of privacy question answering functionality offers another avenue
for addressing people’s privacy questions and could be used to supplement, or possibly one
day just replace, privacy labels.

This study was published at PoPETS 2022 and USEC 2023 [253, 256].
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary of Contributions

The focus of this dissertation was to study the nuanced and complex nature of individuals’ diverse
privacy attitudes and concerns towards the deployment of several recent technologies (video
analytics technologies, COVID vaccine certificates, and mobile app privacy labels) and analyze
the implications of our findings on what it takes to effectively inform people about and give them
adequate control over the collection and use of their information. Our work involved a succession
of human subject studies, each intended to capture key elements of people’s privacy attitudes across
a number of different contexts. Our research provides further evidence of the important role played
by key contextual attributes on people’s privacy attitudes <insert reference to contextual integrity
here and also to earlier work we have done such as: [122,123, 126] and also including the work with
Mike Benisch and Patrick Kelley: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00779-010-0346-0]>.
It also documents the tension between the need to provide people with sufficient details and control
over the collection and use of their information and the quickly unrealistic burden on users this
might generate. We discuss ways in which this user burden could be mitigated with the introduction
of standardized APIs and privacy assistants that could help users manage what otherwise be highly
repetitive privacy decisions and the manual communication of these decisions to systems with which
they interact. We further explored how machine learning techniques, including simple clustering
techniques, can help organize people into groups of like minded-users and help build profiles that
capture many of their privacy preferences. We discussed how such profiles could be edited by users
to ensure they most closely align with their individual preferences and how the resulting individual
profiles could then be used to communicate people’s preferences such as opt-in/opt-out decisions to
different systems, as users keep on encountering similar contexts such as similar video analytics
deployments.

The main contributions of this thesis include:
• The development of detailed models of people’s privacy expectations and preferences across

a broad cross-section of realistic data collection and use practices associated with video
analytics deployments, COVID-19 vaccination certificate deployments, and mobile app
privacy notices. This includes the identification of key contextual parameters influencing
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people’s privacy expectations and preferences across these scenarios.
• Beyond the identification and modeling of privacy expectations and preferences that reflect

attitudes of broad cross-sections of the population, this dissertation also explores differences
in attitudes within the population and shows how a relatively small number of clusters of
like-minded users can often be identified. These clusters in turn can be used to predict many
aspects of people’s privacy attitudes. In the context of attitudes towards the deployment of
COVID certificates, they can help us gain a deeper understanding of how different segments
of the population feel about different deployment scenarios and help inform public policy
decisions about what is likely to be perceived as acceptable in some contexts and what may
not be.

• These same types of clusters can be used to generate recommendations to help people more
effectively and efficiently configure otherwise unmanageable collections of privacy decisions
such as opt-in/opt-out decisions required by some regulations in the context of videoanalytics
deployments. As such these models can contribute to reconciling the tension between user
burden and the ability of people to effectiveley control the collection and use of their data..

• Our findings also shed new light on the unrealistic burden currently placed on users when
it comes to managing their privacy across common mobile app and video analytics deploy-
ment scenarios. We argue that these findings provide strong support for the introduction of
additional regulation that would require the availability of mechanisms, APIs, and protocols
designed to reduce user burden. We proceed to detail some of such mechanisms in the context
of IoT, mobile app, and web browsing scenarios.

7.2 Ongoing Work for the Label Study

In light of the usability issues identified in Chapter 5 (e.g., confusion about the label structure, lack
of accessible definitions), we have undertaken to re-design iOS app privacy labels. Our goal is to
see whether it is possible to make the labels clearer and easier to use. The modifications we are
exploring include: 1) adopting a grid design with expandable lists, 2) using colors to differentiate
between data linked to the user and data not linked to the user, and 3) making definitions easily
accessible to users by adding clickable information icons with an “I” (for "Information"). We have
created prototype labels that we are experimenting with, as depicted in Figure 7.1, for two apps,
Candy Crush and Venmo. To evaluate the effectiveness of our prototype labels and gain insights
into users’ perceptions, we have developed a between-subjects interview protocol. Participants were
randomly assigned to either view the original iOS privacy labels or the prototype labels and were
then asked questions related to app data collection practices and their understanding of the labels,
as well as for any suggestions for improvement. Currently, we are conducting pilot interviews to
refine the protocol, which should enable us to make any necessary adjustments before conducting a
larger study to gather more data and insights.
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(a) Candy Crush (b) Venmo

Figure 7.1: Examples of our privacy label prototypes

7.3 Challenges and Future Work
Although new technologies, such as the ones examined in this dissertation, have undoubtedly
improved our lives by contributing to greater convenience, public health, and productivity, their
increasing ubiquity and capabilities are also creating significant privacy risks. Unfortunately, the
regulations in place to protect users’ privacy often lag behind emerging technologies and lack
adequate enforcement capabilities. It is often only after privacy violations have occurred that
regulators take action, leaving individuals vulnerable in the meantime. It is increasingly important
for companies and governments to take proactive steps to safeguard consumer privacy and protect
users against the potential privacy risks introduced by new technologies. An important element in
informing these proactive steps involves developing a deep and systematic understanding of people’s
privacy expectations and preferences across new deployment contexts. Through our research, we
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have shown that individuals’ privacy attitudes and concerns tend to be rather diverse and context-
dependent, making it particular challenging to design and implement usable privacy mechanisms
such as effective notification and control mechanisms.

• In the case of Internet of Things (IoT) and video analytics developments, our results showing
that individual’s preferences for notification of video analytics deployments are quite diverse
suggest that different people would select different setting configurations, with some individu-
als preferring to be systematically informed about each deployment and prompted to manually
decide whether to opt in or out, while others preferring more selective notification settings
and greater delegation of opt-in/opt-out decisions. Our findings can also inform the design of
privacy assistants that help users manage privacy decisions related to the deployment of video
analytics and other IoT technologies. Using privacy assistants, users could configure privacy
profiles, which would capture their preferences across common taxonomies of contextual
attributes. These profiles could be based on recommendations generated by machine learn-
ing algorithms, which the user could review and edit. As users repeatedly run into similar
video analytics or IoT scenarios, their privacy assistants would rely on standardized APIs
to recognize these scenarios, retrieve their user’s privacy preferences for the corresponding
scenario (e.g., opt-in/opt-out preferences), and communicate these preferences to the IoT
systems on behalf of the user. This would relieve users from the tedious task of manually
communicating the same preferences over and over again. Similarly, privacy assistants could
be configured to notify their users only about those deployments users care to be notified
about, in addition to possibly configuring any available opt-in/opt-out settings in accordance
with their individual preferences. Based on our findings, it is evident that different users would
likely select different configurations of their privacy assistants, enabling them to modulate
the types of notifications they want to receive and the types of opt-in/opt-out decisions they
might want to make manually.

• Our findings indicate that a one-size-fits-all approach to the deployment and implementation
of COVID vaccination certificates may not be suitable for accommodating the varied and
context-dependent privacy attitudes of individuals. Although our study indicates a general
acceptance of vaccination certificates, the results of our vignette CI survey suggest that
there is still a negative sentiment towards mandating VCs for accessing essential services
and activities, places of worship, and apartment buildings. This highlights the importance
of conducting surveys like ours by systematically sampling various contextual values to
understand people’s acceptance of different possible VC deployments and their implications.
Our study highlights the importance of policymakers taking into account the diverse and
context-dependent nature of privacy attitudes when designing policies related to the use of
vaccination certificates.

• When examining whether notices are effective and practical in providing users with answers
to their questions, a recent development that we investigated was privacy nutrition labels.
While our study showed that privacy labels were generally a positive step towards increased
transparency, the current form of these labels suffers from several usability issues. In addition,
a significant number of user questions remain unanswered by these labels, which means that
they are not providing users with the information they need. Moving forward, it is essential to
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continue to improve and refine privacy labels to ensure they are more useful and usable for
users. Future research could explore ways to address the limitations of these labels, such as
increasing their scope and addressing a broader range of user questions. However, it is also
important to note that privacy labels have limitations regarding the types of questions they
can answer. For example, they may not be able to address app-specific privacy questions that
users may have. As such, it is crucial to consider other approaches to privacy communication
that can complement the use of privacy nutrition labels, such as privacy question answering
functionality [189, 190].

The growth of technology has reached a point where users are overwhelmed by the number of
privacy options available, making it challenging for them to manage privacy decisions manually.
Therefore, it is essential to design and leverage technologies that can facilitate users’ decision-
making process. By carefully designing and leveraging such technologies, we can alleviate the
user burden associated with configuring notice and choice functionality, thereby empowering them
to regain control of the collection and use of their personal information in an increasingly digital
world.
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Appendix A

Understanding Privacy Expectations and
Preferences of Video Analytics Technology

A.1 Scenarios

Table A.1: Scenario text shown to participants. Controller being a variable that would be instantiated
with the name of the venue participants were visiting. Texts inside curly brackets display all retention
options associated with this scenario. Texts inside square brackets can be inserted to specify sharing
practice or the detection of whom people are with.

Purpose Scenario Text
Generic Surveil-
lance

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras
to deter crime. [This footage can be shared with law enforcement.] Assume
that you are captured by such a camera, and {1)the raw footage is kept for 30
days, 2) it is unclear for how long the raw footage is kept}.

Petty Crime Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras to
deter crime. These cameras are equipped with software that can automatically
detect and record petty crime (e.g. pickpocketing, car break-ins, breaking
store windows). When a suspicious scene is believed to have been detected,
it is recorded for further analysis (possibly including facial recognition)
and kept for 30 days. Otherwise the data is immediately discarded. [This
footage can be shared with law enforcement.] Assume that you are captured by
such a camera.

Known Criminal Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras
with facial recognition software. This software can identify and track known
shoplifters, criminals, and bad actors. Assume that Controller engages in this
practice, and {1) the raw footage is discarded immediately with the analysis
results being kept for 30 days 2) all the data (raw footage and analysis
results) is kept for 30 days 3) the raw footage is kept for 30 days. Assume
also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept}.
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Count people Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras
with anonymous face detection software. This software can estimate the
number of customers in the facility in order to optimize operation, such as
personnel allocation. Assume that Controller engages in this practice and {1)
the raw footage is discarded immediately, and it is unclear for how long the
analysis results are kept 2) the raw footage is kept for 30 days, and it is unclear
for how long the analysis results are kept 3) it is unclear for how long all the
data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept}.

Jump Line Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras
with facial recognition software. This software can identify patrons in line
and push individualized offers to skip the wait-line for a fee. [This software
can also record your presence and who you are with.] Assume that Controller
engages in this practice and {1) all the data (raw footage and analysis results)
is discarded immediately 2) the raw footage is discarded immediately with
the analysis results being kept for 30 days 3) the raw footage is discarded
immediately. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results
are kept 4) the raw footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear
for how long the analysis results are kept}.

Targeted Ads
(Anon)

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras
with anonymous face detection software. This software can estimate customers’
race and ethnicity in order to offer tailored deals and coupons. Assume that
Controller engages in this practice and {1) all the data (raw footage and
analysis results) is discarded immediately 2) the raw footage is discarded
immediately with analysis results being kept for 30 days 3) all the data (raw
footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 4) the raw footage is kept
for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results
are kept}.

Targeted Ads
(IDed)

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras
with facial recognition software. This software can match detected faces against
individual customer profiles in order to offer tailored deals and coupons.
[This software can record your presence and who you are with.] Assume
that Controller engages in this practice and {1) the raw footage is discarded
immediately with analysis results being kept for 30 days 2) all the data (raw
footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 3) the raw footage is kept
for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results
are kept}.
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Sentiment Ads
(Anon)

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras
with anonymous face detection and emotion analysis software. This software
can estimate customers’ age, gender and ethnicity, and analyze their reactions to
items displayed. This software is used to generate tailored deals and coupons
for different demographic groups. Assume that Controller engages in this
practice and {1) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is discarded
immediately 2) the raw footage is discarded immediately with analysis
results being kept for 30 days 3) all the data (raw footage and analysis
results) is kept for 30 days 4) the raw footage is kept for 30 days. Assume
also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept}.

Sentiment Ads
(IDed)

Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras
with facial recognition and emotion analysis software. This software recog-
nizes people, and analyzes their reactions to items displayed. Then the software
matches detected faces against individual customer profiles to send tailored
deals and coupons to their phones. [This software can record your presence
and who you are with.] Assume that Controller engages in this practice and {1)
the raw footage is discarded immediately with analysis results being kept
for 30 days 2) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30
days 3) the raw footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for
how long the analysis results are kept}.

Rate Service Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cam-
eras with anonymous emotion analysis software. This software can gauge
customer satisfaction with the service provided by its employees. They can
use the results for employee evaluation and training purposes. Assume that
Controller engages in this practice and {1) all the data (raw footage and
analysis results) is kept for 30 days 2) the raw footage is kept for 30 days.
Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept 3)
it is unclear for how long all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is
kept}.

Rate Engagement Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras
with facial recognition and emotion analysis software. This software can
identify each patron, and measure their engagement at the facility. [This
software can be used to record your presence and also identify who you are
with.] Assume that Controller engages in this practice and {1) the raw footage
is discarded immediately with the analysis results being kept for 30 days
2) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 3) the
raw footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for how long
the analysis results are kept 4) it is unclear for how long all the data (raw
footage and analysis results) is kept}.
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Face as ID Some places like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance cameras
with facial recognition software. This software can identify faces to replace ID
cards. [This software can record your presence and who you are with.] Assume
that Controller engages in this practice, and{1) the raw footage is discarded
immediately. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the analysis results
are kept 2) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days
3) the raw footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for how
long the analysis results are kept 4) it is unclear for how long all the data
(raw footage and analysis results) is kept}.

Track Attendance Some companies have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with facial
recognition software. This software can track the work time attendance of
its employees. [This software can record your presence and who you are
with.] Assume Controller engages in this practice, and{1) the raw footage
is discarded immediately. Assume also that it is unclear for how long the
analysis results are kept 2) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is
kept for 30 days 3) the raw footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is
unclear for how long the analysis results are kept 4) it is unclear for how
long all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept}.

Word Productivity Some companies have started to deploy video surveillance cameras with emo-
tion analysis and facial recognition software. This software can detect the
mood of its employees and predict their productivity. [This software can
record your presence and who you are with.] Assume that your workplace
engages in this practice, and {1) all the data (raw footage and analysis results)
is kept for 30 days 2) the raw footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it
is unclear for how long the analysis results are kept 3) it is unclear for how
long all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept}.

Health Predictions Some eatery chains like Controller have started to deploy video surveillance
cameras with emotion analysis and facial recognition software. This software
can detect your mood and record data about your orders [and who you are
with]. [This information can be shared with health insurance providers. The
health insurance providers could use such data to estimate your likelihood of
developing depression, diabetes, and obesity, which can impact your health
insurance premium.] Assume that Controller engages in this practice, and{1)
all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 2) the
raw footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for how long
the analysis results are kept 3) it is unclear for how long all the data (raw
footage and analysis results) is kept}.
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Medical Predictions Some medical facilities have started to deploy video surveillance cameras
with emotion analysis and facial recognition software. This software can
automatically detect some physical and mental health problems. [This
information can be shared with health insurance providers, and impact your
health insurance premium.] Assume that Controller engages in this practice,
and{1) all the data (raw footage and analysis results) is kept for 30 days 2)
the raw footage is kept for 30 days. Assume also that it is unclear for how
long the analysis results are kept 3) it is unclear for how long all the data
(raw footage and analysis results) is kept}.

Table A.1: Full Scenarios

A.2 Evening Review

[Show a map, timestamp and scenario for each notification]
• We asked: How surprised would you be about [PLACE] engaging in this data practice? At

the time, you indicated that you would find this . Why?
• We asked: How comfortable would you feel about [PLACE] engaging in this data practice?

At the time, you indicated that you would find this . Why?
• We asked: How would you want to be notified as you enter [PLACE]? At the time, you

indicated that you . Why?
• If you had the choice, would you allow or deny this data practice?
• Based on the data practice description above, do you believe the footage in which you appear

could be made available to third parties for analysis with facial recognition?
• Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.

I feel that I benefit from this data practice

I feel that [PLACE] benefits from this data practice

I feel that the data practice enhances public safety
• How would you feel about the raw footage being shared with the following entities?

A.3 Post Study Survey
• What is the first thing that comes to your mind when you think about facial recognition

technology?
• In what context(s) do you find the use of facial recognition technology to be particularly

beneficial? (Enter up to 5 types of contexts)
• In what context(s) do you find the use of facial recognition technology to be particularly

concerning? (Enter up to 5 types of contexts)
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• Do you feel that you have a general understanding of where this type of technology is likely
to be used and why?

• Please rate your comfort level when visiting stores and other locations that use facial recogni-
tion technology.

• How likely would you be to intentionally avoid stores that use facial recognition technology?
• Has your level of concern about facial recognition technology changed over the course of the

study?
• 10 IUIPC Questions
• Show scenarios: Petty Crime/Sentiment Ads(IDed)/Health Predictions

Within what timeframe, do you believe this data practice will be commonplace?
Would you like to be notified about this data practice?
What sensitive information do you think could be inferred from this data collection
practice?
How concerned would you be about this sensitive information being inferred? Why?
How likely would you be to avoid visiting those places following the introduction of
this data practice?
What do you think is a reasonable timeframe for those places to retain the footage they
capture of you?
In what manner would you like to receive notification about those places’ use of this
data practice?

A.4 Interview Scripts
• Introduction: Thank you for agreeing to this interview. My name is . I will be audio-

recording our session. How are you doing today? Just to fresh your memory. You started the
study around [DATE], and finished the study around [DATE]. For this interview, we will be
asking you some additional questions and clarifications about your experience during this
study.

• Where did you find about our study?
• When did you download the app?
• Did you find participating in this study to be demanding?
• On average, how much time would you say you spent answering our questions each day?
• Were there days when you didn’t receive any prompts?
• On the whole, do you feel that we covered most of the interesting places you went to during

the course of the study, or would you say we missed some interesting places? If so, which
interesting places did we miss? Would you expect cameras to be present at these places and
what do you think these cameras could be doing?

• While going through the evening reviews, did you ever feel that you wished you could modify
some of the answers you provided during the day? If so, can you specifically remember some
of the scenarios and in which way you would have liked to modify your answers (e.g., less
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surprised or more surprised, less comfortable or more comfortable?)
• [CHECK DATA] For scenarios where we only collected your answers in the evening, because

you didn’t have time to answer them when the scenario occurred. Do you believe that you
might have given different answers if you had responded at the time we first prompted you?
If so, how different would your answer have been and why?

• [SHOW INSTANCES] Do you remember when you did not answer those scenarios on site /
in-situ, why you could not answer them, and what you were you doing at the time?

• If you remember, each scenario came with two questions designed to check whether you had
carefully read the description of the scenario. Do you remember those?

• Did you find that answering these questions could easily be defeated, or did you actually have
to carefully read the scenarios to answer the questions? Feel free to tell us that the questions
were easy to guess without reading the scenarios. We are trying to understand to what extent
these questions help, or to what extent they are just not terribly useful.

• How often did you think that the scenarios we described matched actual video collection
practices at the places you were visiting?

• Did you actually look for cameras, or start paying more attention to cameras?
• Have you discussed the study or scenarios with others?
• On the whole, do you feel that you have grown more concerned or less concerned about the

types of video analytics scenarios used in our study? Or would you have you remain equally
concerned or unconcerned?

• If you remembered, there are a lot of scenarios you encountered as part of this study, were
there scenarios that you found particularly surprising? Were there some scenarios that you
found particular concerning? Or would you say that all these scenarios are to be expected and
do not feel particularly concerning?

• Do you feel that, if you were to retake the study and be presented with the same scenarios,
most of your answers would be the same? If some of your answers are likely to be different,
could you identify some of the scenarios for which you would likely have different answers?

• Questions/Clarifications related to the interviewee’s post-study and evening answers (different
case by case)
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Appendix B

A Contextual Integrity Analysis of
Vaccination Certificates

B.1 Full Survey Text

Consent Form
• I am age 18 or order.
• I have read and understand the information above.
• I want to participate in this research and continue with the survey.

Introduction
With ongoing COVID-19 vaccination efforts, governments and other organizations around the
world have proposed the use of “vaccination certificates” as a way to verify that a person has been
vaccinated against the coronavirus, received a negative test or has recovered from the virus. Some
vaccination certificates are already in use today. Researchers at Carnegie Mellon University are
conducting a study to understand people’s opinions and perceptions of these vaccination certificate
proposals. Please answer the survey honestly. There are no right or wrong answers to any of the
questions.

Fist-hand Information Sharing: Vaccination Passport Vignettes
• Pre-COVID, how often did you visit [place]?
• Assume that you have a vaccination certificate similar to the one below.
• Template: [Recipient] ask [Sender] to show [Subject+Attribute] to [Transmission Principle]?

Would such a practice be acceptable?
• Example: [Gyms] ask [members] to show [their vaccination certificates] to [gain indoor

access]. Would such a practice be acceptable? Please explain.
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Figure B.1: An example vaccination certificate shown to survey participants.

• If such a certificate were to be required to [gain indoor access], how much more likely would
you be to go to [gyms] over the next 6 months? Please explain.

Fist-hand Information Sharing: Vaccination Mandate Vignettes
• Passengers are asked to show their vaccination certificates to airline companies to take an

international flight. Is this acceptable?
• Foreign travelers are asked to show their vaccination certificates to customs and border

controls to enter the United States. Is this acceptable?
• Us nationals are asked to show their vaccination certificates to customs and border controls to

enter a foreign country. Is this acceptable?
• Teachers are asked to show their vaccination certificates to schools (K-12 and higher education)
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to return to in-person learning. Is this acceptable?
• Students are asked to show their vaccination certificates to schools (K-12 and higher education)

to return to in-person learning. Is this acceptable?
• Job applicants are asked to their show vaccination certificates to employers to be considered

for a job. Is this acceptable?
• Job applicants are asked to show their vaccination certificates to employers to apply for jobs

in hospitals. Is this acceptable?
• Job applicants are asked to show their vaccination certificates to employers to apply for or

retain jobs in assisted living facilities. Is this acceptable?
• Potential renters asked to show their vaccination certificates to building management to rent

an apartment. Is this acceptable?
• Word count: Please select the answer choice with the largest number of words in the list

below.

VC Information Re-sharing Vignettes
• Template: Would it be acceptable for [Sender] to share [Subject Attribute] with the

following entities for
[Transmission Principle]?
Example: Would it be acceptable for [recreational services or facilities (e.g., bars, gyms,
salons)] to share [information on a person’s vaccination certificate] with the following entities
[for public health purposes such as contact tracking]?

Vaccination Certificate Questions
• Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

The government (federal or state)

should promote vaccination against COVID-19.

has no right to impose vaccination certificates.

should issue vaccination certificates and require them to be used in different contexts.
• Which entity do you consider trustworthy to develop a vaccination certificate? Please select

all that apply. Please explain.
• Would you prefer to have a single certificate issued by the federal government and recognized

by everyone or different certificates issued by different organizations from which you can
choose?

COVID Related Questions
• Have you been vaccinated against COVID-19?
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• Have you contracted COVID-19?
• Do you personally know anyone who got seriously ill due to COVID-19?
• If vaccination certificates were to be used, would you be more or less likely to get vaccinated?

Demographics
• What is your age?
• What is your gender?
• What is the highest level of education you have completed?
• What was your total household income before taxes during the past 12 months?
• What is your marital status?
• Which of the following best describes your primary occupation?
• Please specify your ethnicity.
• In general, would you describe your political views as ___?
• Have you ever held a job in assisted living facilities or hospitals?
• Do you use a smartphone?
• In which state do you currently reside [drop-down]?
• Which category best describes where you live?
• Have you used the following tools in the past year? Please select all that apply.
• Not including this survey, approximately how many surveys related to privacy or security

have you completed in the past year?
• Anything else you’d like to say about the situation and/or your concerns?

B.2 Full Survey Text

Demographic Questions
• Respondent age (in years) — Numeric value
• Gender as provided by vendor (M/F only) [Text items]

Female

Male
• How would you describe your gender identity? [Text items]

Female

Male

Genderqueer
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Other
• Race as provided by vendor (select one) [Text items]

African American

Asian American

Hispanic

Native American

Pacific Islander

White

Other
• What racial or ethnic group best describes you? (Please select all that apply)

1 = Asian American

0 = Not Asian American
• What racial or ethnic group best describes you? (Please select all that apply)

1 = African American

0 = Not African American
• What racial or ethnic group best describes you? (Please select all that apply)

1 = Hispanic

0 = Not Hispanic
• Education level (numerical)

1 = Some High School or Less

2 = High School Graduate

3 = Some College

4 = College Degree

5 = Graduate Degree
• Education level (5 categories) [Text items]

Some High School or Less

High School Graduate

Some College

College Degree

Graduate Degree
• Raw household income as provided by vendor — Numeric value
• What was the total combined income of your household for the past year?

1 = Under 10K
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2 = 10k to under 15k

3 = 15K to under 25K

4 = 25K to under 35K

5 = 35K to under 50K

6 = 50K to under 75K

7 = 75K to under 100K

8 = 100K to under 150K

9 = 150K to under 200K

10 = 200K and over
• Which of the following best describes your current employment status? [Text items]

Full-time

Part-time

Self-employed

Unemployed

Home-maker

Student

Retired

Gig/Contract
• Relationship status from vendor [Text items]

Single

Engaged

Living with partner

Married

Divorced

Widowed
• Parent of children under 18

0 = No kids

1 = Has kids
• Political party

Republican

Democrat

Independent

Other
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• Political affiliation

1 = Strong Republican

2 = Republican

3 = Leaning Republican

4 = Independent

5 = Leaning Democrat

6 = Democrat

7 = Strong Democrat
• In general, do you think of yourself as...

1 = Extremely liberal

2 = Liberal

3 = Slightly liberal

4 = Moderate, middle of the road

5 = Slightly conservative

6 = Conservative

7 = Extremely conservative
• Do you think of yourself as closer to the...

1 = Republican Party

2 = Democratic Party

3 = Neither
• Do you consider yourself to be a...

1 = Strong Democrat

2 = Not very strong Democrat
• Do you consider yourself to be a...

1 = Strong Republican

2 = Not very strong Republican
• Respondent ZIP code — Text entry
• Respondent county (from ZIP) — Text entry
• State name—Text entry
• US State numerical census code 1 = AL 2 = AK 4 = AZ 5 = AR 6 = CA 8 = CO 9 = CT 10 =

DE 11 = DC 12 = FL 13 = GA 15 = HI 16 = ID 17 = IL 18 = IN 19 = IA 20 = KS 21 = KY 22
= LA 23 = ME 24 = MD 25 = MA 26 = MI 27 = MN 28 = MS 29 = MO 30 = MT 31 = NE
32 = NV 33 = NH 34 = NJ 35 = NM 36 = NY 37 = NC 38 = ND 39 = OH 40 = OK 41 = OR
42 = PA 44 = RI 45 = SC 46 = SD 47 = TN 48 = TX 49 = UT 50 = VT 51 = VA 53 = WA 54
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= WV 55 = WI 56 = WY 60 = AS 66 = GU 69 = MP 72 = PR 78 = VI
• Two-letter state code—Text entry
• USDA Rural-urban Continuum Codes, 2013

1 = Metro - Counties in metro areas of 1 million population or more

2 = Metro - Counties in metro areas of 250,000 to 1 million population

3 = Metro - Counties in metro areas of fewer than 250,000 population

4 = Nonmetro - Urban population of 20,000 or more, adjacent to a metro area

5 = Nonmetro - Urban population of 20,000 or more, not adjacent to a metro area

6 = Nonmetro - Urban population of 2,500 to 19,999, adjacent to a metro area

7 = Nonmetro - Urban population of 2,500 to 19,999, not adjacent to a metro area

8 = Nonmetro - Completely rural or less than 2,500 urban population, adjacent to a
metro area

9 = Nonmetro - Completely rural or less than 2,500 urban population, not adjacent to a
metro area

• NCHS Urban-Rural Classification 2013

1 = Large central metro

2 = Large fringe metro

3 = Medium metro

4 = Small metro

5 = Micropolitan

6 = Non-Core
• Have you ever been diagnosed with coronavirus (COVID-19)?

1 = Yes, I was diagnosed by a medical professional

2 = No, I was not diagnosed but I think I may have it now

3 = No, I was not diagnosed but I think I had it previously and recovered

4 = No, I was not diagnosed and I do not think I ever had it

5 = I am not sure
• Have you been tested for coronavirus (COVID-19)?

1 = Yes, and I tested positive for COVID-19 at least once

2 = Yes, and I tested negative for COVID-19 every time

3 = No, I wanted to but was not able to get a test

4 = No, I never tried to get tested
• How severe is/was the illness?

4 = Very severe
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3 = Somewhat severe

2 = Not too severe

1 = Not at all severe
• Have you fully recovered from COVID-19?

1 = Yes, I have fully recovered

2 = No, I still have some symptoms

3 = No, I do not have any symptoms but my test is still positive
• Have you received a COVID-19 vaccine?

1 = Yes, one dose

2 = Yes, two doses

3 = No

4 = Yes, three doses

5 = Yes, four or more doses
• How likely would you be to get vaccinated against COVID-19 in the future?

5 = Extremely likely

4 = Somewhat likely

3 = Neither likely nor unlikely

2 = Somewhat unlikely

1 = Extremely unlikely
• Have you received a COVID-19 booster shot (that is, an additional vaccine dose to increase

immunity that may have waned over time)?

1 = Yes, one booster shot

2 = Yes, two booster shots

3 = Yes, three or more booster shots

0 = No
• How likely would you be to get a COVID-19 vaccine booster shot in the future?

5 = Extremely likely

4 = Somewhat likely

3 = Neither likely nor unlikely

2 = Somewhat unlikely

1 = Extremely unlikely
• Do you plan to get a COVID-19 booster...

1 = As soon as possible

2 = After at least some people I know have already received it
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3 = After most people I know have already received it

4 = I would not get the COVID-19 booster

Vaccination Certificate Questions

With ongoing global COVID-19 vaccination efforts, governments and organizations have proposed
and adopted the use of “vaccination certificates” or other equivalent certification, as a proof of
COVID vaccination or recent recovery from the virus. Please answer the following survey questions
regarding the use of vaccination certificates in various scenarios. Please assume that “vaccination
certificate” refers to a proof (whether digital or not) that someone has been vaccinated or an optional
proof that a person has recently recovered from a COVID virus infection.

Would the following practices be acceptable or unacceptable? 5 = Acceptable 4 = Somewhat
acceptable 3 = Neither acceptable nor unacceptable 2 = Somewhat unacceptable 1 = Unacceptable

• Government buildings (e.g., DMVs, courthouses) ask visitors to show their vaccination
certificates to gain indoor access.

• Assisted living facilities ask visitors to show their vaccination certificates to gain indoor
access.

• Places of worship ask visitors to show their vaccination certificates to gain indoor access.
• Apartment building management asks visitors to show their vaccination certificates to gain

indoor access.
• Large event organizers ask attendees to show their vaccination certificates to gain indoor

access.
• Gyms ask members to show their vaccination certificates to gain indoor access.
• Restaurants and cafes ask customers to show their vaccination certificates to gain indoor

access.
• Stores and supermarkets ask customers to show their vaccination certificates to gain indoor

access.
• Entertainment venues (e.g., movie theaters, museums) ask customers to show their vaccination

certificates to gain indoor access.
• Personal care businesses (e.g., nail salons, barber shops) ask customers to show their vaccina-

tion certificates to gain indoor access.
• Hotels and short-term rentals (e.g., Airbnb) ask customers to show their vaccination certificates

to gain indoor access.
• Cruise companies ask passengers to show their vaccination certificates to board.
• Public transportation operators ask passengers to show their vaccination certificates to board.
• Taxi drivers or rideshare drivers (e.g., Uber drivers) ask passengers to show their vaccination

certificates to board.
• Long-distance bus or train companies (e.g., MegaBus, Amtrak) ask passengers to show their
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vaccination certificates to board.
• Airline companies ask passengers to show their vaccination certificates to board an interna-

tional flight.
• Customs and border controls ask travelers to show their vaccination certificates to enter a

country.
• Schools (K–12 and higher education) ask teachers to show their vaccination certificates to

attend school.
• Employers ask job applicants to show their vaccination certificates to apply for a job.
• Employers ask job applicants to show their vaccination certificates to apply for a job in

healthcare (e.g., assisted living facilities, hospitals).
• Apartment building management asks renters to show their vaccination certificates to be

considered for an apartment.
• Attention question: In this question, please select the second to last option, namely “somewhat

unacceptable.”
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Appendix C

Usability of iOS App Privacy Labels

C.1 Screening Questionnaire

• You can check your iOS version by going to Settings>General>About, and looking at “Soft-
ware Version”. Please type in the version number exactly as it appears in the “Software
Version” section. [free-text]

• I am at least 18 years old, reside in the US, and am a regular user of an iPhone with iOS 14 or
above.

• Please select the most applicable answer. I downloaded one or more apps from the app store
.

In the past week

In the past month

In the past 3 months

More than 3 months ago [disqualified]
• Roughly how many new apps have you downloaded from the app store yourself over the past

3 months?

None [disqualified]

Somewhere between 1 and 10

Likely more than 10
• Have you ever done any of the following in the past? Please select all that apply.

Uninstalled or stopped using an app or service because of the types of data the app
collects about you or how that data is used

Reviewed an app’s privacy settings, namely what data it requests access to

Read (partially or fully) an app’s privacy policy or end-user license agreement
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Used a VPN or Tor for non-work-related reasons on your phone or other device

Decided not to download an app after looking at its privacy information in the app store

None of the above
• What is your age? [free-text]
• What is your gender?

Male

Female

Non-binary

Prefer to self disclose
• What is your occupation? [free-text]
• Please enter your email. Your email will only be used to contact you to set up a time for the

study and to pay you, if you are selected to participate in this study. If you are not selected,
your responses to the survey (including your email address) will be deleted within 3 days
of the completion of recruitment for the study. Your email address will not be shared with
anyone and will be stored separately from your other study data.

C.2 Interview Scripts
• Introduction: Thank you for meeting with me today. This interview is being conducted for

research at Carnegie Mellon University to better understand how people interact with mobile
apps in the Apple App Store. We will ask you to answer some questions and view some
information in the App Store. This session should take no more than 1 hour to complete, and
will be recorded via Zoom. Upon completion of the study, you will receive $25 in the form
of an Amazon Gift Card that will be sent to you via email. You will be asked to share your
iPhone’s screen via Zoom at some point during the session to enable us to follow what you
are doing on your phone as you visit the App Store.

• Please answer our questions truthfully and as thoroughly as possible. If in doubt, feel free to
ask me for clarification at any point during the interview. I want to emphasize that there are no
right or wrong answers. Our goal is simply to understand your opinions and thought processes.
You may stop the interview at any point, or choose to not answer a question, or take a break
if you wish. Please do not reveal any private or personally-identifiable information about
yourself or others during the interview. If you accidentally reveal any personal information,
please let me know so that I can remove it from the recording. Do you have any questions at
this time?

• Part 1: General Questions about App Usage

For how long have you been using an iPhone? (Prompt: Any particular reason why you
chose an iPhone?)

To the best of your knowledge, approximately how many apps do you have on your
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iPhone? (estimates are expected) [After getting the estimate, give them instructions to
look up the actual number Settings>General>About>Applications]

When was the last time that you downloaded a new app on your phone?

Could you describe a recent experience when you decided to download an app on your
phone, starting from how you discovered the new app all the way to what happened
when you used it for the first time? (to the extent they went all the way - some people
can stop halfway and decide not to set up an account or may even change their mind
and remove the app)

What are some of the typical factors that influence which apps you download on your
phone? (Prompt: app reviews, brand, ratings, security, ranking, data privacy, your
friends) Have you ever compared different apps before deciding which one to download
(Prompt: what types of things have you compared?)? Was data privacy ever a reason
that you chose or did not choose an app?

• Part 2 : Information Seeking

Have you ever wondered what information apps collect about you?

[If they say they have] How would you go about finding out what information an app
collects about you and what the app does with the information?

[follow-up] Have you ever actually done that?

[If they say they have not] If you were to look for this, how could you possibly find out
what information an app collects about you and what the app does with that information?
Prompt: media? friends/family? experts? privacy policies/EULA? permission settings?
Other? Do you think those sources are reliable? App store? Have you ever looked

• Part 3: Label Comprehension — 2 Scenarios

[Instructions] This section requires you to share your screen with us via zoom. Which
device are you on, your iPhone or your desktop/laptop? Please open the App Store app
on your phone before you start sharing your screen. Please silence your notifications
and remove anything confidential from your screen. [If participant is not on iOS 15,
show instructions] Please enable Do Not Disturb on your device to prevent unexpected
notifications by going to “Settings”>“Focus” and then “Do Not Disturb” and turn on the
top toggle. [Remind if on their phone using the following sentence] Please note that we
will be able see snapshots of your apps when you switch from Zoom to the App Store
app. So please make sure that there is nothing sensitive displayed on your screen before
you start sharing your screen.

[Show instructions on screen if needed] Great! Now that you are sharing your screen.

Could you search for the [Doordash or Chipotle] app? Are you familiar with this app?
Could you describe what this app does? Have you used [APP] before? [If yes] how
often do you use it?

Please scroll down to the “App Privacy” section. Do you remember ever seeing or
reading an “App Privacy” section like this one before? (follow-up: if yes, ask about
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their experience with privacy labels; when did you last see one? For which app? What
was the context? Did you find the information useful? Did you end up downloading the
app? If not, why not? Do you typically look for this information before downloading a
new app?)

Please take some time to read this “App Privacy” section. What do you think of the
section you are seeing? What do you think this section is for? (impression testing)

Please click the “See Details” at the top right corner and take some time to read
this as well. Let’s go through the app privacy information section you just looked at
systematically. Please answer the following questions based on what you see in this
“App Privacy” section:

Starting at the top where it says "Data used to Track you", what do you think “data used
to track you” means?

Do you know what (online) tracking is?

What do you think of it? Do you find it to be a useful practice or are you possibly
concerned about it? Please explain.

In this section there is information about “identifiers.” Do you know what an identifier
is? If yes, what are (other) examples of identifiers?

What do you think of the fact that this app may use your identifiers to track you across
apps and websites owned by other companies? Do you find it to be a useful practice or
are you possibly concerned about it? Please explain.

In this section there is information about “product interaction” under “usage data.” Do
you know what product interaction entails? How do you think Doordash tracks you via
product interaction(s)?

[If the user is looking at Doordash]

What do you think of it? Do you find it to be a useful practice or are you possibly
concerned about it? Please explain.

[Tracking] Do you think Doordash is allowed to share your location with a third-party
company that would combine your location obtained from Doordash and location data
from other apps and websites to build a history of your whereabouts?

What do you think of it? Do you find it to be a useful practice or are you possibly
concerned about it? Please explain.

[Tracking] Do you think Doordash uses data collected from other companies (including
websites, apps, and offline services) to decide what ads to show you? If so, what data do
you think the app uses? How can you tell? What do you think of it? Do you find it to be
a useful practice or are you possibly concerned about it? Please explain.

If you scroll down a bit you should see a heading for “data linked to you,” previously
there was another heading for “data used to track you”. What is the difference between
“data used to track you” and “data linked to you”?
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The next heading is Third-party advertising. If you scroll down a bit you should
see another heading Developer’s Advertising or Marketing. What do you think those
headings denote? Do you think that these headings refer to different practices and, if so,
what are the differences?

What do you think “third-party advertising” means?

Do you know what targeted advertising is?

Do you find it to be a useful practice or are you possibly concerned about it? Please
explain. (There is no right or wrong answer. We’re just curious to understand how you
feel about these practices)

Do you know what Developer’s Advertising or Marketing means? What do you think is
the difference, if there is, between “third-party advertising” and “developer’s advertising
or marketing”?

Below that you will see Browsing History. What do you think “browsing history”
covers?

Do you think browsing history includes content the user has viewed that is not part of
the app, such as websites?

Are you concerned or not concerned about this data being collected?

If you keep scrolling you will see “other data”, what do you think “other data” include?

If you scroll down you will see the Analytics heading. What do you think your data
being used for “Analytics” purposes means?

What do you think of it? Do you find it to be a useful practice or are you possibly
concerned about it? Please explain.

[Analytics] Do you think Doordash uses data to understand or analyze your behavior
(e.g., to develop new features, to measure audience characteristics)? If so, what data do
you think the app uses? What do you think of it?/How do you feel about it? Do you find
it to be a useful practice or are you possibly concerned about it? Please explain.

If you scroll down you will see the Product Personalization heading. Do you know what
that is? Do you find it to be a useful practice or are you possibly concerned about it?
Please explain.

If you keep scrolling down you will see the heading “app functionality,” What do you
think your data being used for “App Functionality” purposes means? What do you think
of all the other purposes beyond app functionality?

What do you think of it? Do you find it to be a useful practice or are you possibly
concerned about it? Please explain.

If you keep scrolling you will see “other purposes,” what do you think about your
contacts being used for “other purposes”? Do you find it to be a useful practice or are
you possibly concerned about it? Please explain.

Is there any information here that you do not understand?
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Is there any information that is not present but you would like to know about?

[For participants assigned to the Chipotle]

Let’s go through the app privacy information section you just looked at systematically.
Please answer the following questions based on what you see in this “App Privacy”
section: Starting at the top where it says "Data not linked to you", what do you think
“data not linked to you” means? The next heading is Analytics. If you scroll down a bit
you should see another heading App Functionality. What do you think those headings
denote?

[Analytics] Do you think Chipotle uses data to understand or analyze your behavior
(e.g., to develop new features, to measure audience characteristics)? If so, what data do
you think the app uses?

How do you think Chipotle collects “contact info” such as “Name” and “Email address”
without the data being linked to you?

Do you think Chipotle collects any data that is linked to you? For example, when you
place an order?

Do you think this App Privacy section includes all the data and all the usage of your
data that Chipotle collects about you? Please explain.

Is there any information here that you do not understand?

Is there any information that is not present but you would like to know about?
• Perceptions of Privacy Labels

In general, how do you feel about the information provided here (i.e., the information
under the “App Privacy” section)?

Do you find this type of information useful? Why/Why not? Do you find it easy to
understand? Do you find it well organized?

Do you feel you understand most of the information provided in that section?

Did you learn about things you didn’t know or you pretty much knew everything in that
section? Or somewhere in-between?

What do you like or dislike about that section? How can this section be improved?

Do you think you might pay attention to this information later or you will probably not
be looking at this?

[If yes] Would this information influence your decision to download the app one way or
another?

[If no] Why do you think you will not be looking at this?

[if participant saw labels before] After downloading an app, did you ever find yourself
going back to this section in the app store?

Under what circumstances? For what reason? (Prompt: to answer privacy questions you
might have had)
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If you had to guess, who do you think provided the information under “App Privacy”?

[Follow-up] Do you believe that this information is provided directly by Apple or vetted
by Apple? Or by the app developers? Why/why not?

If it’s the latter, do you believe that it has been reviewed by Apple?

[Follow-up] Do you believe it is done manually or the result of some automated process-
ing?

[if participant saw labels before] If you ever looked at this type of information in the past,
did you ever have that question in mind? Who did you assume provided the information
in the labels? Did you think the information could be trusted?

Do you think the information provided in this section is reliable? How likely are you to
trust this information? Why/why not?

[Remind participants to stop sharing their screen]
• Part 5: General Privacy Concerns / Behaviors

Have you ever read the privacy policy (partially or fully) of a mobile app? What do
you think of them? Prompt: When you read a privacy policy, what do you typically do?
How much do you typically understand the privacy policies you read?

Have you ever regretted downloading or using an app because of data privacy issues?
[Follow-up]: Did you take any further actions because of these regrets such as changing
your privacy settings, uninstalling the app or limiting your use of it?

In the past, have you ever had your personal data misused or compromised in general?
If so, what happened? What about data related to apps or web services?

• Wrap-up Alright, I have asked all the interview questions. Is there anything else you would
like to say? Any questions at this point? Or any comments? Now I will be asking you to fill
out a short survey. The survey link is pasted inside the chat. You will receive the e-gift card
via email soon after you complete the survey. Feel free to disconnect now. Thank you so
much for your participation!

C.3 Post-Interview Questions

• How much control do you think you have over the data that companies collect about you?
• How concerned are you, if at all, about how companies are using the data they collect about

you?
• How much do you feel you understand what companies are doing with the data they collected

about you? Prompt: a great deal, some, very little, nothing
• What is the highest level of education you have completed?
• Have you ever held a job or received a degree in computer science or any related technology

field?
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• Which of the following best describes your employment status?
• Privacy behavior: Have you used the following tools in the past year? Please select all that

apply.

Antivirus software

Ad blockers

VPNs

Private browsing

Cookie/tracker blockers (e.g., Ghostery)

Tor Browser

Private search engines (e.g., DuckDuckGo)

PrivacyDog

Other, please specify

C.4 Codebook

Code categories are shown in bold type, with the list of codes in that category following. For a more
detailed version with code descriptions, see https://osf.io/47kzt/.

App Privacy
• iPhone usage length: less than 5 years, at least 5 and less than 10 years, at least 10 years
• Why use iPhone
• iPhone # of apps estimate: ≤40, 50–100, >300
• iPhone actual # of apps: <50, 50–100, 101–200, >200
• Recent app download time: within 1 day, within a week, within a month
• App download process: search keywords in App Store, search in Google, download mul-

tiple apps and then delete unwanted, learn specific app from ads, learn specific app from
recommendations, generally know the app the download when in the App Store

• Factors considered when downloading apps: cost, reviews, ratings, utility, descriptions,
brand/trust, rewards program, space/battery, number of downloads or reviews, bugs

• Concerns about app privacy: yes, no, consider privacy before downloading, remove app
out of privacy concern, privacy concern for newly downloaded apps, privacy concern about
Facebook related apps, privacy concern only for important apps

• Whether have questions about app data collection yes, no, specific question
• Where to learn about app data collection Google, terms of services/privacy policies, iPhone

privacy settings, iPhone privacy prompts, in-app privacy settings, the App Store, media,
downloaded data

• Looking for app privacy in the App Store: no
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• Seen app privacy section in the App Store before: no, yes, yes but only aware of its
existence

• DoorDash app used before: yes, no
• Chipotle app used before: yes, no
Label Understanding & Perception
• Tracking: understanding, confusion, concerned, not concerned, useful, not useful, mixed

feelings
• Tracking by identifiers: concerned, not concerned, mixed feelings
• Tracking implies aggregating location data: yes, clear from the label, not clear from the

label, concerned
• Tracking used for advertising: yes, clear from the label, not clear from the label
• Data linked to you: understanding, confusion, useful
• Difference between data used to track you and data linked to you: understanding, confu-

sion
• Data not linked to you: understanding, confusion
• Contact under data not linked to you: confusion
• Targeted advertising: understanding, concerned, not concerned, mixed feelings, useful
• Third party or developer advertising: understanding, confusion
• App functionality: understanding, confusion, useful
• Analytics: understanding, confusion, useful, not concerned
• Product Personalization: understanding, confusion, useful, concerned
• Identifiers: understanding, confusion, concerned
• Device id: understanding, confusion
• Product interaction: understanding, confusion, mixed feelings
• Browsing or search history: understanding, confusion, concerned, not concerned
• Other category: understanding, confusion, concerned, not concerned
• User content: concern, confusion
• Contacts used by DoorDash for other purposes: concerned, mixed
• Jargon confusion: usage data, crash data, diagnostics, coarse location, purchase
• App has no need for listed data on label
• Label first impression
• Confusion about label structure
• Confusion about label sections
• Label useful: yes, no
• Understood most of the labels?: yes, no, in-between
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• Learned new things from labels?: yes, no, in-between
• Future use of labels: yes, no, depends
• Labels impacting later decision to download apps: yes, no, depends
• Labels include all app data collection practices: yes, no, not sure
• What participants like about the labels: existence, increased transparency, other
• What participants dislike about the labels: vagueness, long and/or repetitive, use of jargon
• How to improve the labels or what participants would want the labels to include: add

accessible definitions, add specific and contextualized examples of data collected, add privacy
controls, add whether the data is being shared or sold and/or with whom, add data retention,
explain in details what they do with the data and/or justification, add how data privacy is
protected, arrange purposes in a table format, add contact info for further questions, other

• Do participants trust the labels? yes, no, depends, reason for yes, reason for no
• Labels provided by: app developers, Apple, both Apple and app developers, not sure
• Labels reviewed or verified by Apple? neither, only reviewed, verified, not sure
• If labels are reviewed, how? automated processing, manual review, both
• Like Compact label
• Participants expect labels to be interactive
• Participants think labels are required
• Labels lack oversight or guarantee

Privacy Attitudes and Experiences
• Resignation
• Trade-off
• Not concerned about privacy: generally unconcerned, nothing to hide, low perceived risk,

privacy as a secondary task
• Privacy concern: generic, desire to remain personal autonomy, feeling watched, risks
• Usable privacy: user burden high, frustration with privacy policies
• Privacy protection behavior
• More concerned after reading labels
• Past experience with personal data being misused or compromised? no, data breaches,

fraudulent activity on bank accounts, identity theft, accounts hacked
• Aware of turning off tracking on iPhone: yes, no, confusion
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